2016
Sustainability Report

Reporting Principles and Standards
2016 OCI SUSTAINABILITY REPORT is prepared in accordance with GRI (Global Reporting
Initiative) G4 ‘In accordance with - Core option‘. It is also in compliance with the GRI
Standards valid from 2018. Since 2010, OCI has published a sustainability report on the
status of sustainable management implementation every year. This report is our 8th
sustainability report including three material topics for sustainability based on issues
identified through the internal management conditions and external environment
analysis, and participation from stakeholders. The Management Approach (MA) section
explains the background on the selection of the material topics, opportunities and risk
factors, short, mid and long-term implementation tasks, interest levels of stakeholders,
financial impact and key performance. Details can be found in the report.

Reporting Period
This report is based on data from January 2016 to December 2016. Key management activities
that are important to stakholders include data before 2016 and to March 2017. Quantitative
data is presented from 2014 to 2016 to help readers quantitatively identify progress.

Reporting Boundary
This report focuses on the head office, R&D center, training center, our Korean business
sites in Gunsan, Pohang, Gwangyang, Iksan, Iksan VIP, Incheon and also our subsidiaries, OCI
Solar Power LLC, Shandong OCI Co., Ltd., Shandong OCI-Jianyang Carbon Black Co., Ltd.,
Ma Steel OCI Chemical Co., Ltd., Tokuyama Malaysia Sdn. Bhd., and etc. The financial data
included in this report shows consolidated data in accordance with Korean International
Financial Reporting Standards (K-IFRS). The reporting boundary for the data that was
prepared in accordance with our own criteria which includes energy consumption,
carbon emissions, and safety status data, is specified separately.

Third Party Assurance
This report was assured by an official verification procedure conducted by an independent
assurance provider, DNV GL, in order to ensure the reliability and fairness of the reporting
process, data, and content. The results of assurance are detailed on page 100. Financial
information was audited by an independent auditor, and verification of greenhouse gas
emissions and energy usage was conducted in accordance with the principles of the
“Guideline for the Greenhouse Gas and Energy Target Management System”.

For more Information
For additional information or inquiries about this report, please contact us.
Address	Corporate Planning Team, OCI Bldg., 94 Sogong-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul, 04532, Korea
Tel
+82-2-727-9376
Fax
+82-2-727-9688
Website www.oci.co.kr/eng
E-mail
oci_csr@oci.co.kr
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CEO's Message

Dear respected stakeholders,
I would like to express my sincere gratitude to all of you for your unwavering
interest in and support for OCI. This is OCI’s eighth sustainability report,
reviewing various issues surrounding OCI and highlighting material Issues
through the engagement of diverse internal and external stakeholders to
give an outline of the past, present and future of OCI’s sustainability.
Laying the foundation for creating economic values
As a result of endless endeavors carried on in the challenging management
conditions in 2016, we succeeded in turning to black last year. Such an
achievement is attributable to unwavering efforts to secure competitive
edges in existing projects by reducing the manufacturing cost of polysilicon
as our key business by 14%, and strengthening the competitiveness of
existing chemical products including TDI. OCI’s brand value was enhanced
by successfully completing the ‘Alamo project’. The project is a 400MW solar
PV supply contract, the largest of its kind in North America, signed with CPS
Energy in San Antonio, Texas, in 2012. We will continue to strive in 2017 to
ensure seamless implementation of commercial production in the carbon
black and coal tar refining plant in China completed in September 2016, and
for the development of the facilities of the Hyundai OCI carbon black plant
under construction in Korea.
Operating eco-friendly business sites
We implement eco-friendly management strategies for environmental sustainability. Each of OCI’s business sites intensively manages the amount of
raw materials, packing materials and water used, and also records the status
of emissions of water and air pollutants. Additionally, in 2016, we are engaged in various activities to reduce GHG emissions so that financial losses,
resulting from a lack of supply in the domestic GHG emission trading market
as of 2016, may be minimized. We will pursue sustainable growth with the
environment by fulfilling corporate responsibilities for the environment.
Strengthening safety of business sites
We make various efforts to devise a systematic safety management system
and spread a safety culture. We do the utmost to comply with basic safety
rules and strengthen preventive maintenance so that a small accident which
may occur during routine operations need not lead to production failures or
human casualties – a prerequisite for the safety of not only OCI’s employees
but also that of employees of suppliers and community residents. We will
ensure a safe working environment based on expansion of internal training
and cross-site communication.
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Creating a corporate culture for a great work place
We perceive employees as partners and local communities in pursuit of
mutual development, and runs diverse programs to bolster their expertise
and nurture them as global leaders. We ensure fair treatment of employees
as well as transparent and fair performance evaluation as we strive to
become a company that grows together with employees. Our efforts for
continued innovation will be carried on with dynamic communication with
employees and by nurturing global leaders and considering them for future
corporate competitiveness.
Shared growth and contribution to community
We support suppliers continuously through various channels by offering
incentives and finance training to competent suppliers in order to fulfill
responsibilities for shared growth as a corporate citizen. We also strengthen
our system for shared growth strategies through trust-based relationships
by organizing periodic forums for communication. We have been steadily
engaged in diverse social contribution activities including the Solar School
Project by installing solar PV systems free of charge in approximately 300
elementary schools in Korea. Our endeavors have been highly recognized
and has been incorporated into the chemistry category of DJSI Korea for
eight consecutive years. We aim to fulfill our role as a conducive member of
the caring society without complacency over our achievements.
Just like we have grown to be what we are after wisely overcoming numerous ups and downs for the past six decades, we promise to grow as a ‘Global
Leading Green Energy & Chemical Company’ with you.

It is a great pleasure to announce the
publication of OCI’s 8th Sustainability Report.
We will serve as a Global Leading Green Energy
& Chemical Company that can grow together
with you, driven by trust and experiences built
up for the past 60 years.

OCI Company Ltd.
President and Chief Executive Officer

WooHyun Lee
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OCI History
Established as Oriental Chemical Industries Co., Ltd. in 1959,
OCI has strived to grow into a ‘Global Leading Green Energy
& Chemical Company’ for the past 60 years. We begin a new
journey towards the upcoming future based on our past
achievements.

~ 1970's

~ 1990's
Laying the Foundation for a Higher Leap Globally

Growing as a Company Favored by the People
1959 Founded as Oriental Chemical Industries Co., Ltd.
1965 Reclaimed 2.64 million sqm for Incheon soda ash plant
1968 Completed Incheon soda ash plant
1974 Established Korea Steel Chemical Co., Ltd.
1975	Established Kofran Chemical Co., Ltd. (white carbon)
1976	Listed on the Korea Exchange
Completed a coal tar plant in Pohang
1978	Exported a chemical plant for the first time in Korea (Prime
White Cement Corporate in Philippines, a white cement
plant)
1979 Completed a hydrogen peroxide plant in Iksan
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1983 Established R&D center
1984 Established Korea Steel Petrochemical Co., Ltd.
1985	Completed the corporate building on Sogong-ro
1986	Established Eyang Chemical Co., Ltd. (former OCI-SNF
Co., Ltd., chemicals for wastewater treatment)
	Awarded the Gold Tower Order of Industrial Service
Merit
1987	Completed a coal tar plant in Gwangyang
1989	Established OCI Enterprises Inc. (a holding conmpany)
1991 Completed a TDI plant in Gunsan
1995	Acquired Rhone-Poulenc Wyoming soda ash plant
(former OCI Wyoming LLC)
1997	Launched Incheon Broadcasting Co., Ltd.

Flying High as a Specialized Company in Green Energy
2001	Established DC Chemical Co., Ltd. (amalgamation of Oriental Chemical Industries
Co., Ltd., Korea Steel Chemical Co., Ltd. and Korea Steel Petrochemical Co., Ltd.)
Completed a sodium percarbonate plant in Alabama (currently OCI Alabama LLC)
2005	Acquired Sodiff Advanced Materials (former OCI Materials Co., Ltd., specialty gas)
2008	Succeeded in commercial production of polysilicon
Established a spin-off of DCRE Co., Ltd.
2009	Changed company name to OCI Company Ltd. from DC Chemical Co., Ltd.
	Ranked No.1 on the Boston Consulting Group’s 2009 Value Creators rankings

2000's ~

2010	Completed a vacuum insulation panel(ENERVAC) plant in Iksan
	Acquired the first green company certification and green technology certification by the
Korean government
Incorporated into Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI) Asia-Pacific Index
	Completed a coal tar distillation plant in Shandong Province, China (currently Shandong OCI
Co., Ltd.)
2011	Listed on the Global Depositary Receipts (GDR) in Singapore Stock Exchange (SGX)
	Acquired Cornerstone Power Development LLC (currently OCI Solar Power LLC), advanced into
solar PV business
Launched Solar School Project
2012	Signed MOU for the 400MWac solar PV project in the U.S. (Alamo project)
Awarded the Transparent Management Award by Korea Accounting Association
2013 OCI Resources LP listed in the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)
Completed Alamo 1
2015	Advanced into the Chinese distributed generation business
Secured the world’s top three production capacity for polysilicon (annual capacity of 52,000MT)
2016	Completed a coal tar distillation plant in Anhui Province, China (Ma Steel OCI Chemical Co., Ltd.)
	Completed a carbon black plant in Shandong Province, China (Shandong OCI-Jianyang Carbon
Black Co., Ltd.)
Completed the 303MW Cogeneration Power plant (OCI SE Co., Ltd.)
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Company Profile
OCI continues to strengthen its position in the
chemical and solar PV industry with its own
technology, process know-how, and production
capacity. We aim to become a ‘Global Leading Green
Energy & Chemical Company’ by producing high
value-added chemical products and by developing
new business opportunities.

11.8%

Global Network
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U.S

HQ and Domestic Business Sites
1
OCI Company Ltd.
2
Gunsan Plant
3
Pohang Plant
4
Gwangyang Plant
5
Iksan Plant
6
Iksan VIP Plant
7
Incheon Business Site
Subsidiaries at Home and Abroad
8
OCI Enterprises Inc.
9
OCI Alabama LLC
10 OCI Solar Power LLC
11 Mission Solar Energy LLC
12 OCI China Co., Ltd.
13 Shandong OCI Co., Ltd.
14 Ma Steel OCI Chemical Co., Ltd.
15 Shandong OCI-Jianyang Carbon Black Co., Ltd.
16 Tangshan OCI Chemical Co., Ltd.
17 OCI Global Ltd.
18 OCI Solar(China) Co., Ltd.
19 OCI Vietnam Co., Ltd.
20 OCI Japan Co., Ltd.
21 ELPION Silicon Sdn. Bhd.
22 OCI Information & Communication Co., Ltd.
23 DCRE Co., Ltd.
24 OCI Specialty Co., Ltd.
25 OCI SE Co., Ltd.
26 OCI Power Co., Ltd.

9
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0.8%
Others

Company Profile

Assets

Sales Revenue
(Unit: KRW billion)

(As of December 31, 2016)

8
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Assets

(Unit: KRW billion)

Company name

OCI Company Ltd.

Year

Year

Sales revenue

Date of establishment

August 5, 1959

2014

7,419

2014

2,420

Date of listing

June 2, 1976
(Settlement month: December)

2015

7,299

2015

2,302

SooYoung Lee, WooSug Baik,
WooHyun Lee

2016

6,249

2016

2,739

Chief executives
Capital

KRW 127,247 million

Number of stocks issued

23,849,371 shares

Number of subsidiaries

41

Number of employees

2,477

Sales Portion by Region
As of December 31, 2016, Before adjusting consolidated accounting
HQ and domestic business sites
Subsidiaries at home and abroad

38.0%

1.2%

Korea

Europe

24.3%

16

China

13
14

20

15
12

17 18

19

7 1 26
22
23

21

24

23.9%

25 5
2

6

Asia
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Subsidiaries’ Holdings

Shareholder Composition
(As of December 31, 2016)

Subsidiary

3

Share (%)

Subsidiary

Share (%)

(As of December 31, 2016)

Major shareholders

Number of shares

Share (%)

OCI Enterprises Inc.

100

OCI Information & Communication Co., Ltd.

100

Affiliate person

7,164,620

30.0

OCI China Co., Ltd.

100

OCI Specialty Co., Ltd.

100

Individuals

9,787,387

41.1

OCI Global Ltd.

100

OCI SE Co., Ltd.

100

Institutions

4,798,677

20.1

OCI Vietnam Co., Ltd.

100

OCI Power Co., Ltd.

100

Foreigners

2,098,687

8.8

DCRE Co., Ltd.

100

Total

23,849,371

100

OCI Japan Co., Ltd.

99.99
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Vision and Strategy
Global Leading Green Energy & Chemical Company
With a vision of becoming a ‘Global Leading Green Energy & Chemical Company’, OCI is aiming to achieve their core values of - CHANCE, CHALLENGE, CHANGE.
To this end, we intensively push ahead core projects where competitive core technologies are applied, and seeks to realize customer satisfaction driven by
customer-centered management. Additionally, we strive to grow into a company continuously achieving sustainable development by fulfilling responsibilities for
community and employees.

OUR WAY
Achieve core technology leadership through innovation, operational excellence and resource
optimization based on an open and diversity-respectful corporate culture

Competency to explore future growth by attempting and suggesting new business opportunities
through creative methods and expanding core business

Operational Excellence
Competency to continuously accumulate knowledge on production and technology, and
improve operational efficiency and productivity

Core Technology Leadership

OUR WA
Y

Innovation

VIS

Competency to develop core technologies to produce differentiated and high value-added
products which meets the requirements of our customers

Resource Optimization
Competency to generate optimum quantitative and qualitative services, technologies, and
products by actively utilizing all available resources

Openness in Corporate Culture
Competency to create a culture with openness, diversity and mutual respect whereby we will
maximize our capabilities

Our Strategy
Sustainable Growth
Develop through systematic organizational management and activities in the areas of environment, safety, and health
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Focus on Core Business
Turn existing competitive technological capabilities and new technologies into key businesses,
and promote them into growth businesses

OU
RF

OUR FUTURE

UT
U

Constantly innovate to produce green energy and chemical products with the highest
level of satisfaction to our employees, customers, shareholders and stakeholders

RE
OUR VALUES
Seize the CHANCE with thorough preparation and with the spirit to CHALLENGE for
continuous CHANGE for a greater future

ION

CHANCE
The future is for those who find and seize the chance. We should take the chance when
we are prepared to embrace future opportunities by swiftly responding to changing
market, customer and business circumstances

AL
UE

S

CHALLENGE

RV
U
O

A greater future is achieved when we are brave enough to face a challenge with
progressive and entrepreneurial mind, and spirit to overcome difficulties

CHANGE
Innovation through change is essential for growth. We embrace continuous change to
reach the same goal and attain success together

Talent Development
Nurture all employees into globally competitive
talents

Customer-Focused
Satisfy and impress customers through insightful
understanding of their needs, adoption of customer-first approach, and prompt response to their
requests

Social Contribution
Fulfill the role as a corporate citizen, trusted by
other members of the society for enriching their
lives
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Materiality Test
Materiality Test Process
We prepared this report by fully reflecting the four reporting principles of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI):
‘sustainability context’, ‘materiality’, ‘stakeholder engagement’ and ‘completeness’. We conducted materiality test
to discover material issues. We identified potential issues related to our sustainability based on global standards,
benchmarking from leading companies, media research and stakeholder surveys. The material issues finally
selected as material topics to intensively disclose related information.

Step

1

Creation of an Issue Pool

A sustainability issue pool of OCI is created through the analysis of global standards and internal management
conditions, benchmarking from leading companies, and media research. We then formed a pool of 50 potential
issues based on the impact of OCI’s corporate management on the economy, environment and society.
Analysis of International Standards

Analysis of Internal Management Conditions

We formed a potential issue pool based on
analysis of global initiatives for sustainability
including GRI Standards, DJSI, ISO 26000 and
SASB.

We identified the current status of internal
management, mid and long-term business
strategies by analyzing business reports,
annual reports, internal documents and
interviewing our employees.

Formation of
an Issue Pool

Benchmarking from Leading Companies

Media Research

We identified significant issues in 10 peer
companies by benchmarking sustainability
policies, strategies, activities and reporting
practices of leading companies at home and
abroad.

We analyzed stakeholders’ interest related in
the economy, environment and society by
referring to 938 articles on OCI exposed in
the media.

Step

2

Prioritization of Sustainability Issues

In order to prioritize issues based on the potential issue pool, we quantified the analysis of international standards,
discovery of benchmarking cases, media research, expert evaluation and results of internal and external stakeholder
surveys. We then formed a materiality test matrix based on the level of interest on issues in internal and external
perspectives.
Outline of Stakeholder Surveys
Objective

Selecting priority of potential issues on OCI's sustainability and investigating their impact

Targets

Six stakeholder groups(shareholder and investor, customers, community, suppliers, government and
employees)

Period

January 19 - 26, 2017

Number of
participants

530

Process
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STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

Surveying on priorities for
sustainability (economy,
environment and society)

Survey on the impact of prioritized
issues on OCI’s finance, strategies,
management and reputation

Suggestions for
securing sustainability

Step

3

No.

Results of Materiality Test

We structured 26 material issues selected through the materiality test on the table of content of the report,
considering the meaning of each issue, the reporting scope, boundary, period, and limitation. By doing so, we
strive to make a balanced reporting of the economic, social and environmental impact of OCI’s sustainability
activities. Opportunities, risk factors, short, mid and long-term implementation tasks, interest levels of stakeholders,
financial impact and key performance on the material issues discovered from the materiality test are available on
the Management Approach (MA) page for each material topic.

Materiality Test Matrix
External stakeholders’ interest

18

10

20

5

7
12

23

24

2

3

Minimizing the emission of air pollutants(NOx,
SOx, etc.)

4

Efficiently utilizing and recycling raw and
subsidiary materials

5

Preventing accidents through safety
management of business sites

6 Safely shipping and storing hazardous chemicals
7

Managing the quantity of energy consumption
and utilizing renewable energies

8

Reducing GHG emissions and responding to the
emission trading scheme

9

Environment-related legal and regulatory
compliance

10

Expanding the business scope by advancing to
overseas markets

11

Striving to reduce energy consumption of
business sites

13

Employment expansion and buildup of
employment stability

14

Development of products and services in
consideration of safety and health of customers

15

Securing of engagement in and support for the
government’s R&D tasks

4

9

3

1

16 Training to build employee competencies

14

22

2 Creating economic gain through business

12 Selection and launch of technically innovative tasks

11

13

17

8

17 Strengthening GHG monitoring system

6

16
25

18

Operation of social contribution programs as per
the demands of community

19

Facilitating water saving and recycling, and
utilizing wastewater

20

Acquiring financial soundness through higher
efficiency in assets

15

26

Issue

1 Minimizing the emission of hazardous chemicals

21 19

21 Building employees’ health management
22

Activities to prevent unfair acts, corruption and
irregularities

23 Responding to the emission trading scheme
24 Launch of shared growth with suppliers

Internal stakeholders’ interest

25 Securing the safety and health of the community
26 Investment in infrastructure and social services

Definition of Material Topics

Topics

Material Issues

Boundaries of External Reporting

Boundaries of
Internal Reporting

Investors

Customers
●

Material Topic1. Creating Economic Values for
Future Growth

2, 10

●

●

Material Topic2. Implementing Systematic
Eco-friendly Management

3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 11

●

●

Material Topic3. Laying a Reliable Foundation
for Safety and Health

1, 5, 6

●

Local
Community

Suppliers

Government
●
●

●

●

●
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Stakeholder Engagement
Issues and Communication Activities by Stakeholders
We define the key stakeholders into six groups – shareholders & investors, customers, local community, suppliers,
government and employees – for systematic implementation of sustainability, and runs communication channels
suited to each group. We identify their areas of interest and related material issues for continued communication
with stakeholders, and fully reflect them to management activities.

Key Areas of Interest

Shareholders and
Investors

Customers

Local Community

Suppliers

Government

Employees
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Material Issues

• Profit gain and cost reduction
• Intensification of financial soundness including debt
reduction and optimization of the capital structure
• Expansion of investment in projects for creating new
growth engines for the future
• Guaranteeing of ROI

• Creation of economic gain through business
• Market expansion through entry into overseas markets

• Differentiated technological development
• Sales of reliable products
• Providing information regarding the harmful effects of
products on the body and the environment

• Selection and launch of technically innovative tasks
• Development of products and services in consideration of
safety and health of customers

• Proactive disclosure of information on receiving, storage
and shipping of hazardous materials
• Minimization of the environmental impact and safety accidents
• Rejuvenation of the local economy
• Encouraging

volunteering activities with employee participation

• Securing the safety and health of the community
• Investment in infrastructure and social services
• Management of social contribution programs suited to the
demands of the community

• Secure of flexibility for changes in payment conditions
for proceeds, etc.
• R&D cooperation including technical suggestion from suppliers
• CSR risk management for the supply chain and support
for execution of implementation tasks

• Launch of shared growth with suppliers

• Compliance with laws and regulations
• Securing transparencies in tax payment
• Participation in the government’s R&D projects and
policy research
• Expansion of infrastructure investment in community

• Environment-related legal and regulatory compliance
• Activities to prevent unfair acts, corruption and irregularities
• Securing of engagement in and support for the government’s
R&D tasks

• Increase of work-related expertise
• Creation of a safe working environment
• Expansion of areas of welfare benefits
• Achievement of employment stability

• Training to build up employees competencies
• Building up health management of employees
• Employment expansion and building employment stability

Stakeholder Engagement Policies
• OCI defines stakeholder engagement as minimum requirements in providing management information to stakeholders, ensuring mutual communication and
engaging in joint activities.
• OCI makes utmost efforts to provide reliable and transparent information to six groups of stakeholders: shareholders & investors, customers, community, suppliers,
government and employees.
• OCI operates communication channels where stakeholders can be freely engaged anytime and anywhere regardless of changes in management or occurrence
of any major event.
• OCI guarantees stakeholders’ right to know by providing timely information on changes in management or occurrence of major events which impact OCI, key
details and response measures.

OCI’s Response

Communication Channels

We transparently inform corporate management of CSR activities by disclosing our business status
and financial information. Moreover, we secure the trust of shareholders and investors by continuously
generating economic income by securing production capacities for chemical products, and initiating new
and renewable energy projects.

• General meeting of
shareholders
• Finance disclosures
• IR activities

We collect the opinions of customers based on customer satisfaction surveys, and maximize customer
satisfaction by providing differentiated products and services by proactively pushing ahead technical
development tasks. We also touch the hearts of customers by developing safe and reliable products.

• Customer satisfaction survey
• Operation of consultation
channels
• Sales and Marketing activities

We collect feedback on making improvements for the safety of business sites and community through
site-specific communication channels. We also seek for shared growth with the community by initiating
strategic social contribution activities suited to the demands of the community.

• Social contribution activities
• Business Site Development
Committee
• Community council

We implement shared growth covering both financial and non-financial support for suppliers. Moreover,
we diagnose and inspect key risks for their sustainable development, and provide help on matters where
improvement is needed.

• Training and workshop
• Suppliers meetings
• On-site guidance for suppliers

We make prompt responses to the changing social and environmental institutions and regulations based
on continued communication with the government and related institutions. In addition, we contribute
to the buildup of national competitiveness and economic development by proactively engaging in
government projects.

• Engagement in government
policies and investment
• Participation in meetings led
by government agencies

We gather employees’ grievances and opinions through meetings according to job rank and seniority.
Moreover, we strive tirelessly for value creation of employee management by recruiting top talents, providing competency buildup training and evaluating their performance in a fair manner.

• Employee immersion survey
• Labor-management
conference
• Meetings by seniority
• CEO-employee meetings
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1

Creating Economic Values for Future Growth
Navigator for Material Topic

Material topic

Relevance with Business Aspects
Finance

18
10

20

5

11

13

7
12

23
17
24

2

4

9

3

Reputation

1

14

22

8

Strategy

6

16
25
26

15
21 19

Management

Opportunity Factors

Risk Factors

Investment in new and renewable energy projects, especially the
solar PV industry, is accelerating with rising engagement in solving
environmental issues worldwide. As the Levelized Cost of Energy*
(LCOE) for solar PV has dropped the fastest among the sources of
new and renewable energies, it is forecast that grid parity** could be
achieved by 2020, once cost-effectiveness is improved in the future.
Also, we enhance our production capacities and diversify business
portfolios by expanding strategic partnerships with business partners, in
order to strengthen Basic Chemical, Petro Chemicals & Carbon Materials
Business Divisions.

The solar energy related business confronts uncertainties in the middle
of stringent global regulations, including intensified trade protection in
the U.S. and anti-dumping tariffs on polysilicon in China. In 2017, the
global economy is forecasted to make a smooth recovery, especially
driven by advanced economies. However, downward risks are abound
under uncertainties, including changes in the political landscape in
major economies and possible interest rate hikes, as well as demandsupply situations of major products and cyclical risks in forward
industries. Our profitability might be subject to a risk of declining since
the demand for basic chemical and petro chemical & carbon material
products used in all industries also declines due to a slump in the
economic cycle at home and abroad.

*LCOE: The current value of the initial investment cost, maintenance cost and interest cost of power generation divided by the current value of the total volume of
power generated
** Grid Parity: A
 point of equivalence where the unit price of new and renewable energy generation and that of the existing fossil energies is made equal

Implementation Tasks for Each Material Issue
Short-Term Tasks

˙Investing in process improvement and
discovering new items for cost reduction
˙Implementing strategic partnerships and
M&As for optimization of production capacity
˙Advancing into new solar PV markets
including India and Latin America

18

Material Issue

Mid and Long-Term Tasks

Creating economic gain through business

˙Achieving vertical integration for solar PV
business (procurement-EPC-management-A/S)
˙Securing new markets for solar PV (Latin
America, India, Africa, Korea, etc.)

Expanding the business scope by
advancing to overseas markets

˙Dominating an edge in the global market through
strategic partnerships with global companies

Financial Impact and Interest Levels of Stakeholders on Material Issues
Financial Impact

Issue
No.

Title of Material Issue

Impact

2

Creating economic gain through business

HIGH

10

Expanding the business scope by advancing to overseas
markets

HIGH

Revenues/
Asset/
Cost
Liabilities
●

●

●

Interest Levels of Stakeholders
Cost of
Capital

●

20

40

60

80

100

●

Stakeholder Opinions
Although challenges are expected in OCI’s management activities amidst the global depression, I wish that OCI could rise higher as a global
top-tier company in the alternative energy industry through continuous development and investment.
OCI needs to secure business portfolios consisting of superior product competitiveness and high-yield products, enhancing profit-making
capabilities continuously.

Investment in Expansion of the Business Scale(acquisition of Tokuyama Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.)
Completion of acquisition
Oct. 2016 Acquired 16.5% of share

May. 2017 Acquired 100% of share

• Expanding

production capacities for polysilicon (the
annual production capacity of 20,000MT – among
the top globally)
• Securing

the global production hub with minimum
investments

Procedure to Respond to Requests and Complaints of Shareholders and Investors

Shareholders/Investors

Acceptance of
opinions

Response to requests and complaints

Request for
cooperation

IR Team

Delivery of feedback

Corporate Planning Team
Each Business Division

Support for
decision-making

Board of Directors

Other Related Departments

Key Performances

19MW

Completion of solar
PV plants in China
(Hongze, Yantai and
Jiaxing)

44%

44%▲
Specialty Black

Increase in
production
(compared to 2015)

TOP 3

Global polysilicon
production
capacity
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Business Overview and the Market Environment
Business Outline
OCI business divisions are divided into four areas, i.e. Basic Chemical, Petro Chemicals & Carbon Materials, Energy
Solution and others. We run domestic business sites in Gunsan, Pohang, Gwangyang, Iksan and Incheon, and
overseas sites in the U.S. and China. Products manufactured from the sites are used in diverse industries, ranging
from the green energy industry covering solar PV, state-of-the-art industries including semiconductors and TFTLCD, and automotive and consumer goods industries.

Sales Portion by Business Division

Basic Chemical

Petro Chemicals &
Carbon Materials

Energy Solution

Others

53%

27%

17%

10%

Basic Chemical
Business Division

Petro Chemicals &
Carbon Materials
Business Division

Energy Solution
Business Division
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Business Overview

Business and Market Status

Basic Chemical Business Division covers inorganic chemicals, and its main products include polysilicon, a representative material used in the solar PV industry, and hydrogen
peroxide. Polysilicon is a high value-added leading core
material in the solar PV industry.

Due to an excess supply of polysilicon, the sales unit
price plummeted but as the supply-demand balance
was achieved after 2016, the price increased up to USD
16/kg. We strive to secure the economies of scale by
forging a strategic partnership with Tokuyama Malaysia
Sdn. Bhd. to respond to changes in the price of polysilicon and market volatility.

Petro Chemicals & Carbon Materials Business Division is an
area to produce chemical products including basic fractions by utilizing byproducts separated in the coal treatment process as raw materials. We produce BTX and carbon
black by using both naphtha and coal byproducts as raw
materials. Our carbon black is recognized for its excellence
in purity and quality by customers, as we produce and use
directly coal-based creosote oil.

Petro Chemicals & Carbon Materials Business Division
confronts price volatility risks including a drop in the
sales price when oil prices are low. The price of naphtha as the raw material for BTX and carbon black is a
critical variable in deciding on the burden of cost hike
and product prices, evaluating the inventory assets and
forming a structure on the working capital. As expectations from the market have risen on crude oil production
cuts recently, the prices of major products are going up.

The solar energy related business can be categorized into the
production of ingots, wafers and solar cells using polysilicon,
development of solar PV modules and management of systems. The module development and system management
fall in the labor-intensive industry with low entry barriers and
high competition intensity. The solar PV industry is driven
by government initiatives including national dissemination
policies, and it tends to have characteristics of multiple industries covering various types of products.

The global market tends to intensively foster the new
and renewable energy industry due to GHG reduction
issues caused by climate change. As the scope of the
solar PV industry gradually expands to markets such
as China, U.S., Japan and India, and achieves exclusive
competitiveness with lower prices of solar PV products,
we gained 30% growth in sales revenues in the solar PV
industry as compared to 2016.

01. Creating Economic Values for Future Growth

Characteristics
of basic chemical
business

Characteristics
of equipment
business including
solar PV

02. Implementing Systematic Eco-friendly Management
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Basic Chemical, Petro Chemicals & Carbon Materials are constantly exposed to
exchange volatility risks due to a large amount of foreign currency transactions for
purchasing raw materials and selling products. Due to high volatility in the supplydemand situations, if production and sales significantly falls below an expected
operating rate, it is expected to hit profitability hard due to a high burden of fixed cost.

For solar PV business, it is not easy to immediately adjust the supply volume in
line with changes in demand due to a long-term construction period. Routine
investments in renovating existing facilities do not have such a high effect of
increasing the supply volume. However, new investments, which might lead to a
massive supply volume requires a high investment fund as well as a duration of 3-5
years starting from investment decision-making to completion of construction.

Future Strategies & Plans
We plan to continue with close cooperative relationship with our customers. We are equipped with a capacity to commercially manufacture polysilicon with the purity of 10N and 11N, which are necessary
levels in the solar PV and semiconductors industries. After acquiring
the Tokuyama Malaysia Sdn. Bhd., we will commit to performing proactive market strategies based on the annual capacity of 72,000 tons.

We minimize risks resulting from changes in raw material prices by
securing a system to produce carbon black from both oil-based and
coal-based raw materials. We will also secure sales channels for global
customers in order to maintain the market share of pitch whereby
products of the same quality are supplied to prestigious aluminum
smelting companies. We do our best to cater to customer needs for
BTX and P/A, etc., based on strict quality assurance and environment
and safety management.

The solar PV market is not expected to witness huge changes in the
existing policy directions. Countries that have neared or achieved
grid parity due to a drop in the unit price of solar PV are likely to contribute to more dynamic investment. Yet, it is required to proceed
with new projects in consideration of various risks in the middle of
a continued drop in returns in solar PV business. As such, we plan
to make investments where profits are guaranteed by thoroughly reviewing information on exchange risks as well as policies of solar PV
in major countries.
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Profit-making Status for Each Business Division
Measures for Optimization of Profit-Making
We are responding to market situations by establishing sales strategies such as diversification and exploration
of export markets, under a goal of maximum production and sales. We induce long-term contracts for stable
sales revenue in Basic Chemical Business Division, making the best efforts to secure demand based on customer
satisfaction by producing high-quality products. We also focus on producing high value-added products and
expanding export market in Petro Chemicals & Carbon Materials Business Division. Moreover, in Energy Solution
Business Division, we strive to expand global market share by stabilizing and creating profit from new business.

Profit Status of Basic Chemical Business Division
The Basic Chemical Business Division, taking up the biggest portion in the sales revenue reached KRW 1,565
billion, up 3.5% from the previous year, and its operating income hit KRW 29 billion by turning in the black.
Polysilicon, as a core product in the Basic Chemical Business Division maintained a turnaround in profitability,
facing recovery in the operating rate and higher sales price. However, the scope of profitability expansion was
limited as the sales revenue and the sale price dropped due to external variables in the second half of the year.
The supply and demand of polysilicon reacts to external factors including global economic situations, policy
changes in various countries and oil prices, and hence we continue monitoring profitability.

Profit Status of Petro Chemicals & Carbon Materials Business Division
The 2016 sales revenue in the Petro Chemicals & Carbon Materials Business Division dropped 2.7% year on year
to KRW 879 billion and the operating income stood at KRW 96 billion. The operating margin is hovering around
10.9% as the operating rate was normalized and the price for raw materials dropped after investment in regular
maintenance of production facilities in Q4 of 2015. We expect to secure profitability by maintaining balanced
business portfolios, and strive to prepare ourselves against changes in the market demand and sales price, for
creating a stable basis for profit-making.

Profit Status of Energy Solution Business Division
The Energy Solution Business Division achieved an exponential growth in 2016 to reach the sales revenue of KRW
431 billion and operating income of KRW 19 billion. We recorded the sales revenue of USD 614 million by selling
off Alamo 6 and 7, and OCI SE Co., Ltd. started commercial production from April 2016, achieving improvement
in profitability. The Energy Solution Business Division has a structure to operate or sell after the construction of
a solar PV plant, which may incur operating expenses such as initial investment, fixed costs, and depreciation
expenses in case we own and operate it. To minimize the cost burden, we make use of the strategy of sale after
development. Additionally, we carry out the best decision-making in order to determine the best investment
period and sales period as profitability might change depending on price levels of selling off a plant.
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Company-wide Sales Revenue and Operating Income
The sales revenue of OCI as of 2016 stood at approximately KRW 2,739 billion along with an operating income of
KRW 121 billion. Specifically, the sales revenue of the Basic Chemical Business Division reached KRW 1,565 billion
(operating income of KRW 29 billion), that of the Petro Chemicals & Carbon Materials Business Division was KRW
879 billion (operating income of KRW 96 billion), that of the Energy Solution Business Division was KRW 431
billion (operating income of KRW 19 billion).
Sales Revenue and Operating Income Trends of the Basic Chemical Business Division
(Unit: KRW billion)

Type
Sales revenue
Operating income

2015

2016

1,512

1,565

-57

29

53 %
*Major subsidiaries: OCI Co., Ltd., OCI Specialty Co., Ltd.,
OCI Alabama LLC

Sales Revenue and Operating Income Trends of the Petro Chemicals & Carbon Materials Business Division
(Unit: KRW billion)

2015

2016

Sales revenue

Type

903

879

Operating income

-12

96

27 %

(Unit: KRW billion)

2015

2016

Sales revenue

52

431

Operating income

-42

19


Sales
Portion of the Petro Chemicals &
Carbon Materials Business Division

*Major subsidiaries: OCI Co., Ltd., Shandong OCI Co., Ltd.,
Ma Steel OCI Chemical Co., Ltd.

Sales Revenue and Operating Income Trends of the Energy Solution Business Division
Type


Sales
Portion of the Basic Chemical
Business Division

 ales Portion of the Energy Solution
S
Business Division

17 %
*Major subsidiaries: OCI SE Co., Ltd., OCI Power Co., Ltd.,
OCI Solar Power LLC

Expansion of Profit-Making Synergies Based on Business Portfolios
Shandong OCI-Jianyang Carbon Black Co., Ltd.(OJCB) and Ma Steel OCI Chemical Co., Ltd. started commercial
production in Q3 of 2016. OJCB business is significant in that it is the first entry into China as the world’s largest
carbon black market, which is expected to expand business synergies with Shandong OCI Co., Ltd. involved in
the coal tar refining business and Zaokuang Group. Ma Steel OCI Chemical Co., Ltd. started coal tar refining and
production of 350,000 tons a year. We plan to supply basic chemical products including carbon black oil, pitch
and naphthalene to China, Southwest Aisa and etc. We established a joint venture of Hyundai OCI Co., Ltd., with
Hyundai Oil Bank Co., Ltd. and plan to additionally product carbon black of the annual production capacity of
150,000 tons after completing the construction of the plant.
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Implementation of Strategic Business
Business Strategies
We have established and pushed ahead business strategies to secure financial stability and profit-making. We will
strive to grow into a sustainable company by executing management activities to generate future values, while
intensifying competitiveness in line with business strategies.

Solar PV Projects in China
Investment
Rationalization

We focus on new growth engines such
as energy solutions while strengthening
existing businesses.

• Completion of OCI-Hongze solar power plant

10.1MW
• Completion of OCI-Yantai solar power plant

5.5MW
• Completion of Phase 1 of OCI-Jiaxing solar power plant

2.6MW
Joint Venture, Shandong OCI-Jianyang
Carbon Black Co., Ltd.
Active Alliances
with Our Partners

We actively seek opportunities for strategic
alliances and partnerships to create a
better and more competitive platform.

• Production capacity

80,000MT
• Estimated annual sales revenue*

USD 53 million
*Assumed 100% rate of operation

Optimizing
Operational Scale

Continuous
Strengthening
of Our Financial
Position
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We continuously seek the best operating
scenario based on demand and market
conditions, the seasonal impact on
manufacturing costs, and efficient
management of working capital.

We will make every effort to improve
financial sound-ness, which has been
adversely affected by the difficult
operating environment during the past
few years.

Polysilicon Production Capacity
• Total

52,000MT
• Tokuyama Malaysia Sdn. Bhd. plant

20,000MT

• Sold of Alamo 6 and Alamo 7

216MW
• Sold of equity of OCI Materials Co., Ltd.

49.1%
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Outlook of the Solar PV Market in China*
(Unit : GW)
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Expanding Solar PV Business in China
We signed an MOU for the development of ‘initiating the 40MW solar PV project in Zhejiang Province
in Jiujiang, China’ with Korea Electric Power Corporation and Zhejiang Fengxiangrili Technology Co.,
Ltd. in Zhejiang province. The agreement served as the first successful step for shared growth and
exports effect to China as the world’s largest solar PV market.

17.9

19

19

2017E

2018E

12.1

2015

2014

2016

* Source: New Energy Finance, The Export·Import Bank of Korea,
Institute for Foreign Economy

Targeting the Carbon Black Market in China
Shandong OCI-Jianyang Carbon Black Co., Ltd. produces carbon black as the raw material for tires
while being supplied with the carbon black oil as the raw material of carbon black from Shandong OCI
Co., Ltd. Profitability is raised by selling tail gas as a byproduct generated in the production process
to a cogeneration power plant of Zaokuang Group, and waste heat steam to Shandong OCI Co., Ltd.
We have paved the way to target the Chinese market, which is the world’s largest tire market, in full
swing by exerting synergies with Zaokuang Group, China’s largest coal mine company, based on our
technical know-how.

Investment Status of Carbon Project in China*
Existing plants

New plants

* As of 2016

Shandong OCI Co., Ltd.
380K MT
Shandong OCI-Jianyang
Carbon Black Co., Ltd.
80K MT
Ma Steel OCI Chemical Co., Ltd.
350K MT

Shandong
Anhui

Securing the Production Capacity of Polysilicon
In May 2017, we acquired a plant of Tokuyama Malaysia Sdn. Bhd. which has an annual production
capacity of 20,000MT for polysilicon. By acquiring the plant, we expanded our polysilicon production
capacity to the highest level in the world with the minimum investment expenditure, and acquired
opportunities to secure the global production hub. In addition, we plan to enhance price competitiveness
by lowering the polysilicon manufacturing cost to the lowest level globally by reinforcing and improving
the production facilities after the acquisition.

Improved Status of Financial Structure

Intensifying Financial Soundness and Concentrating on Core Business
We have successfully completed ‘Alamo Project’, a utility-scale solar PV project. We improved the
financial structure which was hit by the aggravated management environment by liquidating the
amount of investment through the sale of Alamo project. Also, we formed strategic business portfolios
to concentrate on core businesses by selling the equity in OCI Materials Co., Ltd., a specialty gas
company, and Eko Peroxide LLC, a subsidiary in the US, which produces hydrogen peroxide for pulp
manufacturing.

Net Borrowings

Debt ratio

(Unit: KRW billion)

125%
91%
2,118

2015

1,746

2016
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Solar PV Business
Status of the Solar PV Market in China
China, as the largest solar PV energy consumption market in the world, devised the ‘2016 solar PV policy’ of the
National Energy Administration. As the policy stated, the new installed capacity of solar PV reached 34GW, up
over 127% from 15GW in the previous year, and constituting over 25% globally. There are uncertainties in demand
in China due to reduction in subsidies for solar PV and imposition of anti-dumping and countervailing duties.
However, absence of core technologies in Chinese local companies and delays in investment in China are likely
to enable us to increase profitability in China.

Strategies to Approach the Chinese Market
Utilities
Installing facilities on surrounding idle land
for selling electricity to power generators and
electricity suppliers
OCI
Solar China

OCI-Hongze
Solar PV Plant

Rooftops
Installing facilities within tenant companies in
industrial complexes in local hubs based on
partnerships with local governments

Yantai, Wuxi
and Jiaxing
Solar PV Plant

Business Performance of Solar PV Generation in China
We have successfully completed projects in Hongze and Yantai and Phase 1 project in Jiaxing. For Wuxi project,
a 3MW power plant is currently under construction. Phase 2 project in Jiaxing is ongoing for distribution solar PV
in 0.95MW. We also signed an MOU with Korea Electric Power Corporation for a 40MW solar PV project in Jiujiang.

Hongze
Project
10.1MW

Yantai
Project
5.5MW

Wuxi
Project
4.0MW

Jiaxing
Project
3.5MW

Hongze Project - HuaiAn City, Jiangsu Province, China
Yantai Project - Yantai City, Shandong Province, China
Wuxi Project - Wuxi City, Jiangsu Province, China
Xiuzhou 1st Project - Jiaxing City, Zhejiang Province, China
Xiuzhou 2nd Project - Jiaxing City, Zhejiang Province, China
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Market Status of Solar PV in the U.S.
As the U.S executed the shutdown of coal generation for environment protection and energy self-efficiency, the
new and renewable energy industry including the solar PV industry is getting policy support. In addition, the
expiration of tax credit for solar installation investments in the U.S will extend until 2022. Therefore the demand
for solar PV is expected to continuously rise.

Alamo Project Performance in the U.S.
OCI Solar Power LLC carried out a project to construct a 400MW solar PV plant based on the Power Purchase
Agreement (PPA) signed with CPS Energy* in 2012 in 5 phases. The project will supply electricity to CPS for 25
years afterwards. The PPA is the world’s second largest of its kind where our high-efficiency modules and tracking
system technologies for solar PV are applied. OCI Solar Power LLC currently manages Alamo 1 and 2, sold Alamo
3, 5, 6, 7(OCI currently holds 20% share of Alamo 4), and is in the middle of constructing Alamo 6+.
* An electricity and gas supply company located in Texas, U.S.

Market Status of Solar PV in Korea
We tapped into the market as an Independent Power Producer (IPP) at the early stage of solar PV business in
Korea. We strive to expand our business scope by fulfilling our roles as a total solution provider covering all areas in
the industry, ranging from initial project development, construction, financing, post-construction management
and operation. To this end, we signed an MOU on ‘OCI-Samsung Asset Management solar PV investment-type
investment trust for privately placed special assets’, taking the very first step ahead. We aim to secure profitability
in the domestic solar PV market based on more proactive business strategies.

Operation Status of Alamo Project*
Construction

2013

2014

Test Operation

2015

Operation

2016

2017

Alamo ❶

Power capacity 39.2MW

Alamo ❷

Power capacity 4.4MW

Alamo ❸

Power capacity 5.5MW

Alamo ❹

Power capacity 39.6MW

Alamo ❺

Power capacity 95MW

Alamo ❻

Power capacity 110MW

Alamo ❼

Power capacity 106MW

Alamo ❻+

Power capacity 50MW

* Sold Alamo 3, 5, 6, 7 and currently holds 20% share of
Alamo 4

Formation of Solar PV Fund
We signed an MOU on ‘OCI-Samsung Asset Management solar PV investment-type investment trust for privately
placed special assets’ through partnerships with Samsung Asset Management Co., a financial company, raising
a solar PV fund worth KRW 100 billion. We will develop and install 50MW solar PV facilities on domestic public
sites and building rooftops, and Samsung Asset Management Co., will acquire and manage these facilities. As the
industry-finance alliance model, this MOU can ease the burden resulting from massive investment, and a financial
company like Samsung Asset Management Co., can generate synergies to be stably guaranteed with assets by a
reliable construction company.
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Special Page
Impact Measurement
We are making an attempt to measure the environmental impact of solar PV projects – our key business - based on our accurate understanding of
the environmental impact of maintaining the business. Our intention is to increase positive values and resolve negative factors by measuring the GHG
reduction amount using solar PV facilities, while assessing external environmental factors occurring while conducting projects.

Objectives of Measuring the Environmental Impact of Solar PV Business
Understanding of the
environmental impact
of business

Assessing the environmental
impact of business operation

Forecasting the
environmental contribution
level of business models

Creating
Sustainable
Business Values

Measuring and Assessing the Environmental Impact of Solar PV Projects
We are mostly engaged in producing and selling polysilicon which is positioned in the backward industry within the solar PV industrial value chain. We
have expanded our business by fulfilling our roles as a total service provider covering all stages, ranging from initial project development, construction,
financing, post-construction management and operation. Accordingly, we distinguish our business activities into two areas - polysilicon production and
sales and operation of solar PV plants - and then designate the scope of environmental impact assessment. The regional scope has been limited to sites
where we are conducting solar PV business in Korea and overseas markets. Furthermore, we conducted environmental impact assessment based on the
output generated throughout the value chain of solar PV business for higher accuracy.
Step 01

Step 02

Confirmation of Facility Capability

Step 03

Measurement of Performance Output

• Management of records for project investment
• Inspection of annual average utilization rate and operating scale

• Analysis of alternative effects in comparison with the usage
of fossil fuel

Measurement of Impact Outcome
• Measurement

of the social and environmental impact of
performance identified
• Impact of GHG reduction, etc.

[CASE] Impact analysis of Alamo 5, the U.S. solar PV project

Input

Operation

Output

Outcome*
Households using the
solar PV

Utilization rate

Barrels of oil equivalent

47,678
households/yr

274 million USD

21 %

115,600,382
barrel/yr

Amount of GHG reduction

Currency value of GHG
reduction effects**

Facility capacity

Amount of annual generation

Tons of coal equivalent

19,669 tCO2/yr

KRW 356,107,245

95 MWac

171,641,250
kWh/yr

71,921,117
ton/yr

Tree-planting effect

Amount of investment

6,097,461
pine trees

* Korea Energy Agency’s calculation methods for tons of oil equivalent (toe) and tons of CO2 (tCO2) are applied to calculate the impact of solar PV.
** The currency value of GHG reduction effects is calculated based on the average price of 2016 for certified emission reduction by Korea Exchange.
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Tax Strategy
The OECD published the Action Plan Report on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) which covers regulations on corporate tax strategies under the
leadership of G20 amid increases in offshore tax avoidance of multinational companies. The Action Plan report was finally adopted at the G20 Summit in
November 2015. Among the 15 tax strategy regulations in the Action Plan Report on BEPS, the key regulation on provision of information of taxpayers
(companies) is on transfer pricing and tax information documentation, which requires a broad range of information disclosure.

Rules for Transfer Pricing and Tax Payment Information Disclosure
In order to respond to the provision of transfer pricing and tax information documentation in the Action Plan Report on BEPS, we plan to provide the
following documents to local tax authorities: 1) Master File (a business report on transfer pricing), 2) Local File (a verification report on whether transfer
pricing of individual legal entities is in compliance) and 3) Country-by-country Report (a report on business activities, financial information and tax
payment information in each of the target countries). We also intend to disclose the information catering to the demands of major stakeholders.

Step 01

Step 02

Master File
(Business report on transfer pricing)
• Group-wide legal ownership structure
• Status of establishing legal entities in each resident country
• Profit-making factors in major projects
• Strategic Suppliers in the supply chain
• Geographical market in major countries of transaction
• Changes in the merger, spin-off, transaction structures

Step 03

Local File

Country by Country Report

(Verification report on whether transfer pricing of
individual legal entities is in compliance)

(Report on business activities, financial information
and tax payment information)

• Information on subsidiary control
• Restructuring matters on subsidiary business
• Information on specific transactions with related parties
• Information on inside trading among entities writing local files
• Status of pre-approval system of transfer pricing
• Information on comparison and review of financial statements among entities

• Country

of tax jurisdiction
• Status of sales per major revenue source
• Information

on income tax on cash and accrual basis
• Status

of capital stock and other capital composition
• Major business activities

Plans to Establish Transfer Pricing and Tax Payment Policies
We have reviewed the existing global transfer pricing policies by end of 2016, and then conducted risk analysis and devised measures for the Action Plan
on BEPS. We plan to establish policies on transfer pricing tax information and discuss specific action plans by Q2 of 2017. We will also document master
files, local files and Country by Country Report (CbCR) and submit them to the tax authorities by end of 2017 in accordance with the Transfer Pricing
Guidelines and Recommendations. The information on transfer pricing and tax payment information will be shared with the tax authorities where the
head office and subsidiaries are located, based on the MCAA*.
* MCAA: Multilateral Competent Authority Agreement on Automatic Exchange of Finance Account Information

Status of Tax Payment of Each Resident Country of Subsidiaries Subject to Consolidated Accounting*
(As of 2016, Unit: KRW million)
China
Sales revenue:
711,900
Amount of tax paid:
205

U.S.
Sales revenue:
344,204
Amount of tax paid:
21,877
Vietnam
Sales revenue:
42,187
Amount of tax paid:
126

Japan
Sales revenue:
2,484
Amount of tax paid:
106

Korea
Sales revenue:
1,112,887
Amount of tax paid:
3,670

* The status of tax payment to each country is the simple sum of the tax payment of consolidated companies, the subsidiary companies, and the direct foreign tax payment.
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2

Implementing Systematic Eco-friendly Management
Navigator for Material Topic

Material topic

Relevance with Business Aspects
Finance

18
10

20

5

11

13

7
12

23
17
24

2

4

9

3

Reputation

1

14

22

8

Strategy

6

16
25
26

15
21 19

Management

Opportunity Factors

Risk Factors

We are at the forefront of recycling raw materials, reducing waste and
lowering energy consumption and GHG levels in order to reduce the
environmental impact by reviewing environmental risks and efficiently
managing the environmental system. We reduced the unit cost by 26%
compared to previous year by preventing the waste of raw materials
through higher efficiency in processes and recycling waste oil and waste
wood at business sites. Moreover, we reduce the cost of energy usage
by periodically reviewing facilities and selling the electricity produced
through cogeneration. We will strive to continuously explore activities
to offset the negative environmental impact.

After the Paris Agreement was finalized, Korea submitted a statement
with measures to contribute to GHG reduction by 2030 by reducing 37%
of GHG compared to the Business As Usual (BAU). As a result, Korean
companies including OCI are under pressure to reduce GHG emissions
by the regulatory bodies. In addition, the transaction price increased
61% due to a shortage in supply in the emission trading market in
2016. When companies lacking in allowances seek to secure more of
them, the transaction price is expected to rise higher. It is the ideal time
to improve the company-wide GHG management system and find
projects for GHG emission reduction, in order to prevent financial losses
induced by climate change.

Implementation Tasks for Each Material Issue
Short-Term Tasks

Mid and Long-Term Tasks

˙Operating a real-time monitoring system for
the emission of air pollutants

Minimizing the emission of air pollutants

˙Expanding investment in facilities with
reduced emissions of air pollutants

˙Establishing reduction measures for unit cost
of raw materials by improving the process

Efficiently utilizing and recycling raw and
subsidiary materials

˙Designing an integrated system for
managing raw materials used companywide and establishing a relevant process

˙Increasing the amount of power generated
from cogeneration by utilizing byproduct
gas generated from the process

Managing the amount of energy
consumption and utilizing renewable
energies

˙Achieving target on GHG emissions allocated by the government

Reducing GHG emissions and responding
to the emission trading scheme

˙Complying with environmental laws and
regulations in Korea and monitoring on
changes

Complying with environmental laws and
regulations

˙Expanding the operation of the system for
managing institutions with electricity peak
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Material Issue

Striving to reduce energy consumption by
each business site

˙Establishing an energy self-sufficiency
system for adopting power generation
facilities using new and renewable energies
˙Applying new technologies for reducing
GHG emissions
˙Exploring offset credits at home and abroad
˙Strengthening the implementation of legal
compliance and expanding the scope of
voluntary regulations
˙Applying technologies and production
process to maximize energy efficiency

Financial Impact and Interest Levels of Stakeholders on Material Issues
Financial Impact

Issue
No.
3

Title of Material Issue

Impact

Revenues/
Asset/
Cost
Liabilities
●

●

HIGH

●

●

HIGH

●

●

●

●

Minimizing the emission of air pollutants

MID

4

Efficiently utilizing and recycling raw and subsidiary materials

MID

7

Managing the amount of energy consumption and utilizing
renewable energies

8

Reducing GHG emissions and responding to the emission
trading scheme

9

Complying with environmental laws and regulations

MID

11

Striving to reduce energy consumption by business site

HIGH

●

●

●

Interest Levels of Stakeholders
Cost of
Capital

20

40

60

80

100

●

●

Stakeholder Opinions
With more intensified GHG emission regulations due to climate change, and environmental agendas, environmental issues are expected to
top the agenda globally in the near future. Likewise, we believe that if OCI makes preemptive responses to regulations on environmental
protection and GHG regulations, OCI will not only benefit from financial effects driven by tax benefits but also present a positive picture as
an eco-friendly company to stakeholders.

Amount of Investment for Environmental Protection by Each Business Site Total amount of investment KRW 11,254 million
Gunsan plant KRW 6,029 million

Gwangyang plant KRW 3,576 million
Pohang plant KRW 1,552 million
Others KRW 97 million

Complaint Receipt and Response Procedure
Receipt and Reporting

Prompt Response

Review of Response Results

Prevention of Reoccurrence

• Face-to-face meeting, phone,
email, etc.
• Fast-track reporting of complaint
- the head of a department in
charge - the plant manager

• Designation of a person in charge
by complaint type
• Setting up a hotline cooperative
system by department

• Review on laws for responding to
complaints
• Complementary measures for
inappropriate matters

• Addition of responsive scenarios
• Adoption of a system against
reoccurrence

Key Performances

236,720
tCO2eq

Amount of
company-wide
GHG reduction

4,755TJ

Amount of
companywide energy
consumption

74%

Percentage of
waste recycling at
Iksan plant
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Launching Global Environmental Management
Setup of a Global Environmental Management System
We have established and proceeded with environmental management strategies to practice environmental
management as per global standards. Our SH&E Team in charge of company-wide environment and safety
matters carries out the following tasks based on the predetermined strategies which include managing the
establishment and revision of a standard manual and a work procedure, reviewing newly established and
revised laws, conducting internal inspections and support programs to establish a culture on safety. We fulfill our
responsibilities as a global corporate citizen as we continue to proceed with environmental management in the
global level by maintaining the ISO 14001- the international environmental management system certificationreducing GHG and lowering pollutants and waste.

Global
Environmental
Management

Strategic Direction
• Response to Climate Change
• Managing Hazardous Chemicals
• Waste Management

• Environmental Management

• Eco-friendly Process

Strategic Goal
Climate Change

Global Standard

Pollution Prevention

Waste Reduction

Strategic Task
• Maintain Environmental Certification
(ISO 14001, etc.)
• Registration of materials subject to the Act
on the Registration
and Evaluation, etc. of
Chemicals

• 2020 GHG(Green
House Gas) Master Plan
• Implement saving
energy and greenhouse
gas emission reduction
plans by business site

• Minimize soil, water,
and air pollutants
• Promote activities to
reduce pollutants at
each business site

• Implement plans for
waste reduction and
recycling

Organization in Charge of SH&E
Regular Meetings

SH&E Meetings
SH&E Team

Head Office

Business Sites
Gunsan
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Pohang

Team in charge of Energy and GHG

Gwangyang

Iksan

Iksan VIP

R&D
Center


Status
of Certification for the
Environmental Management System
Business Site

System Certification

Gunsan

ISO 14001

Pohang

ISO 14001

Gwangyang

ISO 14001

Iksan

ISO 14001
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Holding Safety, Health and Environment (SH&E) Meetings
Every moth, we hold a safety, health, and environment meetings with on-site employees, shift supervisors,
team managers, as well as the SH&E officer of supplers in order to implement company-wide environmental
management. At the meetings, plans to respond to potential environmental accidents are devised, while
measures to resolve tasks requiring improvement are sought after, and key requirements on safety and health of
workers are discussed.

Each business site establishes differentiated environmental management goals for implementing strategic
environmental management, and strives to achieve the goals. In 2016, all sites achieved the goals and successfully
implemented environmental management activities.

Gunsan
Plant

Pohang
Plant

• Achieved zero complaints from stakeholders
• Invested in improvement of environmental
pollution prevention facilities
• Invested to reduce the amount of
wastewater

• Reducing air and water pollutant emissions
• Preventing soil pollution
• Reducing the amount of energy used

Gwangyang
Plant

• Invested in facilities related to reduction of
air and water pollutant emissions
• Invested in soil pollution prevention facilities
• Cracked down on the unnecessary usage of
electricity and energy

• Reducing wastewater pollutant load unit
cost by 5% compared to the past two years

Iksan
Plant

• Improved wastewater pollutant load unit
cost by 17.4% compared to the past twoyear average

• Investing in facilities related to reduction of
air pollutant emissions
• Reducing waste emissions by 20%

Iksan VIP
Plant

• Invested in facilities related to air pollutant
emissions
• Lowered waste emissions by 30%

• Maintaining zero complaints from stakeholders

Incheon
Business
Site

• Achieved zero complaints from stakeholders

• Having zero complaints from stakeholders
• Making improvements through
environmental impact assessment
• Making investments to improve
environment and safety

Inspecting the current status on areas
to improve in hazardous elements

Training on laws on SH&E

2016
Environmental
Management
Performance

• Reduced the amount of wastewater in the
precision sector by 5% compared to the
previous year
• Invested in facilities related to reduction of
air and water pollutant emissions

• Reducing unit cost of wastewater and RE
waste by 5% compared to the previous year

Rewarding people with merits in
environment and safety

Discussing environment,
safety and health agenda

Implementing Environmental Management by Business Site

2016
Environmental
Management
Goals

Key Topics Discussed at the 2016 SH&E
Meeting
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Implementing Eco-friendly Business Sites
Environmental Impact Management by Business Site
We strive to lower environmental impact by intensively managing the followings by business site to achieve
environmental management goals: amount of raw materials, packing materials and water used, and status of
emissions of water, air pollutants and soil pollutants.

Managing the Amount of Raw Materials Used
Amount of raw
materials reduced

Gunsan

• Saving fuel costs by improving the operation of BAS incinerators

Pohang

• Increasing the yield by improving the operating conditions for the carbon
black production process

Amount of FCC reduced

Gwangyang

• Minimizing the usage of LNG by efficiently managing combustion
equipment by additionally combusting cogeneration liquid fuel

Amount of LNG reduced

Iksan

• Improving the conditions for air injection upon combusting through
improvement in reforming facilities in hydrogen plants

Amount of LNG reduced

200 tons
251 tons

53,000Nm

3

64,220Nm

3

Managing the Amount of Packaging Materials Used

Gunsan

• Lowering the failure rate of paper back by changing the specification for
the paper back of fumed silica

Incheon

• Recycling with CMK packaging containers after washing polyethylene
drums

Amount of packaging
materials reduced

KRW 17 million

Amount of packaging
materials reduced

KRW 35 million

Managing the Amount of Water Used
Gwangyang

• Reducing the amount of industrial water used through optimized operation
of cooling tower fans

Pohang

• Purifying wastewater for reusing in environmental facilities

Iksan
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• Recycling wastewater in the process involving hydrogen peroxide

Amount of water
reduced

7,500 tons

Amount of water
reduced

227,700 tons
Amount of water
reduced

25,920 tons
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Managing Water Pollution

Gunsan

• Replacing chemical tanks in wastewater treatment plants and lowering
the amount of chemicals used by installing FT

Gwangyang

• Replacing oil-water separation tanks for stabilizing oil-water separation
and washing oil water separators

Amount of wastewater
treated

10,500 tons/day
Amount of wastewater
treated

960 tons/day

Managing the Air Pollution

Gunsan

• Improving the atmospheric environment by enhancing local exhaust
ventilation in labs

Improved the aging of
air pollution prevention
facilities

Pohang

• Replacing particle collection facilities for carbon black threads

Minimized the
occurrence of malodor
and dust

Gwangyang

• Building additional prevention facilities for waste gas incinerators

Reduced sulfur oxides
from the facilities by

30%

Managing the Amount of Waste Emissions

Gunsan

• Installing additional roofs and walls in spaces for storing designated waste
• Reducing cost by recycling packaging materials (ton bag) for raw and
subsidiary materials

Pohang

• Reducing the amount of waste generated by cleaning storage tanks and
re-processing sludge

Gwangyang

• Lowering the amount of waste needed primary management
• Re-injecting waste oil into the process which occurs upon washing tanks

Iksan

• Recycling through separated collection of waste synthetic resin subject to
incineration

Amount of waste
reduced

15 tons per month
Amount of waste
reduced

986 tons

Amount of waste
reduced

377 tons

Amount of waste
reduced

31 tons

Managing the Soil Pollution
We regularly monitor facilities requiring special pollution management in each business site by evaluating
the soil pollution status. Monitoring on soil pollution recovery projects is carried out for thorough follow-up
management. We repair decrepit oil tanks and continue to improve facilities for treating hazardous chemicals in
accordance with the reinforced Chemicals Control Act.
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Strategic Response to Climate Change
Strategic Response to Climate Changes
We set GHG reduction goals in line with the government’s GHG targets, established reduction strategies
accordingly and carried out various reduction activities when the emission trading scheme was adopted in 2015.
We established the ‘2020 GHG Master Plan’ to preemptively respond to climate change, and continue to discover
GHG reduction factors. As such, we seek to systematically respond to climate change throughout the entire
management activities.

Direct Energy Intensity
Unit: TJ/KRW billion

3.4

3.9
2.9

2020 GHG Master Plan
Phase 1 of the Emission Trading Scheme

Phase 2 of the Emission Trading Scheme

Reduction
Targets

• Achieving the government’s allocation target
• Acquiring offset credits in Korea
• Devising internal standards on emission trading

• Achieving the government’s allocation target
• Discovering offset credits at home and abroad

Reduction
Strategies

• Establishing strategies in preparation for the
emission trading system
• Discovering GHG reduction factors
• Implementing reduction targets by business site
• Researching measures to apply reduction technologies
• Establishing GHG monitoring system

• Seeking offset credits acquisition project
• Discovering processes where new technologies are applicable
• Implementing reduction targets by business site
• Applying and developing new technologies
• Establishing standards to calculate GHG emissions

2014

2015

2016

Indirect Energy Intensity
Unit: TJ/KRW billion

15.2

15.1
11.5

2014

2015

2016

Direct GHG Intensity
Unit: tCO2eq/KRW billion

Preemptive Activities for GHG Reduction
We have carried out GHG reduction activities by business site in accordance with the voluntary reduction
scheme since 2008, prior to the government’s implementation of the GHG Target Management. Some of the
representative reduction activities are: reducing the amount of fossil fuels and raw materials used driven by waste
fuel recovery, lowering the operating loads for incinerators and fully utilizing byproduct gas. As a consequence of
various reduction activities, we achieved the allocated target upon implementing the GHG Target Management,
having the early reduction results of 1,338ktCO2 recognized in total. As a result, we were additionally allocated
with assigned amount units for the second and third implementation years during Phase 1 of the Emission
Trading Scheme.
Amount of direct GHG
reduced

Amount of indirect GHG
reduced

Amount of direct energy
reduced

Amount of indirect energy
reduced

341.7

323.0
287.4

2014

2015

2016

Indirect GHG Intensity
Unit: tCO2eq/KRW billion

787.6

771.3
612.2

3,620
tCO₂eq

233,100
tCO₂eq

50
TJ

4,705
TJ

2014

2015

2016

* Energy Intensity: Energy usage per KRW billionsales revenue
** GHG

Intensity: GHG emission per KRW billionsales revenue
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GHG Reduction Activities by Business Site
We are engaged in various activities to reduce the amount of energy consumption and GHG emissions. We are
at the forefront of reducing GHG emissions by business site by improving energy efficiency through replacement
and improvement of equipment on business sites and applying high-efficiency energy technologies.

Head
Office

Gunsan

Pohang

Gwangyang

Iksan

Established Company-wide Mid and Long-Term GHG
Management Plans
Our head office responds to the GHG Emission Trading Scheme
by devising company-wide mid and long-term GHG management
plans. Each site and research institute set their reduction targets,
and devise ways to achieve them as we carry out reduction
activities.

Established
company-wide GHG
reduction plans
and responded to
the GHG Emission
Trading Scheme

Improved the Operation of Processes and Recipe for Raw
Materials
The polysilicon production plant maximized energy efficiency by
shortening the operating hours for the process and improving the
recipe for raw materials injected into the process. As a result, the
energy unit cost was saved by 15% compared to the previous year,
while reducing the amount of GHG emissions by 217,319tCO2.

Reduction of GHG
emissions by

Reduced the Amount of Fuel Used
Pohang plant improved the operating mechanism of GHG
emission facilities to raise combustion efficiency of liquid fuel,
thereby reducing the amount of fuel used and lowering the
amount of GHG emissions by 2,220tCO2.

Replaced Defective Steam Traps
Gwangyang plant replaced and repaired 100 defective steam
traps to save energy. Rewards were given to working circles that
conduct activities to enhance productivity.

Reduced the Amount of Electricity Used
Iksan plant achieved the GHG reduction of 1,872tCO2 as a result
of dynamic energy reduction activities, replacing the existing
rundown facilities with high-efficiency ones and improving the
loss of rotating generators.

217,319tCO

2

Reduction of GHG
emissions by

2,220tCO

2

Reduction of GHG
emissions by

875tCO

2

Reduction of GHG
emissions by

1,872tCO

2
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3

Laying the Reliable Foundation for Safety and Health
Navigator for Material Topic

Material topic

Relevance with Business Aspects
Finance

18
10

20

5

11

13

7
12

23
17
24

2

4

9

3

Reputation

1

14

22

8

Strategy

6

16
25
26

15
21 19

Management

Opportunity Factors

Risk Factors

Facing continuously higher stakeholder demands for a safe business
site, related internal and external standards and regulations have been
intensified. In particular, it is critical for a company in the chemical
industry, which is classified by the high-risk industrial category, to
become a sustainable player by securing trust of stakeholders based on
thorough management of safety. We strive to prevent safety accidents
by complying with laws and regulations at home and abroad, on control
of chemicals and disseminating a safety and health-oriented culture
on business sites. By doing so, we fulfill our roles for safety, health and
environment by minimizing financial and non-financial impact which
might occur from safety accidents.

Given the nature of the chemical industry, a severe amount of
damage might occur upon the eruption of fire, explosion or leakage
of chemicals, causing human and physical losses on business sites
and in local community. The Chemicals Control Act was recently
amended and enacted to reflect some changes: establishing policies to
manage chemicals and respond to accidents, managing the chemicals
management committee and notice to local community on chemicalsrelated risks. Consequently, companies in the chemical industry are
obliged to respond to the demands for information disclosure on
hazardous chemicals of local governments and community. According
to this, we have established a systematic safety and health management
system to minimize negative impacts by using chemicals and promptly
responding to possible safety accidents by creating an emergency
response system.

Implementation Tasks for Each Material Issue
Short-Term Tasks

38

Material Issue

Mid and Long-Term Tasks

˙Complying with hazardous material-related
laws including the Act on the Registration
and Evaluation, etc. of Chemicals and the
Chemicals Control Act

Minimizing the emission of hazardous
chemicals

˙R evising the Material Safety Data Sheet,
and establishing standards for managing
hazardous materials besides statutorily
managed materials

˙Expanding investment in facilities to prevent
the leakage of chemicals and strengthening
regular inspection

Safely shipping and storing hazardous
chemicals

˙Establishing inflow and outflow management
system for hazardous chemicals in accordance
with global standards

˙Analyzing scenarios on risk levels and establishing measures for intensive management in
vulnerable areas

Preventing accidents through safety
management of business sites

˙Establishing an integrated safety and health
system in the value chain
˙I ntensively inspecting safety and health in
the supply chain

Financial Impact and Interest Levels of Stakeholders on Material Issues
Financial Impact

Issue
No.

Title of Material Issue
Impact

1

Minimizing the emission of hazardous chemicals

MID

5

Preventing accidents through safety management of business sites

HIGH

6

Safely shipping and storing hazardous chemicals

HIGH

Revenues/
Asset/
Cost
Liabilities
●

●
●

●

Interest Levels of Stakeholders
Cost of
Capital

●

20

40

60

80

100

●

●

Stakeholder Opinions
Implement the safety-first principle lest any safety accidents occur on sites.
Process safety must be improved by raising safety awareness among workers by improving and replacing rundown equipment and
providing training on safety and health, and safety in community must be secured based on thorough prevention against safety accidents
on sites.

Investment in Safety and Health Training by Business Site

Status of Compulsory Safety and Health Training by Business Site

Commissioned training for safety
management of processes and
health management

Company-wide training on process
and equipment risk evaluation

Targeting all employees involved in safety and health at
OCI and suppliers

Targeting all employees involved in hazardous facilities on
each business site

Business
Site

Hours of
Training

Business
Site

Hours of
Training

Gunsan

40h

Iksan

24h

Pohang

44h

Iksan VIP

24h

Gwangyang

40h

R&D Center

24h

Response Procedure to a Safety Accident
Dissemination of the emergency situation
Dissemination of the
emergency situation

Reporting to the top
management
Immediate responsiveness and reporting of progress

Registration of a safety
accident

Setting up an emergency
response system

Setting up an emergency call
system and 24/7 operations

Designation of a control tower and
call of a contingency team

System
operation

Implementation of
emergency response
Operation of the emergency
response team and cooperation
with community

Execution
of follow-up
measures

Health impact assessment
Environmental impact
assessment

Key Performances

560 times

Emergency drills

Gunsan, Pohang,
Gwangyang, Iksan
and Incheon
business sites

Semi-annually

Emergency drills for
suppliers involved in
shipping hazardous
chemicals

Composition of
an emergency
response team

Formation of
a network for
mobilizing at the
nearest proximity
when an accident
occurs
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Establishing a Safety and Health System
Safety and Health System
We established and manage the safety and health management system for safe business sites. The diagnosis of
the International Safety Rating System (ISRS) has been implemented to establish strategies for safety, environment
and health as we do our best for safety of employees and local community. We also manage a cooperative system
for safety management, jointly with suppliers by business site.


Status
of Safety and Health
Management System Certification
Business Site

System
Certification

Gunsan

OHSAS 18001
KGS 18001
KOSHA 18001

Operating the Committee on Technical Safety
The Committee on Technical Safety was launched, consisting of technical specialists in each sector. The committee
plays its roles of conducting a technical review when it urgently seeks to do operations when abnormalities occur
in operation. In cases where the process needs to be suspended depending on the emergency cases reviewed by
the committee, the head of each business site is given the right to make the final decision. If needed, the decision
can be made in consultation with the executive of SH&E.

Pohang

KOSHA 18001

Gwangyang

OHSAS 18001

Iksan

KOSHA 18001

Launching the Safety and Health Management System
Each business site manages a certified global safety and health management system in accordance with
environmental conditions of the community. We will establish a safety and health management system in the
level of a global leading company by expanding the scope of global safety and health management system to
suppliers and overseas business sites.

Reinforcing the Emergency Response System
We conduct emergency drills to minimize damage resulting from safety accidents through prompt responses
when an emergency occurs. We encourage employees to be better aware of safety, and to take appropriate
actions to emergencies through repeated drills. Furthermore, we share a manual on emergency drills with
workers and local residents and promote the on-site safety management system, thereby raising reliability on
on-site environment and safety management.
Status of Emergency Drills
(Unit: times)

Business Site

Related Institution

2014

2015

2016

Gunsan

Gunsan Fire Department and in-house

325

360

273

Pohang

South Fire Department and in-house

122

122

124

Gwangyang
Iksan
Incheon

Gwangyang Fire Department and in-house

84

84

90

In-house

50

51

40

South Incheon Fire Department and in-house drills

30

32

33

Joint Fire Drills at Gunsan Plant

Emergency Drills at Pohang Plant
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Intensifying the Work Permission Procedure
We intensified the work permission procedure to remove and control risks in advance which might occur during
operation. The existing work permission categories have been specified to enable more precise risk analysis.
Safety training on applied operation process has been strengthened so that safety awareness of employees
engaged in operation process could improve.
Describing Process
Specification

Risk Assessment
• Conduct risk assessment
• Review work outline
• Establish risk analysis and
safety measures

• Describe task step by step
• Attach key safety requirements
• Attach picture of task

Describing Work Permission
• Conduct risk assessment for
all types of work
• Create and display process
specification
• Conduct safety work related
training

Managing Safety for Suppliers
We have established a safety cooperation system to improve safety management levels of suppliers and to
maintain sustainable partnership with them. We run a safety meeting program prior to the grounds breaking for
employees of suppliers, and prevent safety accidents through on-site safety check.
Key Points for Safety Management for Suppliers

Conducting
meetings on safety
before a construction

Operating a system
to identify training
completion

Checking out sites
and training on
safety before work

Supporting Safety and Health Training for Suppliers
We provide training on issues related to SH&E and domestic and international laws so that suppliers can comply
with more stringent legal requirements. Moreover, we dispatch in-house SH&E specialists to suppliers as instructor
to provide safety training. We strive for systematic safety management for suppliers by adopting a system to
identify those who have completed safety training among employees.
Training Program

Curriculum

Records

Entrant safety training

Basic safety rules in business sites and safety operation know-how
depending on risks in each process, etc.

Throughout
the year

Safety training for drivers at
shipping companies

Risks of hazardous chemicals in the course of shipping

Twice a year

Safety training for sales
suppliers

Legal requirements for selling hazardous chemicals, etc.

Once a year
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Spreading a Safety Culture
Safety Culture
Our primary value is safety and health of employees and local community related to operation of business sites.
As such, we conduct safety and health training on each business site to spread a safety culture. We establish such
a culture within our organization by raising safety awareness of employees through various activities.

Providing Training to Strengthen Awareness about Safety and Health
For all employees at OCI and suppliers, we provide our training programs on safety and commissioned training
for process safety management and health management. In particular, company-wide training on risk analysis of
safety was developed as an essential course to improve process and equipment risks. In 2016, collective training
was provided on three occasions to 90 employees involved in risk analysis(HAZOP). By doing so, we contributed
to preventing safety accidents on business sites by intensifying competencies for employees to perceive and
improve potential risks in processes and equipment.

Managing the Internal Auditor System
We manage the internal auditor system for seamless operation of the SH&E management system. We indicate
qualifications of internal auditors in our company-wide regulations, and perform internal audits in accordance
with internal audit plans on each business site. We operated a total of 10 certified auditors in 2016 to boost the
effects of internal audits, and provided training for internal auditors in conjunction with specialized external
training institutes. Certified auditors conduct verification on process effectiveness and performance, and activities
to improve a process during internal audits on the SH&E management system on business sites.
Gunsan Plant’s Disaster-Free Rally

Spreading a Safety Culture by Business Site
Gunsan plant organized a two-week open competition on safety slogans for employees to raise safety awareness
of employees, and selected a total of the best five works including the one nominated as the best. The final
winner in 2016 for Gunsan plant’s safety slogan was ‘SMART No.1 PLANT’, implying its steps towards becoming
the world leader through safety, innovation, communication and cost reduction.
Meanwhile, Gunsan, Pohang, Gwangyang and Iksan plant organized the ‘Disaster-Free Rally’ with a gathering of
employees of the plants and suppliers. They reaffirmed their will to make 2016 a year of non-disaster business
sties.


Gunsan
Plant, Winner of Korea Electrical
Safety Awards
Gunsan plant was awarded with the
presidential commendation for its merit in
adoption of its own electrical safety system,
accidents prevention and stable electricity
supply at ‘2016 Korea Electric Safety Awards’.
We will strive to make all business sites free
of electric disasters.

Safety Slogan of Gunsan Plant

S
Safety
First
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To be Global
No.1 Plant

Gunsan Plant, Winner of Korea Electrical
Safety Awards
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Implementing SH&E Immediate Rewards
Employees who discover and improve on risks on SH&E are recommended and awarded with SH&E Immediate
Rewards, raising the awareness of accident prevention among employees. The rewards induce employees to be
engaged in preventive activities for safety with prompt and greater incentives.

Awarding the 2016 SH&E Excellence Award

Airing Napo’s Film on Safety
Napo’s film on safety produced by the
E U - O c c u p a t i o n a l S a fe t y a n d H e a l t h
Administration (OSHA) as an educational
material on safety and health is aired at HQ
and business sites.
Composition of Napo’s Film on Safety

We organized the SH&E Excellence Award presented by the CEO in order to reward departments of excellence
in enhancing a safety culture in our organization and engaging in activities to autonomously improve a safety
environment. Out of 38 teams, a total of six teams were selected after on-site self-assessment and on-site due
diligence. The Quality Analysis Team at Gunsan plant was selected as the winner after through final assessment
by the CEO, COO and heads of each plant. The team made 100% improvement in 219 cases where hazardous risks
were discovered thereby contributing to the prevention of safety accidents.

Safety in office emergency
Response
Handling of chemicals
Higher awareness of safety

Developing and Utilizing an App for the Process Safety Management (PSM)
We developed a mobile application on ‘Process Safety Management (PSM)’ for all employees to keep in mind
the PSM. The PSM requires business sites with hazardous risk equipment that are highly likely to induce severe
industrial accidents, to establish and implement plans on safe operation and emergency control. The mobile
application contributes to raising safety awareness among employees as it includes the Material Safety Data
Sheet and a manual on emergency action plans.

Organizing the SH&E Leaders Workshop
The SH&E Leaders Workshop is periodically organized, being attended by managers of SH&E and heads of
each business site in order to strengthen communication on SH&E topics between HQ and business sites, and
review measures on solving major issues. Benchmarking cases on making improvements in safety and health
by business site are shared, enabling the safety and health-oriented culture to spread throughout the company.
Process Safety Management (PSM) App

Sending the CEO’s Message on Safety and Health
The CEO sends a message on safety and health on the ‘CEO’s Safety Letter’ to employees, to establish a culture of
communication where the interest of employees on safety is triggered, and discussions on safety could unfold.
The message is utilized as a channel where the CEO’s thoughts and interest on such diverse topics as social issues
related to safety and health, possible risks on business sites and household safety are sent to employees.

Participating in the KOSHA Safety Experiencing Event
Pohang plant participated in the KOSHA safety experiencing event to raise awareness about risks and improve
capabilities to practice safe actions. A total of 27 attendees including supervisors and engineers of the Production
and Engineering Team took a four-hour training session which included experiencing safety facilities and having
virtual safety experiences. The attendees also formed a team of five to experience fire evacuation, improving their
emergency response capabilities and bonding among employees.

Safety Experiencing Event at Pohang Plant
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Strengthening Management of Hazardous Chemicals
Areas on management of hazardous chemicals
In order to improve safety and health of employees and stakeholders, we thoroughly manage the entire cycle
of handling chemicals from warehousing to usage and disposal. We also conduct safety management training
and prevention checks for employees who work in spots where the likelihood of chemical accidents is high. We
strengthen safety in using chemicals by institutionalizing preemptive hazardousness analysis on new chemicals
and make the Material Safety Data Sheet to share information on chemicals.
Activities for managing and preventing hazardous chemicals

Warehousing

• Appointing managers for hazardous materials
• Pre-assessing safety of hazardous materials
• Selecting and receiving in statutorily appropriate spaces for storage
• Training employees who handle hazardous materials

Storage

• Conducting periodic inspection for hazardous chemical storage facilities
• Installing and inspecting for leak prevention facilities
• Forming and training an emergency response team against fire, explosion, etc.

Shipping

• Establishing the OCI TMS-based transportation management system and developing a guideline
• Conducting emergency drills against transportation vehicle accidents
• Conducting daily inspection on transportation vehicles and training for drivers
• Dispatching the emergency response team to a nearby site upon an accident breakout

Establishing a Transportation
Management System
• Standardizing the division of work load
for emergency rescue servicemen and
supplies for disaster prevention
• Establishing emergency hotline and reporting systems
• Putting in place a procedural guideline
on joint responses together with shipping
companies
Incheon Business site
(Seoul, Gyeonggi, Gangwon)

Gunsan Plant
(Chungnam,
West Jeolla)

Iksan Plant
(Chungbuk,
East Jeonbuk)

Responding to Regulations on Chemicals

Pohang Plant
(Gyeongbuk,
East Gyeongnam)
Gwangyang Plant
(West Gyeongnam,
East Jeonnam)

We conduct thorough safety training for employees handling hazardous materials and those involved in dealing
with them in accordance with the Act on the Registration and Evaluation, etc. of Chemicals and the Chemicals
Control Act. We have appointed more employees to be in charge of statutory management, thereby proactively
responding to regulations on chemicals. In addition, we strive to comply with SH&E laws and regulations by
implementing a mid and long-term master plan established in 2015 in order to systematically respond to
regulations on chemicals.
Type

Response Activities

Environmental
management

• Reviewing laws on chemicals and designating R&R
• Performing joint and external tasks on chemicals
• Applying relevant laws, and conducting facility management, inspection and training,
etc. for each business site

Supply chain
management

• Checking and conducting follow-up measures for importation of chemicals
• Managing exporters (activities such as requesting for and managing information, etc.)

Business operation

• Managing information on chemicals
• Managing the amount of receiving and shipping, the amount of import and export
• Conducting a prior check on newly handled chemicals, etc.

Production and Quality

• Complying with standards for handling chemicals and maintaining facilities
• Writing and managing MSDS, component specification

R&D

• Managing chemicals for research and development
• Analyzing components of chemicals being manufactured
• Writing documentation of a component specification, etc.
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Transportation Safety Campaign at Gunsan
Plant
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02. Implementing Systematic Eco-friendly Management

03. Laying the Reliable Foundation for Safety and Health

Follow-up Action for the Chemical Gas Leak Accident at Gunsan Plant
An accident of silicon tetrachloride (SiCl4, STC) the leakage occurred at Gunsan plant in June 2015. One worker on the
plant inhaled the gas, but received medical treatment and returned to work without any severe health problems. 15
nearby residents complained of skin irritations, headaches, etc. but, there was no case of long-term damage requiring
additional treatment. We took action to prevent any additional leakage by thoroughly checking the production line
where silicon tetrachloride was leaked immediately after the accident. The Ministry of Environment formed a team
of inspectors to investigate the impact of the accident. We settled the case through smooth negotiations with local
residents on the crop damages which were discovered during the investigation.
Activities to Respond to and Prevent Chemical Accident

Local
Residents

Business
Sites

Surrounding
Environment

Health impact assessment and management of an estimated group
with health issues

Activities to prevent safety accidents on business sites

Activities to reduce negative impacts on environment surrounding
business sites

We conducted a health impact assessment for local residents, and extended
continuous treatment for them including an estimated group with health
issues. A healthcare professional team
visited Gunsan after two occasions
of regular check-ups to inform local
residents of the health impact, and
performed routine consultations on
health for seamless communication
between healthcare professionals and
local residents.

We operate the Committee on Technical Safety to prevent safety accidents
in facilities on business sites. We proceed a total of 273 emergency drills
including exercise of the Emergency
Rescue Control in partnership with 10
related institutions including Gunsan
City Government and Fire Station. Furthermore, we are equipped with gas
masks which can be used for emergencies, and maintain an emergency
hotline to notify local residents in the
event of any emergency.

We carried out an objective environmental impact assessment through
an external inspection agency from
January to December in 2016. As a
result of four occasions of the environmental impact inspection, no water or
soil pollution was identified in nearby
areas in the aftermath of the accident.
We provided compensation for the
damage of surrounding crops after
consultation with local residents.
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Commitment for Management of Hazardous Chemicals
It has been the norm for stakeholders to demand the right to be provided with information on risk and hazardousness of products produced by
companies, while regulations on the usage of hazardous chemicals are intensified more. Accordingly, we have established a system to manage the input
of hazardous chemicals for production in order to minimize any negative impact on the environment and human body. We also conduct prior inspection
on potential risks through risk assessment.

Goals for Management of Hazardous Chemicals
Management
of Chemicals

Key Issue
Goal

Stakeholders’ intensified right to know about and greater demands for chemicals being handled

Period of
Implementation

• Completing the registration of accident precaution chemicals
• Fulfilment of statutory standards for facilities which handle hazardous chemicals
Up to 2018

Indicators for
Achieving the
Goals

• Registration of information on 26 types of accident precaution chemicals
• 100% implementation of the improvement plan for facilities which handle hazardous chemicals

Activities for Legal Compliance on Hazardous Chemicals
We strictly abide by regulations prescribed in the Occupation Safety and Health Act, Act on the Safety Control of Hazardous Substances, the High-Pressure
Gas Safety Control Act and the Wastes Control Act. The work scope and procedure on procurement, manufacturing, storage, handling, unloading and
disposal are managed through documentation. We continue to reflect recently legal amendments and requirements in ISO 14001.

Registration of
information on
chemicals

We register information on chemicals in accordance with the Act on the Registration and evaluation, etc. of Chemicals. We
perform related tasks to complete the registration earlier than June 30, 2018, by allocating an exclusive workforce. In particular,
we do our best to ensure seamless operations by consulting on challenges on information registration and sharing updates on
the progress by setting up a channel for communication with the National Institute of Environmental Research and the Good
Laboratory Practice (GLP)* along with the consortium of Korea Petrochemical Industry Association.
* An institution which abides by the standards to verify reliability of various toxicity tests conducted for safety assessment
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Management of
safety in chemicalhandling facilities

Due to the continued amendment of the Chemicals Control Act, the existing chemical-handling facilities require reinforcement
of safety facilities. We have established a plan to invest in safety facilities to satisfy the standard for chemical-handling facilities
pursuant to the Chemicals Control Act, while intensifying training for personnel that wear personal protective gear and handle
Chemicals.

Response
to global
regulations

We do not use six regulated materials (Pb, Cd, Hg, CR6+, PBB, PBDE) restricted in the EU RoHS Directive in the middle of producing
products. We proactively respond to the global standard of the Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals
(REACH).

01. Creating Economic Values for Future Growth

02. Implementing Systematic Eco-friendly Management

03. Laying the Reliable Foundation for Safety and Health

Status of Hazardous Chemicals Held in Each Business Site
Type

Hazardous
chemicals

Accident
precaution
chemicals

Gunsan Plant

Pohang Plant

Gwangyang Plant

Iksan Plant

·Sodium hydroxide
·3 types of TDA
·2 types of TDI
·Sodium chlorite
·DNT
·Yellow phosphor
·Nickel oxide
·Hydroquinone

·Chromic acid
·Nickel sulfate hexahydrate
·Potassium hydroxide
·Potassium dicyanoargentate
·Phosphorus pentasulfide
·Hydrazine Hydrate
·N, N-dimethylformamide

·Cresol
·Xylenol
·DOP
·Sodium hydroxide
·Potassium hydroxide
·o-Xylene
·Sodium nitrite

·Sodium hydroxide
·Cresol
·Xylenol
·Quinoline
·Potassium hydroxide
·Nickel oxide

·Sodium hydroxide
·Nickel oxide

·Hydrogen chloride
·2,4-TDI
·Sulphuric acid
·Nitric acid

·Hydrofluoric acid
·Formaldehyde
·Hydrogen peroxide
·Ammonium hydroxide

·Sulphuric acid
·Phenol
·Hydrogen chloride
·Cresol acid

·Benzene
·Toluene
·Hydrochloric acid
·Sulfuric acid
·Methanol
·Hydrogen sulfide
·Phenol
·Hydroxic ammonium

·Sulfuric acid
·Nitric acid
·Methanol
·Hydrogen peroxide
·Hydrochloric acid
·Sodium nitrate

Total

26 types

11 types

14 types

8 types

* The above hazardous chemicals are the substances being produced or used, and ‘Accident Precaution Chemicals’ are included in the list of hazardous chemicals.

Management and Disclosure of Material Safety Data Sheet
We continuously revise and disclose Material Safety Data Sheet which explain 16 categories on chemicals being manufactured or used – hazardousness
to the human body, environmental impact, handling methods and first aid tips, etc. – pursuant to Article 41 of the Occupational Safety and Health Act.
(http://www.oci.co.kr/product/popup_product_search.asp)
1. Chemical product and company identification

9. Physical and chemical properties

Recommended usage of chemicals and limitations in their usage

Information on appearance, odor, flash point, explosion limit and selfignition temperature

2. Hazards identification

10. Stability and reactivity

Classification of hazardousness and risks, and indication of risks, preventive
measures and warnings

Information on chemical stability, possibilities of hazardous response and
conditions for avoidance

3. Composition and information on ingredients

11. Toxicological information

Name and trivial name of chemicals and their CAS number, and
information on the amount of content

Information on leakage pathways and impact on short and long-term
exposure

4. First aid measures

12. Ecological information

Tips on emergency in cases of inhalation, intake and contact

Information on ecological toxicity, residue, resolvability, accumulation and
mobility

5. Fire and explosion

13. Disposal considerations

Explanation on control, e.g. fire extinguishing agent, protective gear and
preventive measures

Regulations and application methods on disposal handling

6. Accidental release measures

14. Transport information

Actions to be taken to protect the body and the environment, and cleanup and removal methods

Information on appropriate levels of loading, risk in the transportation
stage and required containers

7. Handling and storage
Instructions on safe handling tips and storage methods
8. Exposure controls and personal protection

15. Regulatory information
Regulatory matters on related domestic and foreign laws
16. Other information

Information on leakage threshold, mechanical management and how to
wear personal protective gear

Sources and information on revision, etc.
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Sound Corporate Governance

Inside Directors

SooYoung Lee

WooSug Baik

WooHyun Lee

• (Current) Chairman & CEO,
OCI Co., Ltd
• Chairman, Incheon Chamber of
Commerce & Industry
• Chairman, Korea Employers’
Federation

• (Current) Vice Chairman & CEO,
OCI Co., Ltd
• (Current) Non-standing member,
Office of Strategic R&D Planning
under the Ministry of Trade,
Industry & Energy
• CEO, eTEC E&C Limited

• (Current) President & CEO, OCI Co., Ltd.
• (Current) Non-standing vice chairman,
Korea International Trade Association
• Managing Director, Capital Z
Partners(Seoul)

Principles of Corporate Governance
We guarantee independence of the board of directors (BOD) and protects shareholder rights by forming a
sound corporate governance based on the Commercial Act of Korea and the Articles of Incorporation. The BOD
discusses management agendas including economic, environmental and social issues, making decisions on
major corporate strategies. The Audit Committee fully consisting of outside directors oversees our operational
execution. The BOD has the authority to appoint and dismiss the representative director pursuant to internal
regulations, and partially entrusts some rights to four committees under the BOD for prompt and efficient
decision-making. Decision-making of the BOD is based on the principle of attendance of majority of members
and consent of the majority of those present. Moreover, shareholders may freely suggest motions of the general
meeting of shareholders to the BOD based on a shareholder proposal and guarantee the right to ask and to be
explained to about motions at the meeting.

Composition of the Board of Directors
All directors are nominated by the Outside Director Nomination Committee, and are appointed by a resolution
of the shareholder's general meeting. The directors serve staggered three-year terms. Our BOD is chaired by the
chairman and representative director of OCI, consisting of three inside directors and four outside directors, and
there is no female director as of March 2017.
Outside Director Appointment Procedure

Independence
Diversity
Expertise

• Reviewing eligibility in
independence
• Considering professional
competencies, gender
diversity, etc.
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Forming a pool of
outside director
candidates

Reviewing at
Outside Director
Nomination
Committee and
nominating
candidates

• Recognizing approval
by a majority based
on the attendance
of a majority at the
committee

Resolution on
the appointment
at the general
meeting of
shareholders

Outside Directors

YongHwan Kim

SangSeung Yi

JahngShick Bahn

KiPung Yoo

• (Current) Representative Lawyer,
Law Office of Kim & Park Co.
• New York lawyer, prosecutor
(Seoul, Daegu, etc.)
• Director, KT&G Welfare Foundation,
Management Committee

• (Current) Professor, Economics,
Seoul National University
• Associate Professor, Economics,
Sogang University
• Assistant Professor, Economics,
Dartmouth College

• (Current) Dean/Professor, Sogang
Graduate school of Management of
Technology
• (Current) Outside director/Auditor,
Korean Air Lines Co., Ltd.
• Vice Minister, Ministry of Planning
and Budget

• (Current) Professor, Chemical and
Biomolecular Engineering, Sogang
Graduate School of Management of
Technology
• (Current) President, Accreditation
Board for Engineering Education of
Korea
• 14th President of Sogang University

Strengthening Independence of the BOD
We thoruughly comply with outside director qualifications as prescribed in the Commercial Act of Korea and
other related laws and regulations. If individual directors intent to conduct transactions with company or to serve
as executive of another company for the same business, the director shell obtain prior permission from BOD. We
prevent possible conflicts of interest in advance, by regulating that directors with special interests on matters to
be decided on, are not allowed to exercise the decision-making right. Furthermore, directors can serve neither
as partners of unlimited liability in another company in the same industry, nor as outside directors and auditors
in three companies or more.
Disqualifications in the BOD’s Independence
1. Directors, executive officers and employees engaging in commercial business of the Company or directors,
executive officers and employees engaged in commercial business of a company for the past two years
2. In case the largest shareholder is a natural person, his or her spouse and a lineal ascendant or descendant
3. In case the largest shareholder is a legal entity, its directors, auditors, executive officers and employees
4. A spouse and a lineal ascendant or descendant of directors, auditors and executive officers
5. Directors, auditors, executive officers and employees in the parent company or subsidiary of the Company
6. Directors, auditors, executive officers and employees with key interests in transactional relationships with the
Company
7. Directors, auditors, executive officers and employees in another company where the Company’s Directors, auditors,
executive officers and employees serve as directors and executive officers

Guaranteeing Independence of the Audit Committee
The four members of the Audit Committee are all outside directors. The head of the committee is appointed
in consideration of his or her past experiences and career in the industry. The committee is mostly engaged in
auditing the Company’s accounting and operations, and is entitled to approve of appointment, change and
dismissal of external auditors. The committee reviews matters which might impact on independence of external
auditors, and puts forth appropriate opinions to the BOD to secure independence of external auditors.
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Sound Corporate Governance
Securing Expertise of the BOD
We appoint outside directors as specialists in economics, law, chemical engineering, etc. to support efficient and
rational decision-making, and secure expertise of the BOD in the rapidly changing management conditions. We
reflect their various opinions to the BOD by nominating and appointing directors, considering their academic
background and industrial experiences, etc. Moreover, an exclusive internal unit supports tasks at the BOD and
committees under it, and outside directors provide advice and suggestions on business agenda by leveraging
their professional knowledge and experiences. Suggestions of outside directors are fully reflected throughout all
management activities.

Introducing the BOD Performance Evaluation System
Performance of the BOD and executives is evaluated internally based on a fair evaluation procedure. BOD
members’ expertise on business development, organizational operation and technological innovation and how
active they are in participating in the BOD are evaluated every year. Upon evaluating the performance of the BOD,
quantitative indicators on financial performance consisting of sales revenue, operating income and EVA, etc. and
indicators comprising of leadership, level of achieving mid and long-term business tasks, and other contributions
to corporate management are comprehensively assessed. Non-financial indicators are reflected on evaluation,
including strengthening safety and health on business sites, improving the SH&E management system, reducing
GHG emissions, supporting shared growth of suppliers, and records of initiating social contribution. We operate
the Compensation Committee under the BOD to provide competitive compensation based on such evaluation
results.

Establishing the Compensation Standard for the Board of Directors
Directors’ compensation limit to be paid to BOD members is confirmed at the general meeting of shareholders
after a review at the BOD. The compensation limit finalized at the meeting in 2016 was KRW 8 billion, and the
amount of compensation paid was KRW 2,242 million. The amount of individual compensations of directors and
auditors who received over KRW 500 million is externally disclosed through a business report. Compensation of
directors consists of the basic salary and bonus depending on key job functions and titles, and performance pay
based on management performance.

Achieved Grade 2 in the Corporate Governance Evaluation of the Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS)
We achieved Grade 2 in the corporate governance evaluation provided by ISS, a global consultancy on voting rights
(Grade 2 for the BOD structure, Grade 2 for compensation of executives, Grade 2 for shareholder rights and Grade 1
for auditor and risk management). ISS categorizes corporate governance grades of global companies into 10 grades
based on the analysis of agenda at the general meeting of shareholders in major companies and quantification
evaluation on requirements for corporate governance.

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Comprehensive
grade

BOD structure

Compensation
for executives

Shareholders’
rights

Auditor and risk
management

2
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2

2

2

1

Average Compensation Per director
Inside directors
(Unit: KRW million)

Outside directors

1,008
751

667
61

65

2014

2015

80

2016

* A simple average of dividing the total compensation
amount for inside or outside directors by the number
of directors as of December 31, 2016

Status of the Committees under the BOD
The Audit Committee audits accounting and major operations of the Company, and identifies corrective measures
on audit results. The Outside Director Nomination Committee nominates all directors to be appointed at the
shareholders' general meeting. Furthermore, the Steering Committee consists of three inside directors and one
outside director, efficiently handling corporate management matters entrusted by the BOD. The Compensation
Committee plays the roles of review and decision-making to see if the BOD and executives receive fair and
competitive compensation.
Major Activities of the Committees Under the BOD
Title of the
Committees

Date

BOD Meetings
(Unit: number of meetings)

16

16

2014

2015

13

2016

Average Attendance
Rate of 2016

Key Agenda

BOD Agenda Discussed and Resolved
Outside
Director
Nomination
Committee

• March 9, 2016
• March 30, 2016

• Case of nominating directors
• Case of appointing the head of Outside
Director Nomination Committee

Audit
Committee

• February 16, 2016
• March 9, 2016
• March 14, 2016
• December 21, 2016

• Case of approving audit plans (draft)
• Case of selecting the head of Audit Committee
• Case of approving the Audit Report
• Case of approving the 2017 Audit Plan (draft)

100%

94%

Items discussed
Items resolved
(Unit: number of items)

29 29

2014

30 30

2015

29 29

2016

BOD Participation Rate
Steering
Committee

• Case of appointing the head of the Steering
Committee

• March 30, 2016

100%

Inside directors

97
84

Compensation
Committee

• Case of approving the compensation limit
of directors in 2016

• March 9, 2016

Outside directors

91

95

(Unit: %)

90

93

100%
2014

2015

2016

Composition of the Committees Under the BOD
(As of March 31, 2017)

Title of the Committees

Inside Directors

Outside Directors

Outside Director Nomination
Committee

SooYoung Lee

YongHwan Kim, SangSeung Yi*,
JahngShick Bahn, KiPung Yoo

Audit Committee

-

YongHwan Kim, SangSeung Yi,
JahngShick Bahn*, KiPung Yoo

Steering Committee

SooYoung Lee*, WooSug Baik,
WooHyun Lee,

KiPung Yoo

Compensation Committee

SooYoung Lee

YongHwan Kim*, SangSeung Yi,
JahngShick Bahn

* Chairman of Committee
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Integrated Risk Management
Integrated Risk Management System
It has become critical to minimize negative impacts in the field of sustainability amidst rapid changes in the
global market environment and systems, and enhance responsiveness to convert risks into opportunities. As
such, we have established an company-wide risk management system and a risk management manual, thereby
conducting systematic management.

Risk Management Process
Risk recognition
Risk analysis and discovery of
major risks
Establishment of management
measures per risk

Defining Key Risks
We manage key risks by categorizing them into financial and non-financial ones through internal and external
environmental analysis. Key risks are periodically monitored to devise risk-specific management measures, and
we strive to prevent risks and minimize their impact.

Monitoring and response

Specific Principles on Risk Management
1. Clearly defining risks aligned with OCI’s business performance and organizational management
2. Identifying potential risk occurrences and impact based on scenario analysis by predefined risk
3. Establishing management measures for risks with a major impact and periodically reviewing them
4. Realizing a risk management culture engaged by all employees and establishing a periodic and routine reporting
system

Financial Risk
Risk Title

Risk Response Measure

Foreign
Exchange
Risk

Presence of possibilities of profit and loss resulting from changes in
the foreign exchange rate due to a high portion of foreign exchange
settlements with our sales revenue from overseas is 62%

Managing risks through regular monitoring and signing of forward on
currency contracts to minimize profit volatility due to the fluctuation of
exchange rates

Credit
Risk

Our borrowings with the arrival of maturity in 2017 standing at KRW
1,456 billion, causing uncertainties in timely repayment when
additional financing is challenging due to credit fluctuations

Preventing losses that might occur from failure to meet contractual
obligations and deposits at financial institutions, based on financial
state and credit assessment of customer

Liquidity
Risk

Due to investment expansion in solar PV and carbon materials
business, presence of possibilities of a negative cash flow

Preparing for liquidity risks by managing financial liability repayment
capabilities, establishing short-term and long-term fund management
plans, and monitoring actual cash outflows

Interest
Rate Risk

Presence of a burden of a higher interest rate on fair value due to
debt securities among available-for-sale financial assets being
subject to valuation based on fair value

Managing interest rate risks by balancing an appropriate mix of variable
and fixed rate loans and using interest rate swaps

Presence of possibilities to impact the capital structure, if the fair value
changes for available-for-sale equity products worth KRW 18 billion

Continuously monitoring the impact of price changes in stock on the
capital stock and striving to maintain the optimal capital structure

Current portion of borrowings as of 2016-end standing at 39%,
causing possibilities of liquidity crisis if problems occur on our efforts
to improve the financial structure

Managing the optimal capital structure based on the capital raising ratio
of net debt to total capital to save capital expenses

Price
Risk

Capital
Risk
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Reasons for Risk Selection

Operating the Organizational System for Risk Management
The Audit Office and Management Advisory Office reviews the status of risk management in areas such as
business and sales, management, production and research based on the integrated risk management policies. We
periodically review risks and continuously update by using a risk management monitoring checklist consisting
of prevention plans for each key risk and measures for review management and results. The Audit Office, in
particular, conducts company-wide response activities for initial responses to severe risks as well as routine risk
monitoring.
Organizational System for Risk Management
Overseeing risk managements, approving of
management directions and policies

Audit Committee, BOD
Review & approval

Reporting

Checking the status of management, devising
response measures

Head of Audit Office, Compliance Officers
Reporting

Checking risk trends, discussing response
measures

Division Head
Reporting

Recognizing and analyzing, monitoring and
responding to risks

Employee in Charge
Corporate Management

Business and Sales

Production and Research

Non-financial Risk
Risk Title

Reasons for Risk Selection

Risk Response Measure

Compliance
Risk

There are three cases of major lawsuits pending as of now. Unfavorable
rulings from regulatory bodies might negatively impact our business
activities and financial structure

Practicing transparent management, managing laws and regulations on
business operation, and routinely inspecting compliance with laws and
compliance control standards

Environment
and Safety Risk

Facing higher consistent demands of local governments and residents
on the leak of chemical gas at Gunsan plant, and a reputational issue
on the site operation within the community

Managing environment and safety risks by managing the environmental
management system, response systems against emergencies by
business site and a disease prevention management program

Information
Security Risk

Adopting a system to prevent the leak of core technologies and IPR,
creating a culture to practice information security, and facing higher
demands for information security

Establishing information security policies and management measures,
and operating a security system for document encryption and
prevention of illegitimate leakage

External
Trading Risk

Facing an issue of profitability due to a drop in sales revenue resulting
from sell-off of a subsidiary, to finance investment funds for a new
project and improvement of the financial structure

Minimizing risks through protect contracts signed with domestic and
overseas companies on making overseas advancement, consultation on
M&As and strategy support

Personnel
Risk

Facing a continued request for investment support in technological
development and quality management areas to produce high valueadded products given the nature of our business

Managing the talent retention rate for preventing the leak of core
technologies and know-how of product quality
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Ethical Management
Ethical Management System
We operate the audit system and the internal control system, while establishing the ‘Rules on Employee Ethical
Behavior’ which could serve as the basis of value judgment for employees and affiliates throughout corporate
management. We run the Audit Office under the CEO and Chairman, which strives to manage preventive
activities through ethical education and channels for whistleblowing on unethical acts, oversee acts of ethical
compliance and expand the ethical management culture within an organization.

Introducing the Audit System for Unethical Behaviors
In order to discover and improve on ethical risks which might occur in the management activities of business
sites and affiliates, we conduct the ethical audit system. It consists of regular audits conducted every two
years, non-regular planned audits on specific parts of the business, and review audits on reported items. After
15 occasions of audits in 2016, we completed the total implementation of 35 cases of reprimands, 55 cases of
recommendations and 17 cases of improvement. For employees whose corruption is discovered through an
ethical audit, it is qualitatively considered upon their performance evaluation and becomes a constraint in their
promotion and wage increase.

Rules on Employee Ethical Behavior

Inspection

• Ethical audit system
• Internal control system
• Shinmungo (Ombudsman) system

Enhancement of Ethical
Awareness

• Employee training
• Ethical pledge signing

Dissemination

• Application to subsidiaries


Status
of Conducting the Ethical
Auditing System
(Unit: number of times)

Type

Operating the Shinmungo (Ombudsman) System
We run a cyber ombudsman system (www.oci.co.kr/company/popup_cyber.asp) for internal and external
stakeholders to whistle blow on corruption and irregularities associated with OCI. The matters being reported
are promptly and fairly treated following stringent verification, and the identity of whistleblowers is tightly kept
confidential. Two cases were reported on corruption and irregularities in 2016, and an in-depth validation and
punishment took place for one out of the two cases.

Establishing the Internal Control System
We ensure that we discover and take action against accounting irregularities in a timely manner, and systematically
manage rights and obligations on business contracts. Efficiency in internal control is boosted as we conduct
quarterly validity evaluation on the internal accounting control system and compliance control system. Risks and
matters for improvement identified through validity evaluation are reported to the Audit Committee and the
BOD for their review and approval.

Working-level
employees in
charge

Risk
recognition

· Internal accounting
managers
· CEO
· Compliance officers

Reporting

Audit Committee

Reporting

BOD

Evaluation and approval

Managing the Compliance Program (CP)
We operate the Compliance Program (CP) to protect consumer's rights and prohibit unfair transactions. We ensured
that employees could easily access the regulations by strengthening the compliance level of employees and
commitment for action, by holding a compliance pledge ceremony and training on fair trading, as well as making
and distributing a manual with regulations of the Monopoly Regulation and Fair Trade Act. We strive to prevent
possible corporate losses resulting from unfair transactions through the CP and enhance our ethical awareness.
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2016

Regular audits

4

Non-regular planned audits

9

Review audits on reported
items

2

Conducting Ethical Training and Campaign for Employees
We have created a corporate culture for employees to proactively initiate ethical management through ethical
training and campaigns to raise ethical awareness. New employees are to take basic ethical training and fill in
an ethical pledge as they enter OCI, so help them get equipped with the ethical awareness required as our
employees. For the managerial level and above, periodic anti-corruption training is conducted to enhance
their problem-solving capabilities for ethical dilemma which might occur as they perform their job functions.
Moreover, we distribute a work guideline and a notice on ethical management for employees to easily access
the ethical regulations.
Training to Enhance the Ethical Awareness of Employees

Training on Business Ethics
Training on Diversity & Gender Equality

• Covering topics such as improper solicitation and graft
• Attended by 588 employees

Promotion of the Audit Proposal System
(Unit: persons)

Type

 rganizing a Legal Seminar on Improper
O
Solicitation Including Unfair Requests
and Graft

2014

2015

2016

100

79

704

All employees

All employees

All employees

• A scheme to request for planned audits for
various unethical acts
• Promoted to 2,297 employees

Strengthening the Level of Company-wide Information Security
We are engaged in various activities to protect all critical information generated throughout management
activities. We prescribed management regulations on information security to protect corporate assets and
information, and minimize the possibilities of the occurrence of security accidents based on organic cooperation
with security managers, by designating them according to business site and department. We also periodically
and routinely conduct company-wide security checks, and each business site conducts its own security check
at the same time.

Company-Wide Information Protection
Activities
• Establish regulations of information protection
• Conduct information protection training
• Operate information protection system

Launching Information Protection Activities
We operate an information security management organization for establishing and managing systematic security
policies. We also conduct the following activities: planning and establishing policies on security, setting up and
managing information security systems, investigating and reporting security accidents, training on information
security, inspecting on information security and engaging in activities for personal information protection.
Various security systems are managed to prevent the leakage of internal information. We closely cooperate with
OCI Information & Communication Co., Ltd. to continuously operate the systems. Moreover, we established
company-wide internal management regulations for personal information, and thoroughly manage personal
information which can be obtained by all employees for business purposes.


Personal
Information Protection
Activities
• Update on personal information handling
• Training for employees handling personal
information
• Disposal of information on expiry of the
information gathered
• Response to internal and external issues
associated with the Personal Information
Protection Act

Training on Information Security
We raise awareness on security management by providing training for new and experienced employees as they
enter OCI, which covers sessions relating to information security and systems. Intensive training is provided on a
yearly basis for employees that handle personal information. In order to intensify the level of information security,
we share agenda on PC security, information security systems and latest security issues once a month throughout
the company, and conduct promotion for employees to understand a need for security in their daily life.
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Securing the Foundation of Technological Innovation
Differentiated Technological Competencies
Since its establishment in 1983, our R&D Center has developed technologies that are conducive to developing
products closely related to everyday life, ranging from basic chemicals to new and renewable energies. The
center has set the basis for new and renewable energy business by securing core technologies for manufacturing
polysilicon which is the basis for solar PV business, while expanding the scope of business to energy sector from
the existing material-centered research, thereby contributing to establishing our presence as a global chemical
company.

Vision

Mission

R&D
Field

Suggesting the corporate vision by developing differentiated new technologies and creating new
projects which are technologically ahead

• Successfully implementing strategies in business divisions and relevant R&D plans
• Proactively supporting technologies for the success of overseas plants
• Strengthening the discovery of new tasks for new opportunities
• Efficiently managing R&D tasks and resources

• Energy storage system including largecapacity secondary cells
• System integration of solar PV and the energy
storage system
• Intensification of cost competitiveness
through process innovation

• Higher value-added resources in stock
• Development of chemical products for the IT
industry
• Development of the chemical refining process
• Development of coal tar-based carbon
materials

Managing the R&D Center
Based on excellent R&D manpower, the R&D Center strives to secure core technologies aligned with corporate
management strategies, develop latest application products and strengthen business competitiveness of the
existing products.
CRDO
(Chief of R&D Officer)
Research
Director

Research Lab.


Collaboration
Process among Business
Divisions, Business Sites and R&D Center
CB Technology
Development Team

Research
Support Team

Intellectual
Property Team

Differentiation and
diversification

Cost
reduction

Establishing the Collaboration Process among Business Divisions, Business Sites
and R&D Center
We operate a collaboration system among Business Divisions, Business Sites and R&D Center to develop core
technologies aligned with strategies in each business division. We have conducted researches to secure business
competitiveness in chemical materials and tar chemicals by forming an exclusive group for the chemical
innovation project. We also dynamically initiate researches on carbon black by realigning the Carbon Black
Technological Development Team to fall under the R&D Center.
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Intensifying Business
Competitiveness
Discovery of
R&D items

R&D
activities

Designating Task Portfolio Led by R&D Center

60%

30%

10%

1 year short-term
tasks

3 years mid-term
tasks

5 years long-term
tasks

Cost Innovation

Diversification &
Differentiation

New Product & Process

Intensifying the Global R&D Network
We operate global R&D network with affiliates such as Mission Solar Energy LLC, SunAction Trackers LLC, OCI
Solar Power LLC, carbon business division of OCI China Co., Ltd. and OCI Japan Co., Ltd. We will take the lead in
developing advanced technologies for the future, in the global market by strengthening company-academic
cooperation with Oxford University in the U.K.

• Expansion of R&D activities
• Development and acquisition of core technologies

Collaboration
with affiliates

Global R&D
Network
Company
academic
cooperation

• Acquisition of advanced technological trends
• Securing of top talents globally

Engaging in the Government’s Research Tasks
We take part in the government’s research task to develop new technologies and products, and advance into
new markets. We take the lead in implementing highly challenging core technologies in a intensified partnership
with the government, while leveraging our top-notch R&D competencies.
Title of Research

Period

Research Outcome and Expected Effect

Developing technologies to circulate NF3
which occurs in the semiconductor or LCD
manufacturing process

Dec. 2013~
Sep. 2016

Securing eco-friendly recycling technologies by separating and refining waste gas from semiconductors

Manufacturing and applying high-color, highconductivity specialty carbon black

Jun. 2014~
May 2018

Developing technologies for manufacturing highconductivity materials, specialty carbon black for
high-color black pigmentation and developing
application products

Developing highly functional low-price
conductive paste materials

Nov. 2013~
Oct. 2018

Strengthening price competitiveness by developing
a core material for metal matric composites of lowprice metal and silver

Developing technologies for quantum
structure-based high-efficiency superior lowprice solar PV cells

Nov. 2013~
Oct. 2018

Implementing superior low-price, high-efficiency
solar cells by using solution process-based quantum
material structures

Ensuring higher efficiency in energy for the
Aug. 2016~
utility-based waterworks system and developing
Apr. 2021
relevant monitoring technologies

Developing optimized filling devices for water
purification treatment plants and relevant operating
technologies, and entering the market for water
treatment chemicals
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Securing the Foundation of Technological Innovation
Technological Innovation Activities
We strive to generate value-added businesses in the future through dynamic R&D activities and realize customer
satisfaction by securing top-notch product competitiveness. We will stand at the forefront of improving
technological prowess and securing new technologies, by implementing government tasks aligned with
industrial, academic and research institutions, while advancing existing projects carried out in renewable energy,
basic chemical and carbon sectors. We are also committed to generating values to contribute to the environment
and the society over the long haul, through environmentally conducive operations.

Renewable
Energy

We have gained a technical advantage by improving a system design to raise the efficiency
in the energy storage system and developing high-efficiency stacks and high-performance
electrolyte solutions. Moreover, we developed the Energy Management System (EMS) for
adjusting the frequencies of Alamo project, and provided solutions for optimizing battery
capacities and design for new and renewable energies. The amount of electricity used and
corresponding cost reductions were achieved by improving the production process of
polysilicon as the raw material for new and renewable energies.

Enhancing the
system efficiency
for ESS

Basic Chemical

Improving the
polysilicon
process

Improvement of
the production
process

Support for the
internal and
external analysis
for the R&D center

We develop diversified carbon black product categories based on coal tar. We also
developed high-performance products which are resistant to wear and tear through a
joint research with a tire company, and completed the development of four new grade
categories for high-color and high-conductivity carbon black through particle size and
structure controlling technologies. Numerous R&D efforts are made to gain not only quality
but also price competitiveness, based on which, we plan to expand our global market share.

Development
of eco-friendly
plasticizers
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Optimizing
the new and
renewable battery
capacity

We developed a chemical product category of a new grade, and improved the product
quality by improving the actual process by analyzing the process, using various programs
and technical resources. Also, we extended internal and external support for analysis for
the R&D center and provided new analytics to it, thereby contributing to new product
development and intensification of product competitiveness.

Development of a
chemical product
category of a new
grade

Petro Chemicals &
Carbon Materials

Developing EMS
for adjusting
frequencies

Joint research for
improving product
competitiveness

Development of
new grade carbon
black products

Exploring New Business Opportunities
The R&D Center seeks to find new business opportunities through activities of the New Technology Council.
A seminar was organized to analyze the impact and spillover effects of technologies on us with the advent of the
fourth industrial revolution, and also to come up with responsive strategies. We also discover new ideas through
collaboration based on dynamic communication with business divisions, and secure technological and business
opportunities to lead the future of OCI.

Launching Strategic Patent Management
It is critical to strengthen and protect technological competitiveness through strategic patent management
as well as continued R&D activities. As such, we adopted an company-wide IPR(Intellectual Property Rights)
management system for strategically utilizing IPR beyond simple IPR management and risk elimination by
forming the Intellectual Property Team (IP Team). We systematically manage valuable IPRs of OCI by having 181
domestic patents and 67 global patents registered as of 2016. These are our prized intellectual properties which
are being systematically managed through a system. Also, we carry out a patent trend survey to preemptively
respond to patent risks including IPR-related lawsuits. Appropriate actions are taken for risks discovered through
such reviews along with continued monitoring.

Current Status of IPRs in 2016
(Unit: case)

Type

Domestic
Patents

Overseas
Patents

Domestic
Trademarks

Overseas
Trademarks

Total

Registered

181

67

51

24

323

Applying

113

143

3

4

263

Total

294

210

54

28

586

Status of Training IPRs by Business Site
Type

Topics Covered

Training Hours

R&D Center

• Training on IPR management system
• Seminar on patent search

4

Gunsan

• Training on IPR management system

2

Pohang

• Training on IPR management system
• Training on the patent application procedure

2.5

Gwangyang

• Training on IPR management system
• Training on the patent application procedure

2.5

Iksan

• Training on IPR management system

2

Incheon

• Training on IPR management system

2

Major Performance in R&D
Type

Unit

2014

2015

2016

R&D cost

KRW in thousands

33,136,052

26,926,337

26,458,974

Ratio of R&D cost to sales volume

%

1.37

1.17

0.97
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Securing the Foundation of Technological Innovation
Cost Reduction

Cost
Reduction Roadmap for
Manufacturing Polysilicon*

We conduct company-wide cost reduction activities and strive to strengthen price competitiveness for products
in order to develop into a sustainable company in the business environment with greater uncertainties.

100%

Reduction of Polysilicon Manufacturing Cost
Price uncertainties of polysilicon have amplified due to an excess supply in the solar PV industry and greater price
volatility of solar PV products. As such, we strive to enhance our products’ cost competitiveness by establishing
cost reduction plans for polysilicon production. As a result of various cost reduction activities, ranging from
process optimization to reduction in the amount of raw and subsidiary materials used, the production cost of
polysilicon in 2016 was reduced by 14%p compared to the previous year. We will do our best to improve and
optimize the unit process for producing polysilicon, in order to achieve the 8%p cost reduction target by 2018
compared to 2016.

Targe *Assuming 100% operation rate
ting 2
2%p
c
(2015 ost reduc
tion
-2018
E)

86% 5%p↓

2015 2016

1%p↓

2%p↓ 78%

Raw Utility Others 2018E
materials

Polysilicon Manufacturing Cost Reduction Strategies
Diversifying raw and
subsidiary materials and
negotiating on unit cost

Optimizing the amount of
raw and subsidiary materials
through stable operation

Minimizing the repair cost
for accident-free operation

Reducing the
purchasing price

Reducing the
unit cost

Reducing the
fixed cost
Polysilicon Production Process at Gunsan
Plant

Cost Reduction Activities by Business Site

Pohang
Plant

Gwangyang
Plant

Improvement of polysilicon process
& Smart NO.1 Plant activities

Activities to optimize process operation

Recovering energy by adjusting off-gas pressure

• Developing an exclusive operational method
for producing polysilicon
• Reducing the amount of electricity used
• Reducing the amount of raw materials and
packaging materials used
• Reducing the amount of wastewater and
wastes emission

• Optimizing tar and naphthalene unit towers
• Optimizing the operation of pitch reformer
electric heaters
• Optimizing the amount of steam used for the
entire treatment process

• Adjusting the system pressure within pipes and
minimizing friction losses
• Reducing the amount of electricity usage by
recovering energies through pressure adjustment

Total economic effects resulting from the reduction
of the amount of electricity and steam used in
Gunsan plant

Economic benefits from the reduction of amount
of energy consumed

Economic benefits through additional production
of steam and electricity

KRW

KRW

KRW
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Gunsan
Plant

13,006 million

614 million

325 million

Implementing the Process Innovation Project
We carried out a process innovation project based on the collaboration process among Business Divisions,
Business Sites and R&D Center, thereby achieving cost reduction through process improvement and contributing
to acquisition of business competitiveness.

Pohang
Plant

We implemented activities to improve the process by collaborating with the R&D Center
to resolve issues such as yield reduction resulting from the damage of spray nozzle for raw
materials of carbon black and also increases in the expenses for consumables. The cost
and possibilities of safety accidents were lowered by minimizing the damage through the
technology of applying ceramics to spray nozzle.

Gwangyang
Plant

Gwangyang plant established theories necessary to extend facilities through the R&D Center’s
process simulation technology. It also succeeded in reducing the amount of steam used in the
BTX distillation process by realizing the conditions for optimized operation.
Electricity reduction effects at
Iksan plant

98,468 kwh

Improving the Facilities and Operation of Plant Facilities
Iksan plant worked on improving the facilities for producing compressed air in the middle of the utility process.
The amount of electricity used was reduced by preventing the loss of compressed air in the process by replacing
air traps within facilities and improving their performance. Moreover, Iksan VIP plant succeeded in reducing the
operational cost by changing the indoor dryer temperature from 140℃ to 120℃ depending on seasonality and
relative humidity within the plant.

Operational cost reduction effects at
Iksan VIP plant
KRW

19.4 million

Iksan
Plant

Iksan VIP
Plant

Incheon
Business
Site

Recycling catalysts

Self-processing of PO film punching and
optimizing of packaging standard

Recycling of packaging
& energy reduction activities

• Solvent washing of catalysts with low activation
rate
• Reusing catalysts by recovering the activation
state

• Improving the facilities by installing punching
pins on PO films
• Reducing packing and shipping costs by
changing the specification of packaging boxes

• Reducing cost for packaging materials by
recycling PE drums
• Reducing the amount of steam used by
replacing Ejector
• Saving the cost by turning off transformers
and controlling operating hours

Cost reduction effect from recycling catalysts

Operational cost reduction effects through
facility improvement

Cost reduction effects for packaging materials

KRW

261 million

11

KRW

31 million

KRW

KRW
million
Economic effects through changes in the
packing materials
KRW

35 million

Economic effects by reducing the amount of
steam and electricity used

210 million
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Compliance with Product Liability
Product Liability Management
We are committed to supplying reliable products to customers by initiating product liability management. We
operate the quality management based on ISO 9001 quality management system to secure globally competitive
quality levels. We also discover and improve on problems in products through periodic customer satisfaction
surveys, thereby striving to promptly respond to customer demands.

 esults of Measuring Customer
R
Satisfaction on Polysilicon*
2014

Agree

2015

Agree

2016

Agree

*We measure customer satisfaction levels by giving
choices to customers on disagree.

Main Products of OCI

TDI

Hydrogen
Peroxide

Polysilicon

Polysilicon is used as a key material in solar cells
and semiconductor wafers, and we supplies
polysilicon for solar cells and semiconductors.

TDI is used to produce polyurethane foam, which
is used in paint and resin, and as a packaging and
insulation material in construction, automobiles,
and furniture.

Hydrogen peroxide is used as a bleaching agent in
the textile and paper, cleansers for semiconductor
and TFT-LCD wafers, and materials for packaging
and food preservation. It is also used for wastewater
and soil restoration in environmetal field.

Improving Competitiveness in the Quality of Polysilicon
It has been the current trend to prefer high-efficiency products as the global solar PV market has centered around
small and mid-scale distributed power instead of large-scale projects. As such, we respond to customer demands
by producing high-quality products including Mono Si Cells which have approximately over 20% more efficiency
than Multi Si Cells. In particular, we supply Mono Si Cells to LONGI Group, the world’s largest Mono Si Cell supplier,
thereby expanding the global market share in the field.
Process to Respond to Customer Demands

Customers

Raising
complaints

Inform results
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Reporting

Business
Division

Reporting after
evaluation

Quality
Management
Team

Reporting

Making improvement
and reporting

Individual
Department

 tatus of Certification for the Quality
S
Management System
Business Site

System
Certification

Head office

ISO 9001
ISO/TS 16949

Gunsan

ISO 9001

Pohang

ISO 9001
ISO/TS 16949

Gwangyang

ISO 9001
ISO/TS 16949

Iksan

ISO 9001

Iksan VIP

ISO 9001

Incheon

ISO 9001

Capacity of main products
2014

2015

2016 (Unit: KMT)

270

42

52

52

Polysilicon

85
50

50

85

270

310

85

50

TDI

Hydrogen Peroxide

Carbon Black

Carbon
Black

Benzene

Pitch

It is a basic reinforcement material used for
tires, shoes and other rubber products. It is also
used for ink, paint and plastics. Major customers
for carbon black are tire manufacturers.

Pitch is used for binders to manufacture highquality graphite electrodes, aluminum smelting
electrodes, paint and water-proof materials.
Pitch is mostly sold to aluminum smelting
companies.

Benzene at OCI is used as an intermediary medium for manufacturing chemicals such as
styrene monomers used to produce polymers
and plastics.

Fulfilling Responsibilities for Product Safety
We try to create customer values with safe and high-quality products. We conduct company-wide product safety
management to respond to possible safety issues in the course of product development, production and supply.
In particular, we established a management plan by forming a consortium with the Ministry of Environment
on 26 categories of chemicals to be registered according to the Act on the Registration and Evaluation, etc. of
Chemical Substances and the Chemicals Control Act. Also, we provide the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) on
our products, thereby securing customer trust by offering information for safe usage of products.

Adopting the Product Labelling Policy
Iksan plant attaches labels on the surface of packaging materials of hydrogen peroxide to provide information
regarding risks and related information of products. Indications of warning, hazardous risks and preventive
measures are placed on the labels in accordance with the Chemicals Control Act, and specification information
is indicated on Korea Industrial Standards on hydrogen peroxide (KS M 1112). The labeling system of the Global
Harmonized System (GHS) on classification and indication of chemicals is applied to comply with global
regulations on product labeling, and related information is provided to customers.

Hydrogen Peroxide Label at Iksan Plant
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Strengthening Welfare and Competencies of Employees
Excellent HR Management System
We recruit globally competent talents to develop into a sustainable company amid the management environment
of high unpredictability, and supports our employees to secure competencies to efficiently respond to external
changes in the environment. We seek to pave the way for sustainable growth by developing capabilities of
members and their careers by operating a organized management system in the fields of personnel and labormanagement cooperation.

Human
Resources

• Personnel appointment, organizational management,
and wage and welfare benefits
• Setting up an HR system and a compensation system
• Supporting

HR Management of expatriates and employees of affiliates

LaborManagement

• Devising policies on labor affairs and measures for
labor-management stability
• Organizing collective bargaining and Labor-Manage
-ment Council
• Consultation on grievances and welfare system

OCI’s HR
Management

Securing Top Talents
We strengthened a procedure to identify job fitness in the process of employing competent talents, while
selecting talents suited to our core values. We increased recruitment of local talents in area around business sites
in line with local university and educational institution. We also conducted job interviews at our business sites to
seek for balanced development with local community by increasing recruitment of local community.

OCI Talent Model
SEIZE EMERGING OPPORTUNITIES

CHANCE

Strive to grasp emerging opportunity,
and rapidly secure new source
of competitiveness once a new
opportunity arises.
INNOVATIVE SOLUTION

CHALLENGE

Not be afraid of challenges and failures,
prefer new methods to conventional
ways, and respond proactively.

GLOBAL OUTLOOK
Pay close attention to international
affairs, and take the lead in global
market change.
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FASTER THAN MARKET CHANGE
Understand and respond to the rapid
changes of the market and react
accordingly.

ENTREPRENEURIAL THINKING
Pursue sustainable values, and provide
effective alternatives that best fulfill
the interests of the client as well as the
company.

CHANGE

FLEXIBLE AND OPEN MIND
Understand and respect the global
culture and ways of thinking.

Recruiting Local Talents
We strive for a balanced growth with local community by recruiting over 40% of new employees from local
candidates in 2016. Unlike the previous recruitment process held at the head office, interviews were conducted at
each business site during the second half of 2016 recruitment. By doing so, job applicants were able to check out
their work sites, resolving uncertainties on the sites they are to be appointed to and we were able to select talents
suited to needs of each business site.

Initiating Activities to Improve the Corporate Culture
We took part in a corporate culture diagnosis program organized by Korea Chamber of Commerce and Industry,
to improve the corporate culture. We established and run plans to improve our corporate culture in many areas
based on the diagnosis results: aligning corporate goals with individual goals, transferring knowledge and knowhow and ensuring collaboration and communication among employees. For instance, Gunsan plant deliver a
monthly special lecture on communication-based leadership in order to strengthen communication within
organizations, and carry out activities to send a leadership-related letter to leaders in the managerial level and
above on a weekly basis. Pohang plant conducted a program to realign each other’s roles and assure commitment
in order to strengthen communication between different job rank and develop a great workplace.

Communication Event at Pohang Plant

Ensuring Fair Performance Evaluation and Compensation
We strive to ensure rational compensation through fair performance evaluation for all employees. To this end, we
run a performance evaluation process consisting of goal-setting at the beginning of each year. Mid-term reviews
and year-end evaluations are then conducted. We provide a specific guideline for each item during the process
of goal-setting for performance evaluation to help individual employees to enhance the alignment between
individual goals and corporate management guidelines. Furthermore, we take actions to ensure an additional
round of review upon application for objection, when there is an objection against evaluation results after the
evaluation process.

Sales Revenue Per Employee
(Unit: KRW million/person)

853

857

2014

2015

1,106

2016

Rate of Application of Performance Evaluation and Career Development Review
(Unit: %)

Type
Rate of employees having undergone
annual performance evaluation

2014

2015

2016

98.3

97.6

99.0

Operating Income Per Employee
(Unit: KRW million/person)
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2014

Managing the Retirement Pension System
We have operated the retirement pension system since 2009 for retirees to maintain a financially stable life.
The current value of defined benefits (DB) as of December 31, 2016 is KRW 165,108 million(consolidated), and
the retirement benefits of defined contribution (DC) recognized as cost in 2016, stood at KRW 1,760 million
(consolidated).

2015
2016

-27
-54
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Strengthening Welfare and Competencies of Employees
Facilitation of Internal Communication
We provide opportunities for open communication to create a culture based on mutual trust. We organize
meetings by job rank and seniority, facilitating communication between executives including the CEO and
employees. Furthermore, we run communication channels specialized by business site.

Communi
-cation
Board

Townhall
Meeting

We have created a ground of
communication between the CEO
and employees by regularly
organizing the ‘Townhall Meeting’.
The CEO tries to find a solution
together by directly listening to
grievances from employees, and the
employees can resolve their questions
about the status of management
and business direction by asking the
CEO.

We run an in-house communication
board to facilitate communication
among employees based on mutual
understanding and respect. We also
share information on major changes
in management, safety campaigns
and member interviews by using
the groupware, thereby continuing
on with proactive communication.

MCM
Event

The R&D Center organizes the
Monthly Communication Meeting
(MCM) every month, giving
opportunities for all employees to
communicate with one another.
It serves as a ground of communicating and harmonizing through such
programs as a flea market, a writing
contest, a bowling competition and
a special lecture on psychology.

Townhall Meeting at Gunsan Plant

R&D Center's MCM Event

Creating a Cooperative Culture of Labor-Management
We run the Labor-Management Council to form a cooperative relationship between the labor and the
management. Quarterly management status and performance are shared, and agendas such as employees’
welfare benefits and improvement of the working conditions are discussed, so that decision making can fully
reflect members’ opinions. Moreover, major changes in management are notified to employees according to a
procedure predetermined at the Labor-Management Council, in order to secure mutual understanding and trust.

LaborManagement
Workshop

The Labor-Management Workshop is held every two months, attended by the labor
commissioner and the person in charge of HR at each business site. In this workshop, workrelated difficulties are shared and opinions to strike a labor-management harmony are
suggested. All in all, we strive to form a sound culture for labor-management cooperation.

LaborManagement
Festival

Gwangyang plant held ‘2016 Labor-Management Festival’ four times from April to June.
Employees and their family at Gwangyang plant participated in the festival and climbed Yudal
Mountain in Mokpo, and visited the Museum of Natural History. As such, it was a time for all
employees to create consensus through various family-friendly programs.
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Labor-Management Festival at Gwangyang
Plant

A Great Work Place
Providing a heathy and enjoyable work place to raise employees’ interests is a core element for sustainable growth.
We provide a welfare benefit system that satisfies our employees to create a corporate culture for the company and
employees to grow together.

Strengthening Employees’ Welfare Benefits
We run various welfare programs for employees to enjoy a stable and leisurely life. We support medical fees by
applying collective insurance coverage for employees and their family, and support tuition fees for employees
with children in high school up to university levels. Furthermore, we provide housing funds and contingency
funds for stable livelihood through employee welfare fund, thereby improving employee welfare levels.
Applying collective
insurance coverage

We support hospitalization fee up to KRW 10 million a year to employee and their spouses,
and KRW 5 million a year to their children. We also support up to KRW 500 million for
employee deaths.

Supporting tuition
fees

For employees who has served more than a year and have children in high school, we
provide 3 years of tuition fees, entrance fees and school supporting fees. We also provide
tuition fees up to 24 semesters to employees who have children in college.

Supporting housing
fund

We support housing purchase and rental funds for employees by leveraging in-house
funds.

Contingency funds
for stable livelihood

We provide contingency funds for stable livelihood for employees who require support
for stable livelihood by leveraging employee welfare found.

Running the In-house Childcare Center
We operate an in-house childcare center to accommodate 26 infants and babies, aged one to three at Gunsan
plant. The center was started operation in April 2017 through an established leading company for childcare
centers in Korea. Our goal is to establish a corporate culture with a work-life balance by solving childcare issues
confronted by employees.

Supporting Employees’ Health Enhancement
We offer general and comprehensive medical examinations for employees and provide special examinations
for employees who are exposed to hazardous substances. Based on the results from the medical examination,
we also provide consultations with health professionals for employees who have been diagnosed or have risks
of medical conditions. In addition, we have declared all business sites smoke-free. We have installed fitness
equipment, a soccer field, a tennis court, and table tennis equipments for our employees to exercise in their free
time.

Supporting Programs for Children of Employees
We have sponsored a portion of participating fees to a robot camp in English organized by an external professional
agency in order to provide opportunities for children of employees to take an interest in science and English, and
develop their talents. The children who participated showed a high level of satisfaction and good responses,
following which we currently plan on holding a camp exclusively for children of employees.
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Strengthening Welfare and Competencies of Employees
Grievance Settlement System for Employees
Each business site runs the Grievance Committee, addressing employees’ complaints and grievances on their
work life and personal life through consultations. Communication channels are diversified to include online,
phone, fax and post. The principle is to handle cases within 10 days from their submission. Every month, in
particular, Pohang plant operates a 'On-site Grievance Service' program that the Management team and SH&E
staffs listen to and solve employees' concerns. After conducting on-site program, we post the results of program
on the in-house board to be notified to all employees. We run the board so that related feedback can be promptly
reflected through consultation.
Grievance Handling Process
Step 01

Grievance receipt and
consultation

Step 02

Decisions on grievance
handling (Grievance
Handling Committee)
• Devising separate
measures for simple
matters
• Reporting to the labor
union commissioner or
auditing, if necessary

Step 03

Handling

Step 04

Notification of the
results

•H
 andling or auditing
based on the devised
plans
• Transferring to the HR
Committee, if necessary
(review on reprimands)

Operating a Grievance Settlement System for Sexual Harassment
Employees’ grievances are addressed through the ‘Good Work Place’, a channel to counter in-house sexual
harassment as well as the EAP (Employee Assistant Program) using an external counseling agency. Once a sexual
harassment-related grievance is registered at the grievance desk, an investigation takes place on the case, and is
put up for arbitration. However, if a final decision cannot be reached, we request for authentic interpretation at the
Ministry of the Gender Equality and Family. Furthermore, if a case is critical or if arbitration cannot be reached, a
separate reconciliatory plan is devised and transferred to the HR Committee to solve the problem.

Protecting the Human Rights of Employees at OCI and Suppliers
We try to respect the human rights of our employees, and employees at suppliers in transactional relationships
with us. We create a corporate culture of mutual trust and respect in accordance with the Rules on Employee
Ethical Behavior, and avoid giving unfair instructions which violate laws and corporate regulations. Moreover, we
respect privacy of individual employees and prohibit acts of libel and defamation.
We also manage risks in sustainability which occur in the supply chain through due diligence on suppliers. We
evaluate suppliers' sustainable management to see if safety of employees is established in advance, by identifying
the presence of safety training and a working environment. We also check on follow-up responsiveness through
periodic environment and safety inspections and an investigative system for safety accidents by managing onsite supervisors. Furthermore, we decide if a stable employment environment is in place by checking the number
of continuous service years, turnover rate and the portion of regular employees, and identify if training programs
contribute to building up competencies of employees. In particular, we support enhancing a safety environment,
labor and human rights at suppliers by checking if there is any illegal employment by inspecting the status of
employment of foreign workers. Details on the diagnosis and due diligence on sustainability of suppliers are
available on p.81 in the section on ‘Introducing the Mutual Growth System for Suppliers’.
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R
 esponse Process for Sexual Harassment
in the Work Place
Registering grievances related to sexual
harassment
Identifying if the case involves sexual
harassment
Transferring the case to HR Committee

Notifying the results of mediation

OCI’s Human Rights Policy
Principles on the Respect for Human Rights
We officially endorse global standards and norms suggested by international organizations including the International Labor Organization (ILO)’s, the
UN Global Compact and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights. We recognize that responsibility related to human rights respect
is the basic principle to abide by in doing business.
1. OCI regards human rights protection as the most basic responsibility in doing business, and applies the same principle not only to employees
at its business sites, but also to customers, supplies and community.
2. OCI complies with labor relations laws required in all countries and regions where OCI is doing business.
3. OCI does the utmost to guarantee stable employment and an adequate level of wage for employees, and provide a decent working environment.
4. OCI implements improving employees’ awareness about human rights by periodically conducting training to prevent human rights violation
of employees.
5. OCI conducts periodic internal audits to check if the human rights policy is abided by, and manages channels for employees to report to
according to a predetermined procedure when a human rights matter occurs.

Articles on the Respect for Human Rights
Article 1

OCI shall respect all its stakeholders including employees as humans, and ensure no psychological or physical oppression, abuse and
unfair treatment occurs.

Article 2

OCI shall not discriminate any employee for any reasons involving social status including gender, race, religion, political preference,
nation and country, disabilities, marital pregnant status in employment, training, evaluation, compensation and promotion.

(Respect for
humans)

(Antidiscrimination)

Article 3

(Prohibition of
forced labor)

OCI shall neither compel any employee to work against their free will through violent words and acts, threats or confinement, nor
require any commission fees related to the consignment of an ID card, a passport or a labor certification issued by the government on
conditions of exercising labor, or recruitment.

Article 4

OCI shall comply with the minimum employment age prescribed in national and local laws. In the event of employing a young-age
worker, no high-risk task shall be imposed, and he or she will be exempted from nighttime or overtime work.

Article 5

OCI shall comply with regular working hours in accordance with labor relations laws of a nation and a region where OCI does business,
and shall not violate regulations on overtime work and days off.

Article 6

OCI shall pay over the minimum wage in accordance with labor relations laws of a nation and a region where OCI does business, and
contribute to raising economic stability of all employees and quality of life by running welfare schemes and in-house funds.

(Prohibition of
child labor)

(Compliance
with working
hours)

(Wage and
welfare benefits)

Article 7

(Freedom of
settlement)

Article 8

(Protection of
individual
information and
privacy)

OCI shall guarantee the right to organize, the right to bargain collectively and the right to act collectively in accordance with labor
relations laws in order to provide opportunities to communicate to all employees, and shall not unfairly treat employees for such
reasons of subscription to the labor union and acting as its member, etc.
OCI shall strictly protect confidentiality of personal information for all stakeholders, and shall not disclose or consign to others such
information without prior consent of stakeholders.
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Strengthening Welfare and Competencies of Employees
Employees’ Competency Buildup Program
We provide specialized leadership training, job training and global training in order to foster competent talents
to prepare against challenges in the future . We also provide competency buildup programs for employees to
enhance their expertise on job functions so that new employees up to executives are able to fulfill their given
roles. Furthermore, we provide basic training for knowledge buildup and language programs. We also strive to
foster global talents by providing overseas training and training courses for employees working abroad.

Direction

for Developing New
Employees

Be OCI
People

Running the Programs to Develop New Hires
Programs to foster new hires support them to genuinely become a part of the OCI family by intensifying their
understanding of the company, their knowledge about our products and business, their working capabilities and
team spirit. In addition, we offer self-development programs for employees who have worked for three years or
less in the administration and engineering sectors of business sites to settle themselves in work and grow further.
By doing so, we help them in their growth as key talents in our future.

Understanding
OCI

Product and
business
knowledge

Gain skills
and enhance
teamwork

Training Global Leaders
We perceive our employees as partners and members of community for mutual development and thereby
providing specialized training for each job rank and function, and also provide various career-development
opportunities for employees to grow into professional global leaders. We support them to foster their
competencies as global leaders by providing endless support, ranging from basic training on knowledge
buildup, job training and language courses for employees working abroad and various other courses to help
them grow as global specialists.
Induction Program for New Hires

Providing
the Chinese
course

Our Chinese courses are: Level I class- a mandatory one, and Level II ~ IV class- an optional one.
In 2016, we opened 12 courses on six business sites, which were completed by 116 employees.
We plan to offer diverse training courses continuously to employees to improve proficiency in
Chinese.

Establishing
a culture for
common usage
of English

OCI whose over half of sales revenues are generated abroad strives to establish a culture for
common usage of English to foster global talents. Various official internal documents are
written in English, as well as work guidelines and materials.

Operating
courses for
employees
dispatched
abroad

We run programs to intensify global competencies of employees dispatched overseas or
those about to be dispatched abroad. Customized training suited to each individual is being
provided for three months or more to learn a foreign language which is essential for their work.
In addition, intensive courses are provided to share experiences of leaders who have acquired
the language and culture of the country they were dispatched to and are experienced in
working abroad to help employees successfully complete their overseas assignments.
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Course for Employees Dispatched Overseas

Competency Build-up Program by Job Rank

E-Learning Program(English, Chinese, etc.)

Intensive course for foreign languages

Business Chinese (Level 2~4)

New team manager
course

OC I MBA

OJT training (Outside & e-Learning by Job)

Overseas training for engineers

Intensive course for
managers

Essential course for
managers

Business Chinese (Level 1)

Senior associate
intensive course

Senior associate
essential course

Induction course for experienced employees

Induction
course
on cost
and managerial
accounting

Senior
Associate

Accounting course
with games

Associate essential
course

1-year Workshop

Induction course & OJT

Financial
statement
analysis
practicum

Course for employees in representative offices abroad

1-year Course

Workshop for team
managers

Associate

Practice
course
on cost
and managerial
accounting

Manager

Executive course
(domestic & overseas)

Executive workshop

Team
Manager

Decisionmaking
through
management
analysis

Executive

Global
Course
Functional
Course
Fundamental
Course
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Engagement in Community Development
Strategic Social Contribution
Under the mission for social contribution, ‘To Share Happiness Through Eco-friendly Green Energy’, we try to
practice the values of sharing. Under our philosophy of ‘The more you share hardship, the smaller it gets; the
more you share love, the bigger it gets’, we conduct social contribution activities in four areas: ‘Solar’, ‘Culture’,
‘Community’ and ‘OCI Family’.

Social Contribution Total Amount
(Unit: KRW million)

1,936
1,217

1,153

Vision
2014
To Share
Happiness
through Ecofriendly Green
Energy

2015

2016

Cash and In-kind Donation
Cash

In-kind

(Unit: KRW million)

1,187
Theme

697
429

725

384

The More You Share Hardship, The Smaller It Gets; The More You Share Love, The Bigger It Gets

Integrity

Publicity

Continuity

Employee
Engagement

Solar

Culture

Community

OCI
Family

Providing learning
opportunities for
principle of new and
renewable energy
plant using solar PV
projects competency

Improving cultural
accessibility for
communities lacking
in opportunities to
enjoy cultural events

Principle

2014

701

2015

2016

Section

Approach

Extending financial
and non-financial
support for the
underprivileged for
mutual growth with
areas near business
sites

Performing
volunteering
activities engaged by
OCI employees and
their family to spread
the culture of sharing

Solar School Project
The ‘Solar School Project’ is our exclusive eco-friendly social contribution activity to support 5KW solar PV equipment to elementary schools in mountain areas in Korea
where electricity supply is erratic. The project which started in 2011 by targeting 40 schools in three regions – Inchoen, Jeonbuk and Gangwon – ended up supplying
solar PV equipment free of charge to a total of 249 schools by 2016.

“Share Happiness through Eco-friendly Green Energy”
We signed an MOU with the Jeju Special Self-Governing Provincial Office of Education to donate solar PV equipments to 50 elementary schools in
Jeju Island. Under the MOU, we are to install a total of 250KW solar PV equipments, that is 5KW per elementary school by 2017, which is expected
to generate a substitution effect of planting 50,000 pine trees as well as reduction effects of CO2 worth 150 tons.
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Volunteering as guide runners for visually impaired marathoners
Our employees formed ‘Runners’ High’, an in-house club for marathon training with Visually Handicapped
Marathon Korea (VMK) in 2009, consistently serving as guide runner for the visually impaired. In 2016, with
increasing of participation of employees, a total of 56 employees from all business sites participated in the
volunteer work. In addition they donated a total of KRW 2.8 million (KRW 5,000 per 1km) to the VMK.


Records
of Investment According to
Categories of Social Contribution
(Unit: KRW million)

Type
Charitable Donation

Volunteering in the Special Olympics

Amount
823

1

Community Investment2

320

Commercial Initiative

10

3

The OCI Family Volunteer Group, consisting of children of employees participated as volunteers in the 12th Special
Olympics World Summer Games. A total of 1,700 intellectually disabled athletes participated in 9 sports games
this time. The OCI Family Volunteer Group assisted the event by participating in the entire schedule beginning
with a torch relay. The group has had a meaningful time by extending their helping hands to those in need with
programs participated by children of employees since 2010.

1) Supporting upon the request of community and
charity organizations with short-term and one-time
donations
2) Spending money on corporate social contribution
programs, aligning corporate reputation with longterm business profits
3) Engaging in public interest marketing and campaigns to promote the corporate brand

Volunteering by Department
We run customized volunteering programs reflecting the needs of participants in volunteering by publicizing
volunteering programs and schedules which are sought after by each department. Engagement in joint
volunteering by department not only increases the engagement of employees in volunteering, but also
contributes to building up team spirit.
Volunteering Programs by Department
OCI Family Volunteer Group
Bread
baking

Palace
clean-up

Picnic with
the disabled

Wall
painting

Serving
free meals

Delivering
briquettes

Volunteering in Bread Baking

Accumulated
number
of Solar
School
Projects

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

40
100
160
182
239
249
289
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Engagement in Community Development
Social Contribution in Community
We proceed with various activities to share the burden with the underprivileged in community by business
site. In particular, we formed ‘OCI Angel Campaign’ consisting of ‘OCI Angel Fund’ and ‘OCI Angel Volunteer
Group’ to spread the culture of sharing within our organization, thereby facilitating engagement of employees
in social contribution activities, and extending a helping hand to the financially underprivileged. We will develop
ourselves further to become a company that shares happiness by living in harmony with the underprivileged
through ‘OCI Angel Campaign’ based on voluntary participation of employees.

Employees’ Volunteer Hours
(Unit: hours)

5,153

2014
OCI Angel Fund
‘OCI Angel Fund’ is our social contribution
fund by adding corporate subsidies in addition to voluntary donations of employees.
The funds donated are transferred to the
underprivileged in the community.

OCI Angel Volunteer Group
OCI Angel
Campaign

‘OCI Angel Volunteer Group’ is our exclusive volunteering activities of employees
to exercise sharing activities for the underprivileged by business site.

R&D Center

Gunsan Plant

Mentoring Program for Middle School Students in
Botonggol Village

Living Expense Support for the Elderly Living Alone
and Underprivileged Households

The R&D Center runs a mentoring program to teach
mathematics and English to eight middle school
students in Botonggol Village. The program aims to
lay the foundation for shared growth with community
by engaging in talent donation for students from lowincome families which are comparatively lacking in
education opportunities.

Employees at Gunsan plant have voluntarily raised
funds in OCI Angel Fund Account to subsidize living
expenses of KRW 100,000 a month to the elderly living
alone and underprivileged households since 2007. They
also deliver briquette and heating oil to basic livelihood
security recipients suffering from a cold winter with no
money for fuel.

Pohang Plant

Gwangyang Plant

Environmental Cleaning Around Plant

Rice Sharing Event

Employees at OCI conduct environmental cleaning
activities around plant every Thursday on the last week
of each month. They also use this time to talk with
residents in the same neighborhood heart to heart. They
do clean-up activities under different themes i.e. during
the summer holiday season, they ‘clean up beaches’ and
during traditional holidays crowded with many people
visiting their relatives in different parts of Korea, they
‘clean-up for traditional holidays’.

Employees at Gwangyang plant are engaged in
donating and sharing rice with those from low income
households by tapping onto the OCI Angel Fund.
Gwangyang plant helps out local farms by donating
rice from Gwangyang through the event which was of
practical help to the underprivileged in the community.
This is an inducement for OCI to continue holding the
event.

Iksan Plant

Incheon Business Site

Briquette Sharing Event

Regular Sponsorship for a Welfare Center for the

Iksan plant delivered 1,800 pieces of briquette to six
households of basic livelihood security recipients in
conjunction with a community center in the district, as a
part of our year-end social contribution activities. Despite
difficulties due to cold weather, it was a satisfying time to
provide a warm winter to the underprivileged.

Visually Impaired
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The Incheon Business Site sponsors the monthly operating costs of a welfare center in Incheon to improve
the rehabilitation and livelihood of the visually impaired
in the area. Employees at the Incheon business site
provide practical help to those in need with periodic
good deeds.

3,180

3,678

2015

2016

Special Page

Holding the Daily Life's Contemplation Touring Exhibition
We organized the Daily Life's Contemplation Touring Exhibition by partnering with the OCI Museum of Art in
order to create a ground of communication with community by relishing culture. The biennially held Daily Life's
Contemplation Touring Exhibition is in the fourth year since its inception in 2010. The exhibition is an occasion
to showcase various works of 18 residency artists in the creative studio, as well as those of new artists to local
residents in Gunsan, Gwangyang and Pohang, as our iconic artist development project. Artists participating in
Daily Life's Contemplation Touring Exhibition acquire opportunities to introduce their works to spectators from
different regions, while local residents can experience unique works of emerging contemporary artists. We aim
to practice the sharing of culture by organizing various art events such as Daily Life's Contemplation Touring
Exhibition.

Number of
artworks
exhibited

18

artists

Number of
participating
artists

40

works

Number of
spectators for the
Byul Byul Dong
Haeng 2016

7,793
spectators

Exhibition Hall of the Daily Life's Contemplation Touring Exhibition

Major Artworks Exhibited at the Daily Life's Contemplation Touring Exhibition

Beyond the Lights, Beom Jinyong

Jungfrau, Kang hoyeon

Tinker Bell and Carve the Bone to Bear
in Mind and Bodhidharma and Benz,
Cho Hyunik
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Introducing Mutual Growth System with Suppliers
Supply Chain Management
We support suppliers to intensify their competencies by setting directions for supply chain management
strategies with key words such as ‘Visibility’, ‘Speed’ and ‘Flexibility’. We form trust-based relationships through
open communication by forming a horizontal cooperation-based network for mutual growth with suppliers.
We seek for sustainable partnerships with suppliers by managing potential risks in advance in the supply chain.

Strategic
Directions for
SCM

Visibility

Speed

Flexibility

Intensification of visibility
in the supply chain

Maximization of speed for decisionmaking and execution capabilities

Reinforcement of responsiveness
to market changes

Strengthening the Subcontracting Management System
In order to practice shared growth with suppliers and to avoid unfair trade, we comply with four action plans of
the Fair Trade Commission (FTC), while signing a fair-trade agreement with them, establishing subcontracting
management policies and operating a fair suppliers selection process. To this end, we conduct regular inspection
on major related departments, and reflect and notify all employees the following details in procurement
regulations and internal regulations on subcontracting procedures: key points in the Fair Transactions in
Subcontracting Act, a proper subcontracting contractual procedure and sanctions on statutory violations. In
addition, we comply with a standardized subcontracting agreement based on recommendations of the FTC, and
prevents unfair acts and legal violations by promptly responding to legal revisions through constant monitoring
on related laws.

Managing the Fair-Trade Deliberation Committee
We run the Fair-Trade Deliberation Committee to spearhead the efforts in establishing a fair-trade order with
suppliers by minimizing violating acts in subcontracting. The committee meetings are periodically held every
month, and the operating guideline of the committee and its activities are transparently disclosed on the website
of the e-procurement system.

Monitoring and Training on Fair Trade
We conduct training on insider trading, subcontracting and cartel for employees to ensure fair trading in all work
procedures. The inside trading status is monitored on a quarterly basis as we watch out to prevent any unfair
trades.
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Holding the Mutual Growth Workshop
We continue to communicate with suppliers by organizing the Mutual Growth Workshop every year. In the 2016
workshop, we looked back on the milestones of mutual growth with suppliers and spent time in exchanging
ideas. In addition, we pursued management measures to improve the level of safety and health at suppliers.
We also shared ideas on legal trends with stricter laws on safety and environment including the Act on the
Registration and Evaluation, etc. of Chemicals and the Chemicals Control Act. All in all, we discussed ways
for sustainable mutual growth. We will continue to create a future of mutual growth by pursuing horizontal
communication with suppliers.

2016 Shared Growth Workshop

Implementing Activities for Win-Win Cooperation
We run diverse win-win cooperation programs for sustainable growth of suppliers, and strive for the spread of a
culture of shared growth within an organization.

Purchase Amount from Suppliers
(Unit: KRW million)

Type
Changing
payment
conditions

We have formed and operate a mutual growth fund to extend low-interest loans to suppliers
to help them maintain a stable management environment. We also established a win-win
payment system, an electronic system for primary and secondary suppliers to check the status
of proceeds payment, thereby contributing to management stability of secondary suppliers by
improving the procurement proceeds payment and payment rate in cash.

Supporting
training and
recruitment

We provide diverse training programs for employees at suppliers, to develop efficiency at work.
We also supported holding a job fair to contribute to resolving labor shortage at suppliers. We
will strive to fundamentally improve competitiveness of suppliers by supporting them to foster
personnel and build up their competencies.

Providing
management
consulting

We make efforts to provide practical help to suppliers in building up their competencies
through management consulting, while providing training programs for their employees.
Management consulting is provided by a pool of specialists in management know-how,
accounting, quality management and productivity, and etc., thereby contributing to
improvement in corporate management at suppliers.

Amount

2014

1,429,470

2015

1,138,277

2016

1,117,073
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Introducing Mutual Growth System with Suppliers
Integrated Suppliers Management Process
We support suppliers in building up their competitiveness by establishing an ‘Integrated Management of
the Supply Chain’, ranging from the selection of suppliers to their evaluation and management. We conduct
comprehensive analysis on new and existing suppliers, and periodic evaluation and due diligence for transparent
and fair suppliers selection. In addition, we initiate customized management activities for each supplier through
continued monitoring, and encourage matters to be solved based on the evaluation results. We seek to establish
a response system for suppliers to make timely responses to risks by sharing information on changes in the
market environment based on the market trend monitoring system.

Step

01

Strengthening Visibility in the Supply Chain
We ensured efficiency in decision-making and raised the speed of execution capabilities by improving
visibility in the supply chain.

Step

02

Integrated Managing the Supply Chain
We operate the integrated management process for the supply chain at the control tower through
constant monitoring and management activities so that we can maintain a stable supply chain.

Integrated Management Process for the Supply Chain

Selection

Evaluation

Management

We evaluate new suppliers from the
registration stage to ensure their
transparent and fair selection. We
enhance transparency and fairness
in selecting suppliers based on the
code of ethics for employees and via
the e-procurement system.

We induce continued performance
improvement of suppliers through
frequent and regular performance
analysis. Regular on-site due diligence
is conducted for major suppliers, and
we make joint efforts to enhance
their competitive edge.

Evaluation results are utilized as
critical references in requesting
quotes, and are managed through
continued monitoring. Management
and customized support for major
suppliers tak e place based on
evaluation results to enhance their
competencies.

Step

03

Strengthening a Supply Chain Response System
We seek to share information on changes in the market environment within the supply chain, and
strengthen a system to make timely responses to related risks.

Step

04

Establishing the Green SCM
We aim to establish the Green Supply Chain which manages not only economic performance of suppliers
but also environmental performance by expanding the scope of operating our eco-friendly management
system to the supply chain.
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Selection of Strategic Suppliers
Suppliers are classified into four groups depending on the level of significance of the raw and subsidiary materials
supplied as well as suppliers’ impact on our business. Suppliers that provide major raw and subsidiary materials
which have a high impact on our business are designated as ‘strategic suppliers’ and managed accordingly.
Additionally, credit evaluation, performance level evaluation and due diligence are conducted on all registered
suppliers, following which eight grades are granted depending on the evaluation results, ranging from grade
AAA to grade CC. We improve efficiency by differentiating the way of managing suppliers based on grade derived
from evaluation.

Risk Management Process for Suppliers
Selection of Strategic Suppliers
• S electing suppliers in strategic transactional
relationships, i.e., trading scale in the top scale,
supply of major raw and subsidiary materials

Diagnosis of Potential Risks
•D
 iagnosing in terms of the supply of raw and
subsidiary materials, work performance level, quality
management, and cost of due diligence and diagnosis

Risk Diagnosis for Suppliers
We diagnose risks for each supplier in order to minimize the negative impact on our suppliers whose impact
stand out in the supply chain management. Items for risk diagnosis on suppliers include: impact on the supply of
raw and subsidiary materials, evaluation of performance level of suppliers, and the cost generated from product
quality assurance issues, due diligence and diagnosis. After carefully evaluating the above, suppliers who are of
potential risk are selected to be subject to due diligence.

Due Diligence on Supplier
•A
 pplying comprehensive sustainability indicators on
management, technologies, quality, environment and
safety, etc.

Discovery and Monitoring of Tasks for Improvement
• F inding tasks for improvement with low requirements
and checking them based on a feedback report

Due Diligence on Suppliers
We carry out periodic evaluation for new and existing suppliers to ensure sustainable partnership with them.
Due diligence takes place based on self-evaluation throughout their business activities including management &
finance, quality, production, procurement, environment, safety and technologies. This is aimed at helping them
discover problems by themselves and come up with tasks for improvement.

Discovery of Tasks Requiring Improvement in Addressing Risks
Items where risks are likely to occur in the future, based on suppliers due diligence, are defined as tasks for
improvement, and require corresponding actions to be taken. For the tasks for improvement, the supplier at
issue and we jointly devise plans for improvement, and seek for efficiency in making improvement through
sectoral consultation. For tasks for improvement which might critically impact the production process for raw
and subsidiary materials such as employees’ safety at work, quality management and leakage of hazardous
materials, etc., we demand the supplier at issue to make improvement. When it is deemed that suppliers’
social responsibilities are lacking, we provide recommendations and complementary feedback on making
improvement. We periodically monitor the status of suppliers’ implementing tasks for improvement and receive
a feedback report from them.

Major Due Diligence Indicators

Management

Technologies

• R&D investment
• Cost reduction activities
• Employee training

Quality

• Autonomous quality check
• Setting quality test standards
• Materials and process inspection

Environment &
Safety

• Operating

environment and safety
team
• Safety checking and training
• Management of hazardous materials

Personnel

• Stable employment conditions
• Expertise and competency buildup
• Prohibition of illegal employment

Initiating Risk Mitigation Activities
We utilize emailing service on creditability of suppliers through credit rating agencies as well as supplier diagnosis
and due diligence. Real-time monitoring takes place on suppliers’ default, administrative lawsuit and changes
in credit ratings, enabling us to perceive changes in financial stability of suppliers. By doing so, we can devise
response strategies for suppliers’ dismal state of corporate management, thereby enabling the management of
potential risks. As such, we strive to prevent supplier risks.

• Financial stability
• Product profitability
• Corporate growth potentials

Society

•P
 resence of notification on key
changes in management
• Social contribution activities
• Prizes and awards
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Independent Auditors’ Report
English Translation of Independent Auditors' Report Originally Issued in Korean on March 2, 2017

To the Shareholders and the Board of Directors of OCI Company Ltd. :
Report on the Financial Statements
We have audited the accompanying consolidated financial statements of OCI Company (the ‘Company’) and its subsidiaries, which comprise the consolidated
statements of financial position as of December 31, 2016 and December 31, 2015, respectively, and the consolidated statements of income, consolidated
statements of comprehensive income, consolidated statements of changes in shareholders’ equity, and consolidated statements of cash flows, for the years then
ended, and a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information.

Management’s Responsibility for the Consolidated Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these consolidated financial statements in accordance with Korean International Financial
Reporting Standards (‘K-IFRS’) and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated financial statements
that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
Auditors’ Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an audit opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with Korean Standards
on Auditing (‘KSAs’). Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected
depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error.
In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in
order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s
internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.
Opinion
In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the OCI Company and its subsidiaries as of
December 31, 2016 and December 31, 2015 respectively, and their financial performance and their cash flows for the years then ended in accordance with K-IFRS.

Notice to Readers
This report is effective as of March 2, 2017 the auditor’s report date. Certain subsequent events or circumstances may have occurred between the auditor’s report date and the
time the auditor’s report is read. Such events or circumstances could significantly affect the financial statements and may result in modifications to the auditor’s report
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Consolidated Statements of Financial Position
As of December 31, 2016 and 2015

Unit : Korean won in thousands

OCI Company Ltd. and Subsidiaries
December 31, 2016

December 31, 2015

Assets
I. Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents

1,981,389,629
338,606,921

2,399,834,131
476,828,892

Short-term financial assets

159,164,806

32,462,486

Trade and other accounts receivable

578,900,788

563,086,185

Derivative assets
Assets held for sale
Inventories

580,810

1,723,836

43,352,169

719,810,604

789,966,317

516,898,678

Current tax assets

11,129,805

4,036,774

Other current assets

59,688,013

84,986,676

II. Non-current assets

4,267,165,774

4,898,941,347

Long-term financial assets

49,321,362

Long-term trade and other accounts receivable

37,643,403

4,523,011

Deferred tax assets

178,882,811

348,711,238

Investments in joint entities and associates

103,915,959

50,277,262

74,220,804

73,286,230

3,463,078,860

4,258,759,955

34,291,805

46,828,810

Investment property
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Non-current provisions
Other non-current assets

68,676,622

316,681,333

-

9,129,437

47,878,219

Total assets

6,248,555,403

7,298,775,478

Liabilities
I. Current liabilities
Short-term financial liabilities
Trade and other accounts payable

1,437,938,519

1,585,448,631

1,040,522,289

627,639,316

363,525,045

623,973,030

Derivative liabilities

10,347,048

2,697,505

Current tax liabilities

12,327,101

10,846,743

4,929,369

312,112,319

Liabilities related to assets held for sale
Provisions
Other current liabilities

207,427

5,697,838

6,080,240

2,481,880

II. Non-current liabilities
Long-term financial liabilities
Long-term trade and other accounts payable
Non-current provisions
Retirement benefit obligation
Deferred tax liabilities
Other non-current liabilities

1,546,019,350

2,471,121,287

1,203,693,170

1,999,882,236

27,727,111

37,131,988

9,678,039

8,779,182

24,238,316

45,818,345

-

40,860,217

280,682,714

338,649,319

Total liabilities

2,983,957,869

4,056,569,918

Shareholders’ equity
I. Shareholders’ equity

3,195,684,835

2,955,268,763

Capital

127,246,855

127,246,855

Other contributed capital

785,631,703

796,628,613

25,588,360

19,879,542

2,257,217,917

2,013,686,187

Other components of capital
Retained earnings
Equity directly associated with assets held for sale

-

(2,172,434)

II. Non-controlling interests

68,912,699

286,936,797

Total shareholders’ equity

3,264,597,534

3,242,205,560

Total liabilities and shareholders’ equity

6,248,555,403

7,298,775,478
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Consolidated Statements of Income
For the years ended December 31, 2016 and 2015

Unit : Korean won in thousands

OCI Company Ltd. and Subsidiaries
2016

2015

I. Sales

2,739,362,364

2,301,520,602

II. Cost of sales

2,409,468,339

2,215,819,606

III. Gross profit

329,894,025

85,700,996

IV. Selling and administrative expenses

208,540,104

230,328,678

V. Operating income (loss)

121,353,921

(144,627,682)

1. Financial income

141,560,129

107,319,462

2. Financial expense

184,423,194

195,476,116

2,149,609

4,380,822

4. Other non-operating income

3. Share of profits of joint entities and associates

237,004,114

40,723,924

5. Other non-operating expense

512,765,725

115,443,267

VI. Loss before income tax expense

(195,121,146)

VII. Income tax benefit

(217,820,757)

(64,027,294)

22,699,611

(239,095,563)

VIII. Loss from continuing operations

(303,122,857)

IX. Income from discontinued operations

196,707,926

421,164,107

X. Net income

219,407,537

182,068,544

1. Owners of the Company

242,106,821

100,306,054

2. Non-controlling interests

(22,699,284)

81,762,490

10,151 won

4,206 won

2,087 won

(9,267) won

XI. Net income (loss) attributable to :

XII. Net income (loss) per share (In Korean Won)
Basic and diluted income (loss) per share from continuing operations and
discontinued operations
Basic and diluted loss per share from continuing operations

Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income
For the years ended December 31, 2016 and 2015

Unit : Korean won in thousands

OCI Company Ltd. and Subsidiaries
2016
I. Net income
II. Other comprehensive income (loss)
(1) Items that will not be reclassified subsequently to income (loss) :
1. Remeasurement factor on defined benefit plans
(2) Items that may be reclassified subsequently to income (loss) :

2015
219,407,537

182,068,544

7,454,377

69,868,269

1,218,566

30,065,672

1,218,566

30,065,672

6,235,811

39,802,597

(3,566,128)

1,660,390

2. Share

of other comprehensive income of jointly controlled entities
and associates

1,393,112

3,150,629

3. Gain on overseas operations translation

8,408,827

34,175,638

1. Gain (loss) on valuation of AFS financial assets

4. Gain on valuation of derivative instruments
III. Comprehensive income

-

815,940
226,861,914

251,936,813

1. Owners of the Company

249,240,548

166,833,853

2. Non-controlling interests

(22,378,634)

85,102,960

IV. Comprehensive income (loss) attributable to :
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Consolidated Statements of Changes in Shareholders’ Equity
For the years ended December 31, 2016 and 2015

Unit : Korean won in thousands

OCI Company Ltd. and Subsidiaries
Owner’s equity of the Company

January 1, 2015

Capital

Other
contributed
capital

Other
components
of capital

127,246,855

789,851,475

(14,169,208)

Dividends
Net income

Retained
earnings
1,883,748,484

Equity directly
associated with
assets held for sale
-

Owners of the
Company

Noncontrolling
interests

Total
shareholders’
equity

2,786,677,606

468,809,817

3,255,487,423

(4,769,874)

(4,769,874)

(53,551,704)

(58,321,578)

100,306,054

100,306,054

81,762,490

182,068,544

Paid-in capital increase of
subsidiaries

(342,466)

(342,466)

36,615,217

36,272,751

Capital transactions with

7,119,604

7,119,604

(20,047,429)

(12,927,825)

(229,992,064)

(229,992,064)

Disposal of subsidiaries
Loss on valuation of
AFS financial assets

1,660,390

1,660,390

1,660,390

Share of other comprehensive
income of jointly controlled
entities and associates

3,150,629

3,150,629

3,150,629

29,324,071

29,324,071

815,940

815,940

Gain (loss) on translation of
overseas operation
Gain (loss) on valuation of
derivatives
Remeasurement factor on
defined benefit plan
Reclassification of assets held
for sale

31,576,769
(906,446)

Others
December 31, 2015
January 1, 2016

3,078,880

31,576,769
(2,172,434)

-

815,940
(1,511,097)

30,065,672
-

4,166

(254,126)

796,628,613

19,879,542

2,013,686,187

(2,172,434)

2,955,268,763

286,936,797

3,242,205,560

127,246,855

796,628,613

19,879,542

2,013,686,187

(2,172,434)

2,955,268,763

286,936,797

3,242,205,560

(4,968,188)

(4,968,188)

242,106,821

(22,699,284)

219,407,537

(288,779)

(288,779)

5,152,340

4,863,561

(10,708,131)

(10,708,131)

2,474,178

(8,233,953)

2,172,434

(198,303,794)

(196,131,360)

Net income (loss)

(249,960)

242,106,821

Paid-in capital increase of
subsidiaries
Capital transactions with
non-controlling interests
Disposal of subsidiaries

2,172,434

Gain on valuation of
AFS financial assets

(3,566,128)

Share of other comprehensive
income of jointly controlled
entities and associates

1,186,769

Gain on translation of
overseas operation
Reclassification of assets held
for sale
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34,175,638

127,246,855

Dividends

December 31, 2016

4,851,567

206,343

8,088,177

127,246,855

785,631,703

25,588,360

(3,566,128)

(3,566,128)

1,393,112

1,393,112

8,088,177
1,218,566
2,257,217,917

(249,960)

320,650

1,218,566
-

3,195,684,835

8,408,827
1,218,566

68,912,699

3,264,597,534

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows
For the years ended December 31, 2016 and 2015

Unit : Korean won in thousands

OCI Company Ltd. and Subsidiaries
December 31, 2016

I. Cash flows from operating activities
1. Cash generated from operating activities
2. Interest income received
3. Interest expense paid
4. Dividends income received
5. Income taxes paid

407,633,584
476,159,311

2. Increase in short-term financial instruments

20,502,952
141,039,838

8,945,593

11,317,966

(70,601,711)

(77,573,151)

15,586,768

4,270,608

(22,456,377)

(58,552,309)

II. Cash flows from investing activities
1. Decrease in short-term financial instruments

December 31, 2015

(139,297,824)

(197,067,070)

29,036,824

51,487,343

(125,601,196)

(32,263,964)

3. Decrease in short-term loans

52,888

9,261,912

4. Increase in short-term loans

(20,000)

(3,065,416)

98,500

1,670,225

6. Increase in HTM financial investments

(127,250)

(107,645)

7. Decrease in AFS financial assets

8,197,479

300,852

(29,929,529)

(2,089,898)

5. Decrease in HTM financial investments

8. Increase in AFS financial assets
9. Decrease in long-term financial instruments

26,440,800

4,500

10. Increase in long-term financial instruments

(16,461,518)

(40,000,000)

11. Decrease in long-term loans

109,371

19,500

12. Increase in long-term loans

(13,372)

(57,167)

1,868

4,951,285

426,931

10,597,704

(441,797,208)

(876,006,585)

13. Disposal of investment property
14. Disposal of property, plant and equipment
15. Acquisition of property, plant and equipment
16. Disposal of intangible assets

430,000

86,364

(2,335,790)

(8,413,556)

18. Disposal of joint venture investment assets

23,210,194

-

19. Acquisition of joint ventures and associates

(53,569,104)

-

2,872,262

(119,405)

17. Acquisition of intangible assets

20. Decrease (increase) in other non-current assets
21. Cash inflow from disposal of subsidiaries

439,680,026

III. Cash flows from financing activities

686,676,881
(403,943,740)

168,257,713

1. Increase in short-term borrowings

325,938,883

840,969,047

2. Decrease in short-term borrowings

(439,672,151)

(769,534,736)

3. Decrease in current portions of long-term financial liabilities

(396,457,147)

(330,158,948)

4. Increase in long-term borrowings

100,873,947

325,489,871

5. Decrease in long-term borrowings

(10,616,180)

(59,526,256)

6. Issuance of long-term debentures

23,000,000

194,314,200

7. Increase in government subsidies

1,310,886

1,249,462

8. Increase in paid-in capital

5,152,340

36,615,217

9. Payment of dividends

(4,968,188)

(58,392,922)

10. Acquisition of non-controlling interests

(8,233,953)

(12,927,825)

11. Equity transaction with non-controlling interests
12. Others
IV. Changes in cash and cash equivalents due to foreign currency translation
V. Decrease in cash included in assets held for sale

-

489,538

(272,177)

(328,935)
2,371,763

8,375,109

(4,985,754)

(41,439,003)

(138,221,971)

(41,370,299)

VII. Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of the year

476,828,892

518,199,191

VIII. Cash and cash equivalents, end of the year

338,606,921

476,828,892

VI. Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
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Sustainaiblity Performance Data
Environmental Investments and Expenditures
Business Site
Gunsan

Unit

2014

2015

2016

KRW million

4,803

1,708

6,029

Pohang

KRW million

1,243

663

1,552

Gwangyang

KRW million

96

600

3,576

Iksan

KRW million

156

178

91

Iksan VIP

KRW million

10

0

6

Raw Material Usage
Business Site

Type

Unit

2014

2015

2016

Gunsan

Naphtha, DNT (Dinitro toluene), Industrial salt

MT

258,823

230,089

281,439

Pohang

Coal tar, FCC, Naphthalene

MT

561,447

551,130

557,200

Gwangyang

Coal tar, Light oil, FCC

MT

471,025

461,003

486,871

Iksan

Naphtha

MT

12,534

14,944

14,176

Iksan VIP

FS, Fiber, Opacifier

MT

320

305

299

Usage Amount of Recycled Raw Materials
Business Site

Unit

2014

2015

2016

Gunsan

MT

0

0

0

Pohang

MT

0

0

0

Gwangyang

MT

0

0

0

Iksan

MT

155

181

194

Iksan VIP

MT

1

28

62

Packaging Material Recycling Rate
Business Site
Gunsan
Pohang
Gwangyang
Iksan

Iksan VIP

88

Type

Unit

2014

2015

2016

Drum

%

7.0

6.7

6.8

PVC Bag

%

0

0

0

Baffle Bag

%

0

0

0

PVC Bag (C/B)

%

7.0

75.0

12.0

Bulk Bag

%

54.0

30.0

39.5

Can

%

22.0

18.0

20.5

FS ton bag

%

100

100

100

Pallet

%

31.0

18.0

13.6

Box

%

1.0

1.0

0

Hazardous Chemicals Usage
Business Site

Unit

2014

2015

2016

Gunsan

MT

288,158

188,331

256,691

Pohang

MT

3,850

2,575

3,934

Gwangyang

MT

4,146

6,512

7,676

Iksan

MT

22,220

13,114

10,627

Water Usage
Business Site

Water intake station

Unit

Industrial water

MT

7,764,400

8,228,139

8,671,300

Pohang

Industrial water

MT

1,826,863

2,120,671

2,097,967

Gwangyang

Sueocheon Dam

MT

1,069,859

1,091,389

1,089,736

Iksan

Industrial water

MT

691,350

798,692

596,250

Iksan VIP

Industrial water

MT

3,983

3,433

2,532

R&D Center

Industrial water

MT

16,917

20,270

13,200

Gunsan

2014

2015

2016

Wastewater Discharge
Business Site

Unit

2014

2015

2016

Gunsan

M3

1,765,422

1,686,257

1,725,662

Pohang

M

402,535

453,709

362,044

Gwangyang

3

M

23,872

240,933

231,667

Iksan

M3

110,774

119,790

148,551

R&D Center

M

3,672

3,750

3,900

3

3

Concentration of Discharged Water Pollutants
Type

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD)

Chemical Oxygen Demand
(COD)

Amount of floating substances
(SS)

Business Site

Unit

2014

2015

2016

Gwangyang

mg/L

10.0

10.7

16.0

Iksan

mg/L

52.0

53.0

80.0

R&D Center

mg/L

8.1

0.7

19.7

Gunsan(KT)

mg/L

226.0

168.0

170.2

Gunsan(RE)

mg/L

17.0

13.5

13.7

Pohang

mg/L

32.0

24.3

34.0

Gwangyang

mg/L

44.0

39.0

34.4

Iksan

mg/L

121.0

108.6

71.4

R&D Center

mg/L

4.8

1.3

3.7

Gunsan(KT)

mg/L

21.0

15.8

22.7

Gunsan(RE)

mg/L

7.0

6.8

8.8

Pohang

mg/L

22.0

16.0

28.0

Gwangyang

mg/L

30.0

27.2

24.6

Iksan

mg/L

14.0

13.0

10.0

R&D Center

mg/L

1.0

1.0

4.0
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Sustainaiblity Performance Data
Waste Discharge
Business Site

Unit

2014

2015

2016

Gunsan

MT

37,400

28,356

42,685

Pohang

MT

4,539

3,800

5,595

Gwangyang

MT

553

878

1,222

Iksan

MT

432

541

483

Iksan VIP

MT

45

23

15

R&D Center

MT

31

25

50

Waste Recycling Rate
Business Site

Unit

2014

2015

2016

Gunsan

%

75.3

44.5

60.3

Pohang

%

10.1

16.7

17.6

Gwangyang

%

25.0

15.6

13.6

Iksan

%

66.4

68.8

74.0

Iksan VIP

%

6.0

0

0

Concentration of Discharged Air Pollutants
Type

NOx

SOx

Dust

Business Site

Unit

2014

2015

2016

Gunsan(KT)

ppm

52

52

46

Gunsan(BAS)

ppm

23

23

26

Pohang

ppm

96

96

179

Gwangyang

ppm

212

190

191

Pohang

ppm

39

39

71

Gwangyang

ppm

38

47

50

Gunsan(KT)

mg/m3

11

11

8

Gunsan(BAS)

3

mg/m

4

4

2

Pohang

mg/m3

8

8

7

Gwangyang

3

mg/m

29

3

2

Iksan

mg/m3

6

6

5

Iksan VIP

mg/m3

9

9

9

* For Gunsan plant as an exempted facility for prevention, there is no need to measure the concentration level of emissions of air pollutants (SOx).
** For Iksan plant as an exempted facility for prevention, there is no need to measure the concentration level of emissions of air pollutants (NOx, SOx).
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Energy Usage
Type
Direct Energy
Indirect Energy

Detailed Type

Unit

2014

2015
8,297

2016

Fuel

TJ

9,092

7,983

Steam

TJ

4,578

4,593

3,624

Electricity

TJ

32,297

30,083

27,957

Greenhouse Gas Emissions*
Business Site
Gunsan

Gunsan1

Pohang

Gwangyang

Iksan

Iksan VIP

Headquarter

R&D Center

Training Center

Type

Unit

2014

2015

2016

Scope1

tCO2eq

41,995

40,663

41,954

Scope2

tCO2eq

1,821,439

1,700,503

1,613,760

Scope1

tCO2eq

88

1

0

Scope2

tCO2eq

4,352

733

567

Scope1

tCO2eq

474,026

422,319

455,689

Scope2

tCO2eq

9,165

11,747

8,908

Scope1

tCO2eq

264,691

232,845

238,992

Scope2

tCO2eq

10,909

11,847

7,288

Scope1

tCO2eq

44,646

46,280

49,094

Scope2

tCO2eq

43,992

41,943

41,921

Scope1

tCO2eq

46

42

42

Scope2

tCO2eq

1,700

1,293

1,491

Scope1

tCO2eq

709

714

729

Scope2

tCO2eq

1,277

1,268

1,357

Scope1

tCO2eq

534

507

480

Scope2

tCO2eq

1,573

1,443

1,497

Scope1

tCO2eq

94

86

75

Scope2

tCO2eq

110

99

91

* There are differences in amount between the sum of emissions by GHG and site, and the amount of total emission because the amount of emissions being rounded off
per site is calculated by a corporate unit according to the National Greenhouse Management System.
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Sustainaiblity Performance Data
Occupational Injuries
Type
Injured employees

Unit

2014

person

2015
3

2016
4

5

Occupational injury rate

%

0.13

0.18

0.24

Occupational injuries per one million working hours

%

0.52

0.73

0.94

Total working hours

hour

5,777,936

5,509,366

5,285,806

Lost working days

day

140

312

482

%

0.02

0.06

0.09

Rate of lost working days

Safety and Health Training Hours
Business Site

Unit

2014

2015

2016

Gunsan

hour/person

49

48

40

Pohang

hour/person

44

44

44

Gwangyang

hour/person

48

40

40

Iksan

hour/person

26

26

24

Iksan VIP

hour/person

24

24

24

R&D Center

hour/person

24

28

24

Counselling of Those Diagnosed with Specific Medical Conditions
Business Site
Gunsan

Unit

2014

person

2015
323

2016
333

311

Pohang

person

69

69

67

Gwangyang

person

67

96

28

Iksan

person

39

33

31

Iksan VIP

person

5

3

1

R&D Center

person

47

38

50

Support for Employee Medical Check-up
Business Site

Unit

2014

2015

2016

Gunsan

person

1,791

1,455

1,364

Pohang

person

282

288

270

Gwangyang

person

233

237

229

Iksan

person

125

124

108

Iksan VIP

person

39

17

16

R&D Center

person

105

91

84

92

Status of Senior Executives
Type

Age

Full-time

Registered

Unit

2014

2015

2016

Under 30

person

0

30~50 years

person

13

Over 50

person

38

Full-time (Male)

person

55

50

46

Full-time (Female)

person

2

1

1

Part-time (Male)

person

5

6

4

Part-time (Female)

person

1

1

0

Registered (Male)

person

7

7

6

Registered (Female)

person

1

0

0

Unregistered (Male)

person

53

49

44

Unregistered (Female)

person

2

2

1

Status of Employees*
Type

Employment type

Title

Age

Unit

2014

2015

2016

Full-time (Male)

person

2,274

Full-time (Female)

person

118

Contract-based (Male)

person

30

Contract-based (Female)

person

7

Team Manager

person

112

97

94

Manager

person

280

278

274

Associate

person

285

317

253

Researcher

person

90

85

81

Clerk

person

68

57

74

Technical worker

person

1,877

1,793

1,653

Under 30

person

386

304

245

30~50 years

person

1,924

1,850

1,770

Over 50

person

465

473

414

* Difference in employment status with 2016 Annual Business Report(9 persons): Employee dispatched overseas - 8 persons, Part-time employee - 1 person
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Sustainaiblity Performance Data
Employing the Socially Vulnerable
Type

Unit

2014

2015

2016

Disabled

person

32

31

30

Patriots and War Veterans

person

66

66

83

New Hires
Type
Number of new hires

Unit

2014

person

2015
138

2016
90

50

Basic Wage of the New Hires
Type
Hourly wage for new employees (Male)
Managerial employee
position

Minimum wage ratio (Male)
Hourly wage for new employees (Female)
Minimum wage ratio (Female)
Hourly wage for new employees (Male)

Production employee
position

Minimum wage ratio (Male)
Hourly wage for new employees (Female)
Minimum wage ratio (Female)

Unit

2014

KRW

2015
18,679

%
KRW
%
KRW
%
KRW
%

2016
18,679

18,679

359

335

310

17,720

17,720

17,720

340

318

294

8,350

8,642

8,858

160

155

147

8,132

8,417

8,627

156

151

143

Employees Dispatched Overseas
Type
Employees dispatched overseas

Unit

2014

person

2015
40

2016
59

38

Use of Childcare and Maternity Leave
Type
Number of employees who have taken childcare and parental
leave
Male

2014

2015

2016

person

152

145

136

Percentage of employees who have returned after taking
childcare and parental leave

%

100

100

100

Percentage of employees who have worked for a year after
returning from childcare and parental leave

%

100

100

96

person

8

12

13

Percentage of employees who have returned after taking
childcare and parental leave

%

93

96

89

Percentage of employees who have worked for a year after
returning from childcare and parental leave

%

100

92

60

Number of employees who have taken childcare and parental
leave
Female

Unit

Ratio of Performance Evaluation
Type

Unit

2014

2015

2016

Number of employees eligible for performance evaluation

person

2,780

2,688

2,495

Number of employees who have received performance evaluation

person

2,733

2,623

2,471

%

98.3

97.6

99.0

Ratio of employees who have received performance evaluation

94

Employee Training Hours per Person
Type

Unit

2014

2015

2016

Male

hour

22

21

15

Female

hour

68

41

32

Total

hour

27

22

16

Labor Union Subscription Rate and Status of Times the Labor-Management Council is Held
Type
Labor union subscription rate

Unit

2014

%

Number of times the Labor-Management Council is held

times

2015

2016

99.6

99.7

99.8

4

4

4

Turnover Rate
Type
Turnover rate

Unit

2014

%

2015
5.7

2016
6.3

10.6

Managing Retirement Pension
Type

Unit

2014

2015

2016

Current value of defined benefit obligations

KRW million

126,913

153,051

165,108

DC (Definite Contribution)-type retirement allowances

KRW million

1,373

2,045

1,760

Status of Expenses for Policy Institutions, Industry Associations, and Charity Organizations
The total amount of donations spent through the donation fund account of OCI in 2016 is KRW 941 million, and that of association fees as a member of associations
is KRW 354 million.

Key Sanctions
A. Sanctions resulting from the leakage of silicon chloride in the second polysilicon plant in Gunsan plant
We paid a fine of KRW 5 million and a penalty fee of KRW 39 million in accordance with the Occupation Safety and Health Act due to the leakage of silicon chloride
(SiCl4, STC) in the second polysilicon plant in Gunsan plant in June 2015. In May and July 2016, we paid a fine of KRW 24 million and a surcharge of approximately
KRW 248 million pursuant instead of one-day business suspension to the same act. Moreover, we and the executive related to the accident paid a fine of KRW 2
million, respectively, for violating the Chemicals Control Act regarding the accident in February 2017.
B. Sanctions resulting from the violation of disclosure regulations prescribed in Monopolistic Regulations and Fair Trade Act
We were imposed with a negligence fine of KRW 910 million by violating the regulation pursuant to Disclosure Regulations prescribed in Monopolistic Regulations
and Fair Trade Act. We appealed for an administrative lawsuit regarding the negligence fine on the disposition. We finally won the case thanks to the court’s ruling
on non-imposition of the negligence fine. OCI Specialty, a subsidiary of OCI, was imposed with the negligence fine of KRW 6.9 million for the same reason, and
paid the fine.
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GRI Guideline Index
General Standard Disclosures
Index

Description

G4-1
CEO Message
G4-2
Description of key impacts, risks, and opportunities
Organizational Profile
G4-3
Name of organization
G4-4
Primary brand, product, services
G4-5
Location of organization’s headquarters
Number of countries where the organization operates and names of countries with either major operations or that are specifically relevant to the sustainability
G4-6
issues covered in the report
G4-7
Nature of ownership and legal form
G4-8
Markets served (including geographical breakdown, sector, types of customers/beneficiaries)
G4-9
Scale of reporting organization
G4-10 Total workforce by employment type, employment contract and region
G4-11 Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining agreements
G4-12 Key characteristics of the reporting organization’s supply chain related to primary activities, products and services
G4-13 Significant changes in size, structure, or ownership during the reporting period
G4-14 Report whether and how the precautionary approach or principle is addressed by the reporting organization
G4-15 Externally developed economic, environmental, and social charters, principles, or other initiatives to which the organization subscribes or endorses
G4-16 Status of memberships for associations, and national and international policy agencies
Identified Material Aspects and Boundaries
G4-17 Reporting organization’s organizational structure including key business departments, companies, subsidiaries, and joint ventures
G4-18 Process for defining report content
G4-19 Material Aspects identified in the process for defining report content
G4-20 Boundary of the internal report (e.g. countries, divisions, subsidiaries, leased facilities, joint ventures, suppliers)
G4-21 Boundary of the external report (e.g. countries, divisions, subsidiaries, leased facilities, joint ventures, suppliers
G4-22 Explanation of the effect of any re-statements of information provided in earlier reports and the reasons for such re-statement
G4-23 Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the scope, boundary, or measurement methods applied in the report
Stakeholder Engagement
G4-24 List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization
G4-25 Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to engage
G4-26 Approaches to stakeholder engagement, including frequency of engagement by type and by stakeholder group
G4-27 Key topics and concerns that have been raised through stakeholder engagement and how the organization has responded to those key topics and concerns
Report Profile
G4-28 Reporting period
G4-29 Date of most recent previous report
G4-30 Reporting cycle
G4-31 Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents
G4-32 GRI Content Index in the report
G4-33 Policy on external assurance and current practice
Governance
G4-34 Governance structure of the organization
G4-35 Process for delegating authority for economic, environmental, and social topics from the highest governance body to senior executives and other employees
List of executive-level position or positions with responsibility for economic, environmental, and social topics and whether post holders report directly to the
G4-36
highest governance body
G4-37 Negotiating procedure for stakeholders and the board of directors on economic, environmental and social issues
G4-38 Composition of highest governance body and its committees
G4-39 Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance body is also an executive officer
Process for determining the qualifications and expertise of the members of the highest governance body to support the organization’s economic,
G4-40
environmental, and social strategies
G4-41 Conflict prevention process over interests within the board of directors
Explanation of highest governance body’s and senior executives’ roles in the development, approval, and updating of the organization’s strategies, policies, and
G4-42
goals related to economic, environmental, and social impacts
G4-43 Measures to reinforce management competencies of the top decision-making body over economic, environmental and social controversies
G4-44 Processes for evaluating the highest governance body's own performance, particularly with respect to economic, environmental, and social performance.
G4-45 Procedures of the highest governance body for overseeing the organization's identification and management of economic, environmental, and social performance
G4-46 Highest governance body’s role in reviewing the effectiveness of the organization’s risk management processes
G4-47 Frequency of the highest governance body’s review of economic, environmental, and social impacts, risks, and opportunities.
Explanation of whether the highest committee or position formally reviews and approves the organization’s sustainability report and ensures that all material
G4-48
Aspects are covered
G4-49 Procedure to report major matters in the economic, environmental and social sectors to the board of directors
G4-50 Nature and total number of critical concerns that were communicated to the highest governance body and the mechanism (s) used to address and resolve them.
G4-51 Remuneration policies for the highest governance body and senior executives and the organization’s performance
G4-52 Explanation of whether remuneration consultants were involved in remuneration process
G4-53 Process on how stakeholders’ views are sought and taken into account regarding remuneration
Ratio of the annual total compensation for the organization’s highest paid individual to the median annual total compensation for all employees in the same
G4-54
country
Ratio of percentage increase in annual total compensation for the organization’s highest paid individual to the median percentage increase in annual total
G4-55
compensation for all employees in the same country
Ethics and Integrity
G4-56 Internally developed statements of mission or values, codes of conduct and principles relevant to economic, environmental, and social performance
G4-57 Report on internal and external mechanisms for seeking advice on ethical and lawful behavior and matters related to organizational integrity
G4-58 Report on internal and external mechanisms for reporting concerns about unethical or unlawful behavior
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SDGs

Page
4~5
18~19, 30~31, 38~89
8
64~65
2, 8~9
8~9, 26~27

SDG.08
SDG.08

8~9
8~9, 26~27
8~9
93
95
78~81
2
54~55
102
102
8~9
14~15
14~15
2, 14~15
2, 14~15
2
2
16~17
16~17
16~17
14~17
2
2
2
2
96~99
100~101
50~53
-

SDG.16
SDG.05, SDG.16
SDG.16

53
50

SDG.05, SDG.16

52

SDG.16

51
50~51

SDG.04
SDG.16

52
53
53
-

SDG.16

53
53
-

SDG.16
SDG.16
SDG.16

10~11
56
56

Specific Standard Disclosures
Index

Description

Economics
Economic Performance DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-EC1
Economic value generated and distributed
G4-EC2
Risks or opportunities and financial impact posed by climate change
G4-EC3
Coverage of the organization’s benefit plan obligations
G4-EC4
Financial assistance received from government
Market presence DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-EC5
Ratio of standard entry level wage compared to local minimum wage at significant locations of operation
G4-EC6
Proportion of senior management hired from the local community
Indirect Economic Impacts DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-EC7
Investment and services provided for public interest
G4-EC8
Indirect Economic Impacts
Procurement Practices DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-EC9
Spending on locally-based suppliers
Environments
Materials DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-EN1
Weight or volume of materials used
G4-EN2
Percentage of materials used that are recycled input materials
Energy DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-EN3
Energy consumption within the organization
G4-EN4
Energy consumption outside of the organization
G4-EN5
Energy intensity
G4-EN6
Reduction of energy consumption
G4-EN7
Reduction in energy requirements of products and services
Water DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-EN8
Total water withdrawal by source
G4-EN9
Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of water
G4-EN10 Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused
Biodiversity DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-EN11 Operational sites owned, leased, managed in protected areas and areas of high biodiversity
G4-EN12

Description of significant impacts of activities, products, and services on biodiversity in protected areas and areas of
high biodiversity

G4-EN13 Habitats protected or restored
G4-EN14 Number of IUCN Red List species and national conservation list species with habitats in areas affected by operations
Emissions DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-EN15 Direct greenhouse gas emissions
G4-EN16 Indirect greenhouse gas emissions
G4-EN17 Other indirect greenhouse gas emissions
G4-EN18 Greenhouse gas emissions intensity
G4-EN19 GHG Reduction activities
G4-EN20 Emissions of ozone-depleting substances
G4-EN21 NOx, SOx, and other significant emissions
Effluents and Waste DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-EN22 Total water discharge by quality and destination
G4-EN23 Total weight of waste by type and disposal method
G4-EN24 Total number and volume of significant spills of hazardous substances
G4-EN25

Transported and treated waste deemed hazardous under the terms of the Basel Convention and percentage of
transported waste shipped internationally

G4-EN26

Identity, size, protected status, and biodiversity value of water bodies and related habitats significantly affected by
the organization discharges of water and runoff

Products and Services DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-EN27 Extent of impact mitigation of environmental impacts of products and services
G4-EN28 Recycling rate of products sold and related packaging materials
Compliance DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-EN29

Monetary value of significant fines and total number of sanctions for non-compliance with environmental laws and
regulations

Transport DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-EN30 Critical environmental impact of the transportation of products and raw materials
Environments Overall DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-EN31 Total environmental protection expenditures and investments by type
Supplier Environmental Assessment DMA (Disclosures on Mana gement Approach)
G4-EN32 Percentage of new suppliers that were screened using environmental criteria
G4-EN33 Significant actual and potential negative environmental impacts in the supply chain and actions taken
Environmental Grievance Mechanism DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-EN34

Number of grievances about environmental impacts filed, addressed, and resolved through formal grievance
mechanisms

SDGs

SDG.02, SDG.05, SDG.07, SDG.08, SDG.09
SDG.13

SDG.01, SDG.05, SDG.08
SDG.08
SDG.02, SDG.05, SDG.07, SDG.09, SDG.11
SDG.01, SDG.02, SDG.03, SDG.08, SDG.10, SDG.17
SDG.12

Page
18~19
22~23, 84~87
36~37
95
87
94
74~77
74~81
79

SDG.06, SDG.14, SDG.15

30~31
88
88
30~31
91
36
36
36
30~31
89
89
-

SDG.06, SDG.14, SDG.15

-

SDG.06, SDG.14, SDG.15
SDG.06, SDG.14, SDG.15

SDG.03, SDG.06, SDG.12, SDG.14
SDG.03, SDG.06, SDG.12
SDG.03, SDG.06, SDG.12, SDG.14, SDG.15

30~31
91
91
36
36
35, 90
30~31, 38~39
89
90
44~45

SDG.03, SDG.12

44

SDG.08, SDG.12
SDG.08, SDG.12
SDG.07, SDG.08, SDG.12, SDG.13
SDG.07, SDG.08, SDG.12, SDG.13
SDG.07, SDG.08, SDG.12, SDG.13
SDG.07, SDG.08, SDG.12, SDG.13
SDG.07, SDG.08, SDG.12, SDG.13
SDG.06
SDG.06
SDG.06, SDG.08, SDG.12

SDG.03, SDG.12, SDG.13, SDG.14, SDG.15
SDG.03, SDG.12, SDG.13, SDG.14, SDG.15
SDG.03, SDG.12, SDG.13, SDG.14, SDG.15
SDG.13, SDG.14, SDG.15
SDG.13, SDG.14, SDG.15
SDG.03, SDG.12
SDG.03, SDG.12, SDG.14, SDG.15

SDG.06, SDG.14, SDG.15

-

SDG.06, SDG.08, SDG.12, SDG.13, SDG.14, SDG.15
SDG.08, SDG.12

30~31
34~37
88
30~31

SDG.16
SDG.11, SDG.12, SDG.13
SDG.07, SDG.09, SDG.12, SDG.13, SDG.14, SDG.15, SDG.17

95
30~31
44
30~31
31, 88
81
30~31

SDG.16

45

SDG.05, SDG.08

94~95

Labor
Employment DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-LA1

Total number and rate of new employee hires and employee turnover

-
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GRI Guideline Index
Specific Standard Disclosures
Index

Description

G4-LA2
Benefits which are only provided to full-time employees
G4-LA3
Return to work and retention rates of employees who took parental leave (by gender)
Labor-Management Relations DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-LA4
Notice periods regarding operational changes
Occupational Health and Safety DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-LA5

Ratio of personnel at the Safety and Health Committee jointly participated by the labor and the management to
evaluate and improve safety and health programs

G4-LA6

Type of injury and rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and total number of work-related fatalities (by
region and gender)

G4-LA7
Number of workers with high incidence or high risk of disease related to their occupation
G4-LA8
Health and safety topics covered in formal agreements with trade unions
Training and Education DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-LA9
Average hours of training per year per employee by gender and by employee category

SDGs

Page

SDG.08
SDG.05, SDG.08

69
94
68
38~39

SDG.08
SDG.08

-

SDG.03, SDG.08

92

SDG.03, SDG.08
SDG.08
SDG.04, SDG.05, SDG.08

92
40
95

G4-LA10

Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that support the continued employability of employees and
assist them in managing their career paths and endings

SDG.08

72~73

G4-LA11

Ratio of employees who have gone through periodic performance and career development evaluation (by gender/
by employee type)

SDG.05, SDG.08

94

SDG.05, SDG.08

94

Diversity and Equal Opportunity DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-LA12

Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of employees per employee category according to gender, age
group, minority group membership, and other indicators of diversity

Equal Remuneration DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-LA13 Ratio of the basic salary and remuneration of women to men for each employee category
Supplier Assessment for Labor Practices DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-LA14 Percentage of new suppliers that were screened using labor practices criteria
G4-LA15

Ratio of suppliers identified to have following negative labor practices currently or potentially and countermeasures
against them

Labor Practices Grievance Mechanisms DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-LA16 Number of grievances about labor practices filed, addressed, and resolved through formal grievance mechanisms
Human Rights
Investment DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-HR1

Total number and percentage of significant investment agreements and contracts that include human rights clauses
or that underwent human rights screening

G4-HR2

Total hours of employee training on human rights policies or procedures concerning aspects of human rights that
are relevant to operations (including the percentage of employees trained)

Non-discrimination DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-HR3
Total number of incidents of discrimination and the corrective actions taken
Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-HR4

Operations and suppliers identified in which the right to exercise freedom of association or collective bargaining
may be violated or at significant risk, and measures taken to support these rights

-

SDG.05, SDG.08, SDG.16

94
-

SDG.05, SDG.08, SDG.16

-

SDG.16

70

SDG.05, SDG.08, SDG.10

57
SDG.08, SDG.16

-

SDG.08

-

SDG.08, SDG.16

70~71

SDG.08

70~71

Child Labor DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-HR5

Operations and suppliers identified as having significant risk for incidents of child labor, and measures taken to
contribute to the effective abolition of child labor

-

Forced or Compulsory Labor DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-HR6

Operations and suppliers identified as having significant risk for incidents of Forced or compulsory labor, and
measures taken to contribute to the elimination of all forms of forced or compulsory labor

Security Practices DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-HR7
Percentage of security personnel trained in the organization’s human rights policies or procedures
Indigenous Rights DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-HR8
Total number of incidents of violations involving the rights of indigenous peoples and actions taken
Assessment DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-HR9
Total number and percentage of operations that have been subject to human rights reviews or impact assessments
Supplier Human Rights Assessment DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-HR10 Percentage of new suppliers that were screened using human rights criteria
G4-HR11

SDG.16
SDG.02

Ratio of suppliers identified to have possibilities of negative human right issues currently or potentially and
countermeasures against them

Human Rights Grievance Mechanisms DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-HR12 Number of grievances about human rights impacts filed, and number resolved through formal grievance mechanisms
Society
Local Communities DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-SO1

Percentage of operations with implemented local community engagement, impact assessments, and development
programs

G4-SO2

Number and ratio of establishments which hold a significant amount of impact on community or actually exert a
negative impact on community

Anti-corruption DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-SO3
Number and ratio of establishments which are evaluated to hold corruption and critical corruption risks
G4-SO4
Communication and training on anti-corruption policies and procedures
G4-SO5
Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken
Public Policy DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-SO6
Total value of political contributions by country and recipient/beneficiary

98

-

56
-

SDG.16

70
74~77

SDG.01, SDG.02
SDG.16
SDG.16
SDG.16
SDG.16

74~77
56
56
56
95

Specific Standard Disclosures
SDGs

Page

Anti-competitive Behavior DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-SO7
Total number of legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, anti-trust, and monopoly practices and their outcomes
Compliance DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)

Index

SDG.16

95
-

Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with laws and
regulations

SDG.16

95

SDG.16

80~81
-

G4-SO8

Description

Supplier Assessment for Impacts on Society DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-SO9
Ratio of new suppliers which have conducted evaluation on the performance of generating the social value
G4-SO10 Percentage of suppliers identified as having actual and potential negative impacts on society and actions taken
Grievance Mechanisms for Impacts on Society DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-SO11 Number of grievances about impacts on society filed through formal grievance mechanisms
Product Responsibility
Customer Health and Safety DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-PR1
Ratio of the category of products and categories evaluated on the safety and health impact to make improvement
G4-PR2

Total number and types of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes concerning the
health and safety impacts of products and services

38~39
64~65
SDG.16

64~65

64~65

Product and Service Labeling DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)

-

G4-PR3

Type of product and service information required by the organization’s procedures for product and service
information and labeling

SDG.12

G4-PR4

Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes concerning product and service
information and labeling (by types of outcomes)

SDG.16

G4-PR5
Results of customer satisfaction surveys
Marketing DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-PR6
Sale of banned or disputed products
G4-PR7

Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes concerning marketing
communications, including advertising, promotion, and sponsorship, by type of outcomes

SDG.16

-

SDG.16

-

SDG.16

95

Customer Privacy DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-PR8

-

Total number of substantiated complaints received concerning breaches of customer privacy and losses of
customer data

Compliance DMA (Disclosures on Management Approach)
G4-PR9

64
-

-

Monetary value of significant fines for non-compliance with laws and regulations concerning the provision and use
of products and services

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) – 17

No Poverty

Affordable and Clean Energy

Climate Action

Zero Hunger

Decent Work and Economic Growth

Life below Water

Good Health and Well-Being

Industry Innovation and Infra.

Life on Land

Quality Education

Reduced Inequalities

Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions

Gender Equality

Sustainable Cities and Communities

Partnerships for the Goals

Clean Water and Sanitation

Responsible Consumption &
Production
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Third Party Assurance Statement
Introduction
OCI Company Ltd.(hereinafter referred to as “OCI”) commissioned DNV GL Business Assurance Korea Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as “DNV GL”), part of DNV GL Group,
to undertake independent assurance of the ‘2016 OCI SUSTAINABILITY REPORT’ (the “Report”). The assurance engagement is based on assumption that the data
and information provided to DNV GL are complete, sufficient and authentic.

Scope of assurance
The assurance engagement of DNV GL is limited to data in 2016. The assurance engagement includes :
• Evaluation of the Report for the adherence to the principles for defining report contents and the principles for defining report quality as set forth in GRI G4
• Evaluation of the process for determining material aspects and management approach to material issues, and process of generating, gathering, and managing
qualitative and quantitative data

Verification Method
We performed our work based on DNV GL’s assurance methodology VeriSustainTM1, which is based on our professional experience and international assurance
best practices including International Standard on Assurance Engagements 3000 (ISAE 3000). We provide a limited level of assurance over non-financial disclosure
presented in the Report. The audit was carried out in May and June 2017. The site visits were made to Headquarters in Seoul and Facility in Gunsan, Korea. The
assurance engagement was conducted in the following method based on sampling.
• challenged the sustainability-related statements and claims made in the Report and assessed the robustness of the underlying data management system,
information flow and controls
• interviewed representatives from the various departments
• conducted document reviews, data sampling and interrogation of supporting databases and computerized system
• reviewed the outcomes of the materiality assessment

Limitations
The engagement excludes the sustainability management, performance and reporting practices of OCI’s other subsidiaries, associated companies, suppliers,
contractors and any third-parties except OCI and OCI Solar Power LLC, Shandong OCI Co., Ltd., Shandong OCI-Jianyang Carbon Black Co., Ltd., Ma Steel OCI
Chemical Co., Ltd., Tokuyama Malaysia Sdn. Bhd. specified in the Report. DNV GL did not interview external stakeholders as part of this Assurance Engagement.
Financial statements of OCI, data announced on DART system of the Financial Supervisory Service(http://dart.fss.or.kr), and data on the website(www.oci.co.kr) of
OCI subject to assurance are not included in the scope of assurance. Data assurance was conducted by checking the basis in a limited scope, including inquiry,
analysis, and limited sampling method, on the data collected by OCI. The aggregation and calculation process for building economic performances is reviewed
and tested by the audit team. Also, environmental and social data were verified using the aggregated data. The directors of OCI have sole responsibility for the
preparation of the Report. The responsibility of DNV GL in performing the assurance work is to the management of OCI in accordance with the terms of reference.
DNV GL expressly disclaims any liability or co-responsibility for any decision a person or an entity may make based on this Assurance Statement.

Conclusion
Based on the work undertaken, nothing comes to our attention to suggest that the Report does not properly describe the adherence to the Principles for defining
report content as set forth in GRI G4 nor is prepared ‘in accordance’ with GRI G4 Core option. Further opinions with regards to the adherence to the following
Principles are made below :
| Stakeholder Inclusiveness |
OCI has identified internal and external stakeholder groups including shareholders and investors, customers, local community, suppliers, government and
employees. OCI engages with selected stakeholders. Engagement ways, major expectations and concerns of stakeholder groups and OCI’s corresponding
responses and communication ways are described in the Report.


1

The VeriSustain protocol is available upon request at DNV GL’s website (www.dnvgl.com/assurance/reporting/verification.html)
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| Sustainability Context |
The scope of the report has been gradually expanded to overseas business operations although it is limited to the economic aspects. In the materiality assessment
process for defining report content, economic, environmental and social topics relevant for the sustainability management in domestic and international operations
are considered in various aspects. For material issues, opportunities and risks, short and mid & long term tasks and key performances are disclosed in the Report.
| Materiality |
OCI conducted materiality assessment while preparing the Report. Various issues have been derived by analyzing the topics affecting OCI’s business activities,
various global standards, internal information, competitors’ reports and news articles. Issues have been prioritized material reporting issues. The audit team
evaluated that the material issues determined by the materiality assessment, the impact of material issues, and the response to those issues are also reflected in
the report.
| Completeness |
The Report provides stakeholders with information on the actions and decisions of OCI on material sustainability issues during the reporting period within the
scope of reporting. The OCI’s position on and actions taken against negative news associated with OCI’s business operations are addressed in the special page of
the Report. The audit team has not noted that the material information is intentionally omitted that may influence the decision-making process of stakeholders
during the engagement.
| Accuracy and Reliability |
The audit team evaluated the accuracy and reliability the Report by testing the data and information on a sampling basis and did not note any intentional errors
or misleading descriptions. The data provided in the Report was gathered from respective facilities of OCI and processed by the dedicated team in Headquarters.
The audit team conducted interviews with the personnel, reviewed the process of gathering and processing data and information, and verified the supporting
documents and records. The level of depth on data testing is limited to the data input by each facility.
| Disclosure of Management Approach |
OCI provides management approaches to the reported material issues derived from materiality assessment and describes the importance of the issues and the
activities to manage issues.

Opportunity for improvement
The following summarizes improvements in addition to comments on above principles, do not affect the conclusions of the report but are provided to encourage
continuous improvement.
• It is recommended that indicators for material issues be continuously monitored to see if the performance is improved and if actions taken are effective. In-depth
analysis and countermeasures to be taken should be disclosed if performance does not improve (e.g. occupational safety related indicators).

Competence and Independence
DNV GL Business Assurance is part of DNV GL Group and a global provider of certification, verification, assessment and training services, helping customers to
build sustainable business performance. Our environmental and social assurance specialists are present in over 100 countries. The assurance work was performed
by independent team which meets DNV GL’s competence requirements. DNV GL was not involved in the preparation of any statements or data included in the
Report except for this Assurance Statement. The audit team has complied with DNV GL Code of Ethics during the assurance engagement.
13 June 2017
Seoul, Korea

In Kyoon Ahn

Country Representative

DNV GL Business Assurance Korea Ltd.
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Key Memberships
CEO Forum of Korea CEO Association
Consortium of Joint Registration of Petrochemicals
Future Energy Forum
International Tar Association
Japan Hygienic Olefin and Styrene Plastics Association
Korea CFO Association
Korea Chemicals Management Association
Korea Chlor Alkali Industry Association
Korea Electric Engineers Association
Korea Employers Federation
Korea Feed Ingredients Association
Korea Fire Safety Association
Korea Industrial Technology Association
Korea International Trade Association
Korea Investor Relations Service
Korea Listed Companies Association
Korea Listed Companies Association (Auditor Association)
Korea Mecenat Association
Korea New&Renewable Energy Association
Korea Petrochemical Industry Association
Korea Photovoltaic Industry Association
Korea Photovoltaic Society
Korea Rubber Industry Association
Korea Semiconductor Industry Association
Korea Silicon and Chemical Industrial Research Association
Korea Vinyl Environmental Council
Seoul Chamber of Commerce and Industry
The Federation of Korean Industries
The Korea CEO Association
The Rubber Society of Korea
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